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SUMMARY 
Variational formulas have been developed and applied to the 
analysis of complicated electromagnetic structures where conventional 
techniques are difficult or impossible to utilize. Although these 
variational approaches make difficult problems tractable, they usually 
give rise to a system of nonlinear equations describing the structure. 
These nonlinear equations become increasingly difficult to solve as a 
more and more accurate analysis is attempted. To retain the advantages 
of a variational approach, yet avoiding the difficulties of nonlinear 
equations, a new variational principle which produces linear equations 
is presented in this dissertation. Solving the linear equations ob-
tained from this new approach will require less work than solving the 
nonlinear equations from other approaches to the same problem. 
The new approach is used to analyze a general class of antenna 
problems, and the detailed analysis for a particular antenna, namely 
a coated rectangular waveguide slot, is performed. The rectangular slot 
is in a ground plane that is transverse to the axis of the waveguide. 
The general equations presented in this thesis apply to plasma as well 
as dielectric coverings, to lossy as well as lossless coverings, and to 
loaded as well as unloaded waveguides. Thus, they apply to a wide 
variety of important antenna problems. The application of the general 
equations to any of these configurations would only require a change in 
integration scheme. 
IX 
Numerical calculations are performed on four X-band slot antennas, 
each having an infinitely wide ground plane and a lossless dielectric 
covering. The calculated admittance and far field pattern of each 
antenna is compared with experimental measurements on similar antennas 
with finite ground planes. The success of the experimental verification 
Indicates that the new procedure is practical and has wide applicability. 
One, three, and ten mode calculations are performed for each antenna. 
The test cases considered show that usually a minimum of three modes is 
necessary for accurate admittance predictions. 
The predicted patterns are smooth curves which decrease monoton-
ically from the maximum value, which is in a direction normal to the 
aperture. The measured patterns have ripples superimposed on the pre-
dicted curves. The predicted patterns tend to give the average value of 
these ripples. On the basis of the test cases considered, a one mode 
analysis seems adequate for pattern predictions. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Solution of Electromagnetic Problems 
by Variational Techniques 
The classical method of analyzing any electromagnetic problem is 
by solving Maxwell's equations subject to the boundary conditions of 
the system. Although such an approach is conceptually simple for any 
geometry, it Is only for elementary configurations--those formed by 
coordinate system surfaces—that the mathematical analysis is also rela-
tively easy. For such configurations It is usually possible to find a 
simple solution of Maxwell's equations that satisfies all of the bound-
ary conditions. However, as the geometry becomes more complicated, the 
mathematical analysis also becomes more difficult. For such geometries, 
a simple solution usually cannot be found, and a Fourier type series 
approach must be used in which the fields are expanded in terms of a 
complete set of functions with proper weightings. Typical examples of 
such expansion functions are sinusoidal and hyperbolic functions in the 
solution of Laplace's equation In rectangular coordinates, and spherical 
harmonics in the solution of the wave equation in spherical coordinates. 
This expansion technique also becomes very difficult to apply for 
the even more complicated geometries which often arise in practice. For 
such configurations, the variational approach is still analytically 
tractable. Collin (1) and Harrington (2) give good accounts of this 
approach, which has been extensively applied to practical electromag-
netic problems during the past 30 years. 
The variational approach converts a field theory problem into a 
calculus of variations problem by showing that the true field which 
exists in a system is the one that makes some particular integral sta-
tionary. A stationary formula is one that is relatively insensitive to 
variations in an assumed field about the correct field. The advantage 
of such an approach is that approximations to field quantities, as for 
example propagation constant and input impedance, can be obtained rela-
tively rapidly and with much less work than is required by conventional 
techniques. In the variational approach a trial function containing 
several adjustable parameters Is used to approximate the true field. 
By adjusting these parameters so that the integral in question is sta-
tionary, the best possible approximation to the field is obtained from 
among the class of functions being considered. Inclusion of more trial 
functions produces more accurate results but increases the effort needed 
to solve the resulting equations. 
Variational principles have been associated with Maxwell's equa-
tions for some time. The initial principles, however, had theoretical 
rather than practical value. In 1900 Larmor (3) showed that the differ-
ence between the stored magnetic and electric energy densities possessed 
a stationary property analogous to similar expressions for mechanical 
systems. Henschke (M-) in 1913 showed that Maxwell's equations could be 
derived from a particular energy function. After Henschke, most authors 
interested in stationary formulas for electromagnetic problems concen-
trated on deriving Maxwell's equations from various energy functions 
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rather than on solving problems associated with particular geometries. 
It was not until the 1940?s that variational formulas found wide 
acceptance in the solution of practical problems. The variational method 
introduced by Schwinger (5) permits the handling of a large variety of 
problems which were very difficult, if not impossible, to solve by con-
ventional techniques. Stationary formulas for discontinuities in wave-
guides and for the resonant frequency of cavities began to appear in the 
literature. Later, scattering problems and antenna problems were formu-
lated in terms of variational expressions„ 
This dissertation presents a new variational formula having the 
singular characteristic of giving rise to linear algebraic equations. 
This characteristic is quite significant because comparable variational 
approaches produce nonlinear equations which rapidly become unmanageable 
as the number of adjustable parameters is increased. The linear equa-
tions resulting from this new approach9 however, are still manageable as 
the number of parameters is increased, thus making possible a more pre-
cise analysis of a broad class of problems. The new approach is used to 
analyze a general class of antenna problems. The detailed analysis for 
a particular antenna, namely a waveguide slot, is demonstrated, and the 
experimental verification of the theoretical results is provided. 
Background of the Antenna Problem 
Many antennas being used today have dielectric coverings over 
them. Antennas under radomes and antennas under heat shields on space 
vehicles are two such examples„ The dielectric covering is usually 
provided to protect the antenna from the external environment, but it 
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also influences the electrical behavior of the antenna. 
In the case of space vehicles which must travel through the 
earth's atmosphere, a heat shield is placed over the vehicle to protect 
it and its antennas from the re-entry heat. As the vehicle re-enters 
the atmosphere, the heat shield is ablated away, causing the thickness 
and the dielectric constant of the coating to change. It is important 
to know what influence the change In dielectric constant and the change 
in dielectric thickness will have upon the performance of the communica-
tion system connected to the antenna0 In particular, it is necessary to 
know what sort of Input impedance variations these changes produce in 
order to design matching networks for the transmitter. In addition, any 
change In the radiation pattern must be known in order to predict the 
performance of the communication system. 
Because of aerodynamic considerations, a common choice of antenna 
for re-entry vehicles is one that can be mounted flush with the surface 
of the vehicle. Representative of this group is a waveguide slot 
antenna which uses the surface of the space vehicle as a ground plane. 
Such an antenna provides a wide radiation pattern giving good coverage 
even if the vehicle rotates somewhat. It is this antenna configuration 
which motivates the particular problem to be studied in this disserta-
tion. The antenna will be analyzed using the new variational principle. 
Before the advent of variational techniques, the field distribu-
tion in an antenna's aperture had to be assumed instead of being 
analytically calculated. For example, Silver (6) almost always assumes 
the form of the aperture distribution, even though it is known that 
these assumptions are Incorrect and produce errors. However, the 
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difficulty encountered in attempting to derive the true distribution 
usually prevents an exact analytic approach. Even in some recent 
studies (7) of slot antennas and coated slot antennas, the aperture 
distribution is still assumed instead of being analytically calculated 
using existing variational techniques. The predictions from such 
approaches are open to question since the assumed aperture distribution 
is not exact. 
Variational Approaches for Slot Antennas 
Several variational formulas have been developed for slot 
antenna problems. All of these formulas give rise to nonlinear equa-
tions when the trial field in the aperture is expanded, using more than 
one waveguide mode function. 
Lewis (8) in 1951 presented a stationary formula for the input 
admittance of an open-ended rectangular waveguide with an infinite 
flange (ground plane) having no dielectric coating. His formula is in 
terms of the aperture distribution of the antenna which can have an 
arbitrary form. For numerical calculations, however, he assumes that 
only the dominant mode is present. This aperture distribution simpli-
fies his nonlinear equation to a linear one. 
Galejs (9-11) has applied Lewin's technique to plasma-covered 
slot antennas. His equations are nonlinear, as are Lewin's. He uses a 
two-term trial function, having only one adjustable parameter, for the 
aperture distribution. His results indicate (12) that the aperture 
distribution can differ significantly from that of the dominant mode 
alone. 
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In 1951 Cohen et al. (13) developed a stationary formula for a 
dielectrically-loaded rectangular waveguide radiating into half-space. 
The development was based on Schwinger' s (1M-) approach, and the result-
ing variational formula was nonlinear. A dominant mode approximation 
was made to the aperture fieldc 
Villeneuve (15) applied Rumsey's reaction concept (16) to slot 
antennas and also obtained nonlinear equations. The results he presents 
assume that the dominant mode alone is present. 
Compton (17) in 1964 developed a variational formula similar to 
Lewin's for a rectangular waveguide radiating through a dielectric slab. 
This work was corrected by Croswell et al. (18) in 1967 to account for 
surface waves that Compton had neglected. Both Compton and Croswell 
assumed that only the dominant mode was present. Croswell made experi-
mental measurements which show that the aperture distribution can differ 
markedly from dominant mode. Croswell (19) has recently extended his 
earlier work to include plasma, as well as dielectric, coverings. This 
new study uses a two mode instead of just a single mode trial field. 
A single mode analysis of a dielectric coating on a circular 
waveguide has recently been made by Bailey and Swift (20). For a 
single mode trial field they show that the input admittance of the 
antenna can be expressed as a single integral in the circular waveguide 
case instead of a double integral, as in the rectangular waveguide case. 
Thus, the computation is simpler for the circular waveguide. 
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Purpose of Research 
In contrast to the above approaches, this dissertation presents 
a variational formula which produces a system of linear instead of non-
linear equations. This new variational principle is presented in 
Chapter II. 
The resulting simplification produced by these linear equations 
permits a multimode instead of just a one or two mode analysis to be 
made of a dielectrically-coated slot antenna. This analysis is pre-
sented in Chapters III, IV, and V and is based on the variational 
principle of Chapter II. 
Next, the far field of the slot antenna is determined using the 
multimode analysis of Chapters III through V. This result is presented 
in Chapter VI. 
Finally, in Chapter VII an experimental verification is made of 
the analysis presented in Chapters III through VI. 
CHAPTER II 
THE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 
Notation 
In this chapter a new variational formula will be presented, and 
a proof of its stationary character will be given. This formula applies 
to the general antenna configuration shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3. The 
antenna consists of an irregularly shaped, perfectly conducting feed 
structure terminating on an Infinitely large, perfectly conducting 
sheet. The feed structure in Figure 1 may, for example, be a rectangu-
lar, circular, or elliptical cross section waveguide. The proof for a 
coaxial type feed structure can be handled in the same manner as used 
for this feed arrangement. An aperture composed of one or more irregu-
larly shaped holes, as shown in Figure 2, is cut in the conducting sheet 
to let energy out of the feed region. 
Covering the sheet is a series of linear, isotropic, and homo-
geneous slabs, each of which extends radially outward in a transverse 
plane to ±°°. In each region V. (i = 1,2,...,M) the electrical param-
eters y., e., and a. are all considered to be scalar constants. The 
l i I 
conductivity, a., may or may not be zero and y. and e. can be greater 
than, less than, or equal to their free space values. By assumption, 
there is no free current or free charge anywhere. Conduction current, 
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Figure 1. Side View of Antenna 
10 
intersection of feed structure 
and perfectly conducting sheet 
aperture, S_ 
Figure 2. Front View of Antenna 
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i+1 
Figure 3. A Typical Volume V-j_ for i = 2,3,...,M-1 
The Bounding Surface of V-j_ is Z-̂ , Which 
Consists of S S. n and S. l+l I 
In Figure 3, E. (I = 1,2,...,M) is defined as a closed surface 
bounding the volume V., and n„ is a unit outward normal to E.. In par-& 1 1 I r 
ticular, the first closed surface E is composed of the open surfaces 
S , S , the perfectly conducting feed boundary, and that portion of the 
-L a 
perfectly conducting sheet which covers the waveguide-like feed. For 
theoretical purposes S may be arbitrarily placed relatively to S . For 
J. a 
practical applications, however, S is placed many feed-structure wave-
lengths from S to facilitate constraining the trial electric field over 
a 
V 
For i = 2,3,...,M-1, E. is composed of the open surfaces S., 
S. , and 5., as shown in Figure 3. The closed surface E is composed 
of surfaces S and S . For convenience, a hemispherically shaped sur-
face of radius R is drawn about some point on S . The surface S. 
(i = 2,3,...,M-1) is the ribbon-like surface sliced off the hemisphere 
by the boundaries S. and S. _, of V. . Surface S.. is that portion of the 
J l l+l l M ^ 
hemispherical surface which lies in V . The unit vector a points in 
the radially outward direction and is normal to each S.. 
The radius R in Figure 1 is initially chosen to be finite. Later, 
R is made very large so that each S. is in the far field of the antenna, 
where the radiation condition (21) applies. 
In each region V. (i = 1,2,...,M), E. and H. denote, respectively, 
the trial electric field and the trial magnetic field which approximate 
the true electric field E, and the true magnetic field H. The true 
fields are the ones that satisfy Maxwell's equations and all the bound-
ary conditions. For purposes of this analysis, Maxwell's equations in 
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rationalized MKS units will be used, and e time variations will be 
assumed. 
Statement and Proof of the Variational Principle 
For the antenna configuration shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3, it 
will now be shown that the energy expression 
c I j ) ( i
E i X H i ) * n i d a + I jj ^ E i x F y * %da (2-^ 
E. S. 
i l 
is stationary about the true fields provided that the trial fields 
satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) In each region V., H. is obtained from E. by 
V*E. 
H. = . ^ (i = 1,2,...,M) 
l -jwy. 
(2) Each E. is a solution of the complex vector wave equation, 
V x V x E. = -jwu.(a.+jw£.)E., in its respective region V. (i = 1,2,...,M) 
(3) Each E. satisfies the radiation condition in its respective 
l 
region V. (i = 2,3, ... ,M) 
(4) The tangential components of the trial electric fields are 
continuous, i.e. n. x (E. ,-E.) = 0, at each point on S and at each 
l l+l l a 
point on S. (i = 2,3,...,M-1) 
(5) n x E = 0 at each point on the perfectly-conducting, 
large, ground surface S - S 
2. a 
(6) n x E = 0 at each point on the perfectly-conducting, 
feed-structure boundary E - S - S 
J. i a 
(7) n x E = n x E at each point on S . 
If, in addition, it is required that 
(8) The tangential components of the trial magnetic fields are 
continuous, i.e. n. x (H.-H.) = 0, at each point on S. . 
l l+l I r l+l 
(i = 2,3,...,M-1), 
then the stationary energy function W assumes the simpler form 




- a ^M2XH2) * v
a 
u) 
W = W + W + W (2-3) 
C Cl °2 C3 
W = - // (jExH ) • n da (2-4) 
1 S 
Wc = - // (i^xHj • nxda (2-5) 
a 




Notice that the above eight conditions on the trial fields are 
all conditions which the true fields must satisfy. No conditions have 
been imposed on the trial fields which make them violate the behavior 
of the true fields. However, not all the conditions that the true 
fields satisfy have been imposed on the trial fields. If all of these 
conditions could be imposed, then it would be possible to solve the 
problem as a boundary value problem. This, however, is not possible. 
To prove that W is stationary, let SE. be the corresponding 
variation of E. about E; that is, let SE. = E. - E. Let 6W be the 
1 1 1 c 
variation, to first order in 6E.'s, of W about E. Then, since the var-
1 c 
iation of a sum is the sum of the variations, it follows from Equation 
(2-1) that 
M M 
6W = J SW. + V 5W. (2-7) 
i=l i=2 
where 
SW. = 6 Q (-- E.xH.) • n.da (2-8) 








J 2̂ I iJ r 
lJ o 
1 
It will be expedient to first show that 
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6W. = ~r 
1 -]mi J 
(n.x6E.) • (VxE)da (2-10) 
l 
and 
I e. a. 
5W. = If — - j — — (a x6E.) • (a xE)da 
V I ii. J ooy. r i 




To this end, it will be noted that condition one transforms 
Equation (2-8) to 














The subscript "i" was dropped from E. in the last equation because the 
variation was taken about E. = E. Applying the divergence theorem to 
the last integral in the last equation and a routine vector identity to 
the first, yields 
5W. = ̂ r 4 
1 j2b)\l. J 






/// V • [Ex(Vx6E.)]dv 
The integrand of the volume integral of Equation (2-12) may be expanded 
as 
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V • [Ex(Vx6E.)] = (VxE) • (Vx6E.) - E • (VxVx6E.) (2-13) 
Equation (2-13) may be modified by noting that 
V • [6E.x(VxE)] = (Vx<5E.) • (VxE) - 6E. • (VxVxE) (2-14) 
i l l 
which, when substituted into Equation (2-13), yields 
V • [Ex(Vx6E.)] = V • [6E.x(VxE)] (2-15) 
+ SE. • (VxVxE) - E • (V-xV-xSE.) 
l l 
Representing the true field, the vector E satisfies the vector wave 
equation and, by assumption, so does E.. Hence, the difference 
5E. = E. - E also satisfies the vector wave equation since this equation 
is linear. Equation (2-15) thus becomes 
V • [E*(Vx6E.)] = V • [6E.x(VxE)] (2-16) 
+ 6E. • C-jtoy. (a.+jwe. )E] 
E • [-jojy.Ca.+jtoe. )6E.] 
V • [6E.x(VxE)] 
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Now, substituting Equation (2-16) into the integrand of the 
volume integral in Equation (2-12) and applying the divergence theorem 
once again gives 
5W 1 
i :2wy J'J 
Z. 
_ _ l 
(n.x6E.) • (VxE)da + -rr 
I i ]2ooy. J J 
[6E.x(VxE)] • n.da 
j coy. 
(n1x6E.) • (VxE)da 
which p r o v e s E q u a t i o n ( 2 - 1 0 ) . 
E q u a t i o n ( 2 - 1 1 ) w i l l be p roved n e x t . S u b s t i t u t i n g 
H. = V x E . / - i w y . i n t o E q u a t i o n ( 2 - 9 ) g i v e s 
I l i 
6W. = <5 / / 
1 S. 
I — 
V x E. 




( 2 - 1 7 ) 
•32coy 
i S, 
lj 6E.x(VxE) + Ex(Vx5E i ) a da r 
The t r u e f i e l d E s a t i s f i e s t h e r a d i a t i o n c o n d i t i o n ove r S., which i s 
l' 
in the far field of the antenna. By assumption three, E. also satisfies 
the radiation condition over S. . Hence, by linearity, so does 6E.. 
Thus, over S. 
V x E = -i/a)2y . e . -icoy.a. a x E 
1 1 1 1 V 
(2-18) 
V x 5E. = - j / c o 2 y . e.-jooy . a . a x 6E. 
i i i J i i r I (2-19) 
An extension of the standard radiation condition to a lossy 
c 
medium is used here with e m the standard condition replaced by e-n—. 
J it) 
19 




l i l i 
-:2a)y. 
// [6E.x(a X E ) + Ex(a *6E.)] • a da o i r r I r 
i 
E- a-
— - j -i- J J (a *6E.) • (a x£)da 
p. coy. c- r i r 
I I ^ • 
which p r o v e s E q u a t i o n ( 2 - 1 1 ) . 
E q u a t i o n s ( 2 - 1 0 ) and ( 2 - 1 1 ) may now be used t o e x p r e s s E q u a t i o n 




i = l 
( n . x 6 E . ) 
I l ^ n ajy . J 
l 
M I e . a . 
+ V ff _ i _ j -L- ( a x6E . ) • (a xE)da 
i=2 5 J y i Wyi r X 
i 
Since Z. - S. + S. ., + 5 . f o r i = 2 , 3 , . . . , M , t h e l a s t e x p r e s s i o n f o r 6W l l l + l i 5 5 5 5 r c 
may be w r i t t e n a s 
6W 
•VxE VxE C (n xfiE.) • ( 4 - H d a + (n x6EQ) • ( 4 - ^ - ) da ( 2 - 2 0 ) 
JJ 1 1 3^y ; J J 2 2 ^ c o y ; 
M - l 
+ I / / 
i=2 S i + 1 
- - , / V X K \ - - „ f V * t > 
n . x 6 E . • ~ i ~ + n . x6E. n • ( / * I I ^]a)y. ; l + l l + l ^ w y . ^ 
da 
I I! 
i = 2 S. 
1 






- j — ^ ( i xfiE.) • (a xE) 
J wy. r 1 r 
da 
I t w i l l now be shown t h a t the f i r s t sum in Equation (2-20) i s ze ro . To 
VxE . - VxE 
this end, it will be recalled that H = 
-jcoy. 
in region V., H = 
-:wi+1 
in region V. n , and that n. _, = -n. over S. _, . Thus, the first sum in & l+l l+l l l+l 
Equation (2-20) becomes 
M-l 
I U 
1 = 2 s i + i
 L 
-(n.x8E. ) • H + (n.x5E. n ) • H 
l l l+l 
da (2-21) 
Since n. x 6E. and n. x 8E. _, are strictly tangential to S. n , then 
i l l l+l J & i+l' 
(n.x6E.) • H and (n.*6E. -,) * H involve only the tangential components 
of H. Since the tangential components of the true field are continuous 
over S. , H may be factored out of Equation (2-21) and that equation 
rewritten as 
M-l 
y // [n.x6E. . - n.x§E.] L J J i i+l i 
i = 2 s 
i+l 
H da (2-22) 
The tangential components of the true, and by assumption four, 
the trial electric fields are continuous over S. _, : hence, 
i+l 
n. x (SE. n - 6E.) = 0 at each point on S. ,. Thus, Equation (2-22) is 
l i+l l l+i 
zero and hence, the first sum in Equation (2-20) is also zero. 
Next, it will be shown that the second sum in Equation (2-20) is 










xE 2y. e . - i w y . a . 
I I J 1 1 
j(oy1 
e. a. 
+ I — " j —^- (a x6E.) • (a xE) 
y. coy. r I r 
i i l 
da = 0 
since n. = a over S.. Thus, the second sum, as well as the first sum, 
l r l ' 




(n^^) * (Si") da + 
1 1 •nwy. 
-VxE 
(n x6E_) • (4-Hda (2-23) 
•]wy 
Now, because of condition six and the fact that n x E = 0 over 
£ - S - S , n x 6E = 0 at each point on the perfectly conducting 
waveguide wall surface. The first integral in Equation (2-23) can be 
simplified, accordingly. The second integral can also be simplified 
since n„ x 5E = 0 over Srt - S . This is true because of condition five 2 2 2 a 
and the fact that n0 x E = 0 over S_ - S . The net result is that Equa-
2 2 a ^ 
tion (2-23) becomes 
6W = / / (n xfiE.) • (^-)da + / / ( n ^ E ) • (¥*-) da 
c JJ 1 1 ^ w y ; JS
J 1 1 ^ w y ^ 
1 J a 
( 2 - 2 4 ) 
Now, n x SE = n x (E -E) = 0 over S by condition seven; hence, 
the first integral in Equation (2-2M-) is zero. Additionally, it will be 
VxE - V*E 
recalled that H = —: m region Vn , H = —- m region V_, and that 
-1^1 1 -:wy2
 & 2' 
n = -n over S . These facts permit Equation (2-24) to be written as 
2 1 a 
6W = -// (n x6E ) • H da + // (n *6E ) • H da (2-25) 
c s 1 1 g 1 2 
a a 
In this equation n x 5E and n x 6E are strictly tangential to S , 
1 1 1 2 a 
and the integrands thus involve only the tangential components of H, 
which are continuous at S . Hence, the two integrals in Equation (2-25) 
a 
can be combined, with H as a common factor of the integrands. By condi-
tion four and the fact that the tangential components of true fields are 
continuous at S , it now follows that nn x <5En - nn x 6E at each point a' 1 1 1 2 r 
on S . Consequently, 
6W = 0 
c 
which is the assertion that was to be proved. 
If, in addition to conditions one through seven, condition eight 
is also satisfied, then W can be considerably simplified. First, it 
will be noticed that the surface integrals over S. in Equation (2-1) 
cancel with their corresponding parts from the integrals over Z.. This 
permits Equation (2-1) to be written as 
'1 = r, fr 1 s r, 
W = - M ? (o"EixfU ' M a - I to" V H o ) ' n0da (2-26) c ]] l2 1 1J 1 
£1 S2 
•2 2 2; 2 
M - l i _ _ i 
' I II &E.XH. - T T E . xH. J • n.da 
,f;0 J/
 v2 I l 2 l+l i+l; I 
1 = 2 i+l 
where the relation n. n = -n. on S. was used in the summation. But 
i+l l i+l 
conditions four through eight require that the tangential components of 
the trial electric and trial magnetic fields be continuous at each point 
on each S. (i = 3,4-, . . . ,M). Hence, the summation in (2-26) is zero. 
Furthermore, since the tangential components of the trial electric 
fields are zero over the perfect conductors (conditions five and six), 
it follows that Equation (2-26) may be rewritten as 
W = - / / & E X H J . n d a - / / £ E X H J • n i a 
Sn S 
1 a 
" / / ( j E2xH2) • n2da 
a 
which concludes what was to be shown. 
Comments on the Variational Principle 
It should be noticed that Equation (2-2) is a stationary formula 
since it requires the same seven conditions that Equation (2-1) does, 
and since condition eight is not needed to make Equation (2-1) 
24 
stationary. It should also be noticed that the expressions T-E, x H. , 
which appear in the generally complex functional, W , are not Poynting's 
vectors since the latter contains a conjugate of H, that is — E x H*, 
while the terms in W do not. A variational principle using Poynting's 
vector is discussed by Paris and Hurd (22). 
The variational principle states that the trial fields will 
adjust themselves as closely as possible to the true fields so that W 
is as close to its true value as possible. The best approximation to 
the fields and to W is obtained when there is no further change in W 
c c 
for further small changes in the trial fields. 
This gives a method of obtaining approximations to the true 
fields by using trial fields containing several adjustable parameters. 
These parameters are adjusted to that set of values at which perturba-
tions of the parameter values will produce no additional change in W . 
Then W is stationary. This is the same as requiring that the partial 
derivative of W with respect to a parameter be zero for each parameter. 
An approximation to the true fields is obtained by adjusting the param-
eters to the values so determined. Once the fields are known, all of 
the electrical characteristics of the antenna can be calculated, in 
principle at least. 
More precisely, if trial fields of the form 
E. = I a e (2-27) 
l m m 
m 
are used, where (e } is a set of known mode functions and {a } is a set 
m m 
of unknown mode amplitudes, then E. will be a linear combination of the 
I 
25 
unknown a 's. The trial magnetic field, H., will also be a linear com-
m 1 
bination of the a rs since it is obtained from H. = VxE./-jcoy. . Thus, 
m 1 1 1 
W in Equation (2-2) will be a quadratic function of the a 's. To find 
c m 
the set of a 's that makes W stationary, the partial derivative of W 
m c J ^ c 
with respect to a is set equal to zero. Repeating this process for 
each a produces a system of equations in terms of the unknown a 's. 
It is important to note that this system of equations will be linear 
since taking the partial derivative of the quadratic expression for W 
will reduce the quadratic expression to a linear one. Since the system 
of equations for the a 's is linear, matrix techniques can be used to 
solve them, resulting in a considerable savings of time. 
Comparable techniques (23-26) use stationary formulas of the form 
// f(E.,H.)da 
S ' 1 X X 
Y = — — (2-28) 
// f (E.,H.)da 
S ^ i i 
a 
where Y stands for the admittance of the antenna and f and f represent 
two functions. If Equation (2-27) is used for E. in Equation (2-28), 
then a 's will appear both in the numerator and in the denominator of Y. 
m ^ 
Nonlinear equations will be produced when partial derivatives of Y with 
respect to the a ' s are taken. Solving these nonlinear equations is 
much more time consuming than solving the linear ones obtained by using 
the approach presented in this chapter. 
In addition to these comments about the new variational principle, 
a comment about condition seven is in order. To make n * E = n x E over 
26 
S , a surface S must be found such that the tangential component of 
the true field is known over that surface. Then the tangential com-
ponent of E must be forced to be equal to that tangential field over 
S . Hence, n x E = n * E over S and condition seven is satisfied. 
There is one common situation which allows S to be easily located, 
and that is when it is known that only a single mode exists in a certain 
region of the waveguide. Then S is placed in this region, and the 
tangential component of E is forced to be equal to the tangential 
component of that mode over that surface. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF A DIELECTRICALLY COATED SLOT ANTENNA 
Description of the Antenna 
The variational principle of Chapter II will now be applied to a 
particular practical problem, namely the waveguide slot antenna shown 
in Figures 4 and 5. This antenna consists of a perfectly-conducting 
rectangular waveguide terminating on an infinitely large, perfectly-
conducting ground plane. A rectangular slot is cut in the ground plane 
to couple energy from the waveguide region into the region z > 0. The 
portion of the ground plane that covers the waveguide is assumed to be 
infinitely thin. Two planar layers of linear, isotropic, and homogene-
ous materials cover the ground plane. One layer fills the region 
0 < z < d and the other layer fills the region z > d. The medium fill-
ing the waveguide is also assumed to be linear, isotropic, and homo-
geneous. All three regions of space are assumed to be charge free. 
The antenna just described simulates a slot antenna under a heat 
shield of a re-entry vehicle. The ground plane represents the surface 
of the vehicle, region V represents the heat shield, and region V 
represents free space. 
The antenna is operated in the following manner. A transmitter, 
producing a dominant mode (TE ) field, is connected to the left end of 
the waveguide. The dominant mode wave produced by the transmitter 
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Figure 4. Side View of Coated, Rectangular Waveguide Slot Antenna ro 
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Figure 5. Front View of Slot Antenna 
the discontinuity in the physical structure at z = 0. This discontinu-
ity causes some of the incident energy to be reflected back down the 
waveguide and part of the energy to be transmitted into V . 
The reflected field in the waveguide consists of the dominant 
mode plus higher order modes . The higher order modes are needed to .make 
the tangential component of the electric field zero over the perfect 
conductor that covers part of the waveguide. In normal operation the 
higher order modes are evanescent; that is, they decay exponentially 
with distance away from the discontinuity. Thus, as the reflected wave 
moves toward the transmitter, the higher order modes decrease in ampli-
tude until they are negligible and only the dominant mode remains. The 
higher order modes affect the value of the reflected dominant mode and 
they also affect the field radiated by the antenna. Thus, the ampli-
tude of these modes must be determined in order to evaluate the behavior 
of the antenna. 
Other variational approaches to this slot antenna problem have 
neglected the higher order modes and assumed that only the dominant mode 
is present. In contrast, an arbitrary number of modes can be included 
in the method described In this dissertation. 
Before the variational principle of Chapter II can be applied, 
trial fields are needed in regions V , V , and V . 
i Z o 
The Waveguide Region 
The trial electric field in V must have a zero tangential com-
ponent over the perfectly conducting waveguide walls. In addition, this 
field should: (i) represent a dominant mode initiated from the left end 
of the waveguide; (ii) represent higher order modes that are evanescent 
from z = 0; and (iii) contain a reflected dominant mode. A set of the 
trial functions having all of these characteristics is the set of rec-
tangular waveguide modes whose x and y components may be expressed as 
where 
a z 
E = V P cos(A x) sin(B y) e m'n (3-1) 
xn
 L m,n m n 
1 m,n 
E = (I e j 3 z + R e+j3z) sin(Anx) (3-2) 
*1 X 
a z 
+ T Q sin(A x) cos(B y) e m , n L m,n m n 
m,n 




n = b 
(3-4) 
The quantities a and 3 in Equations (3-1) and (3-2) are the 
m,n 
attenuation and phase constants for the various modes. These constants 
are complex numbers in general and must be chosen in such a way that E 
will satisfy the complex vector wave equation. They will be specified 
shortly. The parameters A and B have been chosen to make the tangen-
tial component of the electric field zero on the waveguide walls, in 
accordance with condition six of the variational principle. The usual 
TE and TM modes of rectangular waveguide theory have been combined, in 
Equations (3-1) and. (3-2) since they have the same transverse variations 
The subscript "1" in E and E indicates that the fields are in region 
V 
x i * i 
The mode amplitudes I, R, P , and Q are complex constants r m,n' nun 
that must be determined. They are the complex amplitudes, that is the 
magnitude and phase, of the various mode functions. The analysis that 
follows is aimed, at evaluating these constants. Once they are known, 
a complete picture of the antenna's field, and hence its electrical 
characteristics, will have been obtained. The summation indices m and 
n take on all positive integer values except m = n = 0, which is the 
trivial case, and m = 1, n = 0, which is the dominant mode and is 
included separately. 
Next, E and Hn will be obtained from E and E . Condition 
z i x xi ?i 
two of the variational principle requires E to satisfy the vector equa-
tion, namely 
V x V x E = k^ E ( 3 - 5 ) 
where 
2 
k = -jojij (a +ja>e ) ( 3 - 6 ) 
Taking the divergence of Equation (3-5) and remembering that the diver-
gence of the curl is always zero yields 
V • E = 0 (3-7) 
Thus, if a field satisfies the vector wave equation, it must have zero 
divergence. This fact will be used again in V and V . 
In rectangular coordinates, Equation (3-7) is 
9E 8E 9E 
Zl , Xl , yl 
dz 8x 9y 
Using Equations (3-1) and (3-2) in the last equation gives 
9E 
z a z 
-5-̂ - = J [-AP -B Q ] sin(A x) sin(B y) e m'n 
3z L m m,n n m,n m nJ 
m,n 
Integrating this last equation yields 
E = I 
1 m,n 
A P + B Q 
m m,n n m,n 
m,n 
a z 
sin(A x) sin(B y) e m'n (3-8) 
m n 
All three rectangular components of the trial field E have now been 
established. To apply the variational principle, E must satisfy the 
vector wave equation. 
The conditions, in addition to Equation (3-7), that the vector 
wave equation imposes on E will now be determined. By using Equation 
(3-7), Equation (3-5) may be simplified, in rectangular coordinates, to 




where v = x, y, or z. For v = x, Equation (3-9), with the aid of Equa-
tion (3-1), becomes 
m,n 
a z 
(A2 + B2 - a2 - k?) P cos(A x) sin(B y) e ™'n = 0 m n m,n 1 m,n m n (3-10) 
If Equation (3-10) is to hold for any x, y, z in the waveguide and for 
any set of P ' s, then it is necessary that J m,n 
a = /A2 + B2 - k? 
m,n m n 1 
(3-11) 
In order that E represent higher order modes that decay or propagate 
with decay in the -z direction, the square root in Equation (3-11) must 
be chosen so that 
Re(a ) > 0 
m,n 
(3-12) 
Im(a ) > 0 m,n 
where Re and Im mean real part and imaginary part, respectively. Equa-
tions (3-11) and (3-12) specify the constant a 
m,n 
For v = z, Equation (3-9) again requires that Equation (3-11) 
hold. For v = y, Equation (3-9), with the aid of Equation (3-2), 
becomes 
r- 2 
S + 3 - k! T
 -jBz jBz 
Ie + Re sin(A x) (3-13) 
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ct z 
+ T [ A 2 + B 2 - a 2 - k 2 ] Q s i n ( A x) c o s ( B y ) e m , n = 0 
L m n m,n 1 m,n m n 
m,n 
The summation in Equation (3-13) is zero because of Equation (3-11). 
Hence, if the remaining term in Equation (3-13) is to be zero for arbi-
trary x,z in the waveguide and arbitrary I and R, then 
© (3-14) 
In order that E represent a dominant mode wave propagating in the +z 
direction, either with or without attenuation, the square root in Equa-
tion (3-14) must be selected so that 
Re(3) > 0 (3-15) 
Im(3) < 0 
The constant 3 is specified by Equations (3-14) and (3-15). Equations 
(3-11) and (3-14) are the conditions that must be imposed for the chosen 
E to satisfy the vector wave equation. 
The trial magnetic field in region V is obtained by using 
H = VxE /-jcoy . The rectangular components of this equation are 
9E dE 






X l Z l 
9z dx 
( 3 - 1 7 ) 
Since H is not needed in any future calculations, it will not be 
z i 
evaluated. Substituting Equations (3-8) and (3-2) into Equation (3-16) 
yields 
x i r y i 
A B P + B Q 





a Q } sin(A x) 
m,n m,n m 
a z 
cos(Bny)e
 m , n + (j3Ie_JM" - j3ReJM") sin(A x) 
-j&z .OD l3z 
Equation (3-11) transforms the last equation to 
H = (^-) 
*1 w y ^ 
-0(le : P z - Re : B z) sin(Ax) (3-18) 
A B P +(k?-A2)Q a z 
V r m n m,n 1 m m,n -, . ,. s ,_. >. m,n 
+ i ) { - — }sm(A x)cos(B y)e 
L a m rr 
m,n m,n 
Next, substituting Equations(3-1) and (3-8) into Equation (3-17) yields 
A P + A B Q a z 
H = —-— ) { a P - — } cos(A x)sm(B y)e 
v, OJU J L m,n m,n a m n 
J l 1 m,n m,n 
which in view of Equation (3-11) becomes 
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( k ? - B 2 ) P +A B Q a z 
TT ( ~~h v r I n m,n m n m,n •, ,. , . rr. N m,n ,„ ., ̂  s 
H = ——J ) { - — }cos(A x ) s i n ( B y ) e ( 3 - 1 9 ) 
yn ^ajy./
 L a m nJ 
1 1 m,n m,n 
The Constraint at S 
Condition seven of Chapter II requires that the trial fields E 
Xl 
and E be exactly equal to the true fields E and E at each point on 
yx * y 
S . First, however, a surface must be chosen for S . If S is selected 
to be a plane at z = -L where L -> °°, then all higher order modes will be 
zero over S.. This follows because exp(a z) = exp(-a L) will be 
1 m,n r m,n 
negligibly small for each higher order mode. Hence, over this surface 
S only the incident and reflected dominant mode fields will be present 
for both the trial and the true fields. Since the form of the electric 
field is now known over S , only its amplitude need be set in order to 
fix nn x E over Sn . The magnitude and phase of n,
 x E at z = -L can be 
1 1 1 
chosen to be any convenient value. This follows from the fact that the 
system is linear and scaling the magnitude and phase of n x E at 
z = -L will simply scale the magnitude and phase of all the fields by 
the same amount. Another way of saying this is that n x E at z = -L 
is the magnitude and phase reference for the system, and it may be 
selected to be any convenient value. For convenience, this magnitude 
and phase reference will be chosen as 1 volt/meter and 0 degrees, 
respectively. Thus, the tangential component of the true field at 
z = -L is 
38 
E (x,y,-L) = 0 (3-20) 
E (x,y,-L) - 1 sin(A_,x) 
y 1 
Now, n x E must be made equal to n x E over S . Over this 
surface Equations (3-1), (3-2), (3-18), and (3-19) reduce to 
E = 0 (3-21) 
Xl 
E = (Iej6L + Re"j3L) sinCA.x) 
yi 1 
H = - -^-(Ie j 3 L - Re"j3L) sin(Anx) x ooy 1 
H = 0 
yi 
All higher order modes are negligibly small at z = -L as L ->• °°. 
Equations (3-20) and (3-21) show that the tangential components 
of the electric fields over S are equal provided 
Ie j 6 L + Re" j e L = 1 (3-22) 
This relation allows the coefficient I to be set equal to 
(exp(-jSL) - R exp(-j26L)) in all future equations. 
Several other relationships between I and R that will be useful 
later can be obtained from Equation (3-22). They are 
39 
l e ^ - R e-i
B L = 1 - 2Re-^L (3-23) 
I + R = e"j6L + R(l - e"j2BL) (3-24) 
and 
I - R = e~jBL - R(l + e~j23L) (3-25) 
Evaluation of W 
CT 
The groundwork is now ready for evaluation of the first integral 
in Equation (2-2), namely 
W = -// [\ E^Hj • nxda 
1 bl 
Equation (2-2) rather than Equation (2-1) will be used to calculate W 
in this chapter since the former equation is simpler. Since n = -a 
over S , this last equation becomes 
b a 
W = ̂  // / (E H - E H ) 
Cl 2 0 0 Xl Yl Yl Xl 
dxdy 
z=-L 
Substituting Equation (3-21) into this last expression gives 
W = ^ / ^ {-$-) ( l e j 3 L + R e - j 3 L l [ l e j 3 L - R e ' j 6 L ) s i n 2 ( A x )dxdy ( 3 - 2 6 ) 
c 2 03U
 J v } K J 1 
1 0 0 M l 
Using Equations (3-22) and (3-23) and evaluating the integrals in Equa-
tion (3-26) yields 
2cou. 
^ - (ab3e^3L)R (3-27) 
Equation (3-27) represents the desired expression for W 
'1 
The Aperture Field and the Evaluation of W 
C2" 
Next, the second integral in Equation (2-2) must be evaluated, 
namely 
w =- / / (K x V • V a 
Z. o 




(E H -E H ) 




Now the surface S will be defined as the cross section of the waveguide 
o 
at z = 0. Before Equation (3-28) can be evaluated, the appropriate 
parts of conditions four and six of the variational principle must be 
applied to E., over S . In particular, E and E must be made zero 
1 g x l y l 
over the perfect conductor S - S , while over S they must be made equal 
g a' a 
to the x and y components, respectively, of the field in the aperture. 
It is convenient to introduce a separate representation for the aperture 
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field to facilitate the application of the above boundary conditions. 
Let the x and y components of the aperture electric field be 
E = I P? , , cos(A' ,x») sin(B' ,y?) (3-29) 




E = Q' sin(A'x') + T Q\ .sin(A' ,x' )cos(B',y') (3-30) 
y 1,0 1 , , m ,n' m' n' J a mT,nT 
A\ = 2 ^ (3-31) 
m' aT 
n1 b' (3-32) 
The subscripts m',nr cover the same range of integers that m,n do. The 
form of the trial aperture field was selected by analogy with the trial 
waveguide field. The aperture was viewed as the limiting case of a 
rectangular waveguide with dimensions aT by b' and a length approaching 
zero. The x',y' coordinate system is shown in Figure 5. The aperture 
mode amplitudes Q' . Q', ,, and P', , are complex constants that must 
1,0 m?,n' m ,n' 
be determined in the process of finding the waveguide mode amplitudes. 
Since E = E and E = E over S , Equation (3-29) may be x1 x y, y a 
1 a J1 •'a 
used for E and Equation (3-30) may be substituted for E in Equation 
Xl yl 





•g ( I -R)Q ' { s i n ( A x ) s i n ( A j x ' ) d x } • { dy} ( 3 - 3 3 ) 
- I e ( i - R ) Q ' , , { 
m' n ' 
x +a' 
r 0 
y 0 + b -
f u 
s in (A n x ) s i n ( A ' f x ' )dx} • { cos(B' ,y ' )dy} 








Q Q' ( i n , n U , 0 J 
x + a ' 
fV
b' 
s i n ( A x ) s i n ( A ' x ' ) d x } • { 
m 1 
cos (B n7)dy) 
+ : I I 





m , n 
Q Q ' I ,i m , n mT , n ' ) " '" 5' 
• x o + a 
s in (A x ) s i n ( A T , x ' ) d x } 
V b 
cos (B y ) c o s ( B T , y ' ) d y } 
n n ' 








P Q' { m , n v l , 0 
s i n ( A x ) s i n ( A ' x ' ) d x } • { 
m 1 
V b ' 
cos (B y ) d y } 
+ : i I I 
m,n m' ,n r | _ m , n 
A B 
m n 
P Q ' , ,< 
m , n m , n ' j 
V a 
s i n ( A x ) s i n ( A ' , x ' ) d x } 
m nv 
Vb ' 
cos (B y ) c o s ( B ' , y ' ) d y } 
n nT 
+ : I I 




in , T I _ | 
x„+a 
P P ' { 
m,n m ' , n ' ) u i n •>• 
cos(A x ) c o s ( A ' , x ' ) d x } 
m m' 
Vb ' 
s i n ( B y ) s i n ( B T , y ' ) d y } 
n ' l I 





Q P \ J , 
m,n mT , n ' J 
va' cos(A x ) c o s ( A T , x ' ) d x } 
m m 
V b ' 
s i n ( B y ) s i n ( B ' , y ' ) d y } 
n nT 
The integrals in Equation (3-33) are evaluated in Appendix A. Using 
the notation adopted there and Equation (3-25) transforms Equation (3-33) 
to 
2ojy. 
-Be J3LInt3(l,l)Int4(0,0)Q^ Q (3-34) 
+ I (-B)e j3LIntq(l,m')Int (0,n')Q
T
 f , 
m',n' 6 4 m 'n 
+ 3(l+e":2eL)Int3(l,l)Int4(0,0)RQ| Q 
+ I 6(l+e~D23L)Int.(l,m')Int fO,n')RQ' 
o M- Til 5 Ti tn' , n ' 
+ I i 
m,n 
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m > n _ 
Intn(m,m')Intn(n9n')P P', , 1 2 m ,n m',n' 
Equation (3-34) represents the desired expression for W 
C2 
It should be noted that Equation (3-34) contains both aperture 
mode amplitudes (primed Q's and P's) as well as waveguide mode ampli-
tudes (unprimed Q's and P's, and R). However, when the variation is 
taken, W must be expressed in terms of waveguide mode amplitudes 
C2 
alone. Thus, a relationship between the two sets of mode amplitudes 
must be obtained so that the aperture mode amplitudes can be eliminated 
from W . This relationship can be derived by matching the tangential 
C2 
components of E, and E over S and making nn x En = 0 over S - S , r l a a & 1 1 g a' 
consistent with conditions four and six of the variational principle. 
Matching the x and y components of these two fields gives, respectively, 
M-5 
(3-35) 
y p cos u m,n m 
m.n 
(A x)sin(B y) = < 
y P' ,cos(A' .x1 sin(B',y' over S 
V , mT,nT m' n' a 
mT ,n T 
0 over S - S 
and 
(I+R)sin(A,x) + T Q sin(A x)cos(B y) L m,n m n (3-36) 
m.n 
Q' -sm(A.!xT) + y Q?, ,sin(A' ,x' )cos(BT ,y' ) over S 
1,0 1 , , m ,n' ur n' a 
m ,n' = < 
over S - S 
g a 
Equations (3-35) and (3-36) are Fourier type series for the 
tangential electric fields over S . To find relationships between the 
g v 
individual amplitudes, which do not depend on x and y, Equation (3-35) 
must be multiplied by cos(A x) sin(B y), and the resulting equation 
must be integrated over S . The subscripts r and s are integers desig-
nating a particular waveguide mode. Similarly, Equation (3-36) must be 
multiplied by sin(A x) cos(B y) and the resulting equation integrated 
over S . These two operations give, respectively, 
ba 
I P // cos(A x)cos(A x)sin(B y)sin(B y)dxdy 





cos(A x)cos(A',x')sin(B y)sin(B',y')dxdy 





(I+R) / / sin(A1x)sin(Avix)cos(Boy)dxdy 
0 0 
'1 ' r 
(3-38) 
b a 
+ ) Q I I sin(A x)sin(A x)cos(B y)cos(B y)dxdy 
u rn,n •: i m r n s J 
m,n 0 0 
Q i , o . 
y +b' xQ+a-
sin(A x)sin(A'x')cos(B y)dxdy 
r 1 s 
yo xo 
+ ^ ^m' n' 
vb' ,va' 
m' ,n 
sin(A x)sin(A ,x')cos(B y)cos(B',yf)dxdy 
yo xo 
From Fourier series theory (27) it is known that 
/ cos(A x)cos(A x)dx = / cosf 1 cosf—-] dx (3-39) 
m,r 
1 + sign(r) 




J cos(B y)cos(B y)dy = J cos (—r—jcos( - j dy (3-41) 
n ,s 
1 + Isign(s) 
b b 
/ sin(B y)sin(B y)dy = / sin (—-̂-J sin [——J dy (3-42) 
where 
^ 6 n , s | s i g n ( s ) 
5 = < m,n 
1 if m = n 
0 if m i n 
is the Kronecker delta function and 
sign(x) = < 
+1 i f x > 0 
0 i f x = 0 
- 1 i f x < 0 
If r and s are non-negative integers, as they are in the summations 
being used here, then the absolute value signs can be removed from all 
of the sign functions in Equations (3-39) through (3-42). Next, using 
Equations (3-39) through (3-42) to simplify the summations over m,n and 
the integrals of Appendix A to simplify the summations over m',n' allows 
Equation (3-37) to be written as 
ratn |~sign(s) 
r ,s ^2 ; | l + s i g n ( r ) m' , n ' 
P ' t , I n t ( r , m ' ) I n t _ ( s , n ' ) ( 3 - 4 3 ) 
m ,n 1 2 
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Likewise, for r = 1 s = 0 Equation (3-38) can be written as 
(I+R)(^) = Q' nInt_(l,Dint. (0,0) 
•1,0 3 
(3-44) 
+ I Q^, n,lnt3(l,m')lnt4(0,n') 
m' ,n' ' 




= Q^ 0Int3(r,l)Int4(s,0) (3-45) 
+ y Q', ,IntQ(r,m')Int.l(s,n') , , m ,n' 3 
m' ,nT •4 
Since r and s are dummy subscripts, they may be changed to m and 
n, respectively, without affecting the validity of Equations (3-43) 
through (3-45). Making this substitution, rearranging, and substituting 
Equation (3-24) for (I+R) into Equation (3-44) yields 
(ab KJ3L + (ab K l_ e-j23L ] R _  Int (1,1)Int ( 0 , 0 ) Q ' n (3-46) 
1,0 
+ I Intq(l,m')Int[i(0,n')Q' . 
mT ,nT 4




Q = Int (m,l)Int (n,0)Q m ,n o 4 1,0 
(3-47) 
+ £ Int (m,m')Int (n,n')Q? 
O M- IT 
m ,n 
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(f) sign(n) l+sign(m) P = T Int.. (m,m? )Intn(n,n' )P* , . (3-48) m - n ^ ) T T I ' T - I ' ,n 
m' n 
' -r^ I 
Equations (3-46) through (3-48) relate the waveguide and aperture 
mode amplitudes. These equations will later be solved for the aperture 
mode amplitudes in terms of the waveguide amplitudes so that the former 
amplitudes can be eliminated from all final equations. 
The Fields in Regions V0 and V 
'z_ O" 
Now that W and W have been evaluated, only W in Equation 
Cl C2 C3 
(2-6) remains to be calculated. However, before this can be accom-
plished, trial fields must be established in regions V and V . A 
logical choice of trial functions in these two regions is plane waves 
since the application of the boundary conditions at the planar inter-
faces S and S of Figure 4 is facilitated when plane waves are used. 
The expansion of a field in terms of plane waves is discussed by 
Borgiotti (28) and Clemmow (29). 
In region V of Figure 4, let the x and y components of the trial 
field E be 
(3-49) 
-izk izk .r n . -, 
00 °° z z -^[xk +yk ] 
E (x,y,z)= / / [ I (k ,k )e + R (k ,k )e ]e y dk dk 
x„ J J J x x y x x y x y 
2 —oo _ o o -i J -j 
and 
( 3 - 5 0 ) 
- j z k j zk . r -, 
00 °° z z o ~^Lxk +yk J 
E ( x , y , z ) = / / [ I (k ,k )e + R (k ,k )e ]e X r d k dk 
y 2 '
y ' ! „ loo y x y y x y x y 
The quantities I , I , R , and R in Equations (3-49) and (3-50) are the 
amplitudes of the various plane wave functions. They are unknown at 
present and must be evaluated. It will be noticed that plane waves 
traveling in both the -z as well as the + z directions are included since 
both are present in the physical situation. 
To find the z component of E , the condition V • E = 0 expressed 
by Equation (3-7) may be used. In rectangular coordinates the result is 
8E 3E 8E 
Z2 X2 y2 
3z 9x 9y 
Using Equations (3-49) and (3-50) in this last equation and integrating 
jzk 
with r e s p e c t t o z g ives 
- jzk 
E = / / {JK 
2 - c o - < 
Z2 " Z2 
I e R e 




- j z k j z k 
Z2 Z2 






dk dk x y 
or 
OO 00 
2 —oo —oo 
-(k I +k I )e 
x x y y 
-jzk jzk 
Z2 Z2 
(k R +k R )e 
k + 




dk dk x y 
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All three rectangular components of E have now been established. 
Next, E will be forced to satisfy the vector wave equation, as 
required by condition two of the variational principle. Thus, 
V x V x E2 = k
2
2 E2 (3-52) 
where 
k2 " w2,J2e2 ~ ̂ wy2a2 (3-53) 
By analogy with Equations (3-5), (3-6), (3-7), and (3-9), Equation 
(3-52) can be simplified to 
-V2E = k2E (3-54) 
v2 2 v2 
where v = x, y, or z. By using Equations (3-49), (3-50), and (3-51) it 
can be seen that for all three components of E , Equation (3-54) reduces 
to 
/ / (k2+k2+k2-k^)Intg dk dk = 0 x y ẑ  2 °v x y 
— oo —oo 9 
where Intg is the integrand in Equations (3-49), (3-50), or (3-51). 
The only way this last equation can hold for arbitrary x, y, and z is 
if 
2 2 2 2 2 
kx + k + k = k2 = u, y2s2 - Do)y2o2 
2 
From this it follows at once that 
k = A.I - k2 - k2 (3-55) 
where the square root is selected so that 
Re(k ) > 0 
Z2 = 
(3-56) 
Im(k ) < 0 
Z2 -
This choice of square root ensures that the radiation condition and the 
passive properties of medium V are satisfied since it causes the 
outward-going plane wave to be attenuated as it travels. 
The trial magnetic field in region V is obtained by using 
H - V*E /-jwy . The rectangular components of this equation are 
(3-57) 
(3-58) 
Since H is not needed in future calculations, it will not be deter-
mined. Using Equations (3-50) and (3-51) in Equation (3-57) yields 
53 
1 
-JO)U, / J 
_oo —oo 
k k I +k I 
x y x y y 
•jzk 
- : 
k k R +k R 
x y x y y 
jzk 
-izk jzk 
Z2 . Z2 
+ 3k I e - jk_ R e 
Z2 y Z2 y 
-j[xk +yk ] 
e X y dk dk 
x y 
Inserting the result expressed by Equation (3-55) into this equation 
gives 
-1 
0)1!, / / 
k k I 
x y x 
(k^-k2)I 




k k R (kJ:-k2)R 
x y x 2 x y 
k k 
'2 
jzk -j[xk +yk ] 
x y dk dk 
x y 
Next, using Equations (3-49) and (3-51) in Equation (3-58) yields 
1 
• j o o y , / / 
— CO —00 
- i z k j z k 
Z2 . Z2 
•jk I e + j k R e 
z 2 x
 z 2 X 
- : 
k I +k k I 
x x x y y 
• j zk 
+ : 
k R +k k R 
x x x y y 
j z k 
- ] [ x k +yk ] 
e X y dk dk 
x y 
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(k̂ -lc )I 
2 y x k k I 




(k^-k 2 )R 
2 y x 
k 
Z2 
k k R 
x y y 
jzk -j[xk +yk ] 
e y dk dk 
x y 
The trial electric and magnetic fields have now been established in 
region V . 
In addition to trial fields in V , trial fields for V are also 
z. o 
needed. Again, plane wave expansions will be used to represent these 
fields. Let the x and y components of E be 
O 
-j[xk +yk +zk ] oo oo J x y z 
E (x,y,z) = / / T (k ,k )e dk dk 




Ê T (x,y,z) = / / T (k ,k ) 
-j[xk +yk +zk ] 
x y zo 




Equations (3-61) and (3-62) contain plane waves traveling only in the 
+z direction in accordance with the radiation condition. 
Now, the requirement V • E = 0 gives 
8E 9E 3E 
X3 y3 
3z dx 9y 
which, in view of Equations (3-61) and (3-62), becomes 
E = / / 





-i -j[xk +yk +zk ] 




Next, E must be forced to satisfy the complex vector wave equa-
O 
tion. By analogy with Equations (3-52) through (3-56) it can be seen 
that if E is to satisfy the wave equation, then 
O 
k = A | - k 2 - k 2 
zQ 3 x y 
(3-64) 
where 
i 2 2 
kQ = w
zyQeQ - 3wyQa 3 3 3 3 
(3-65) 
and 
Re(k ) > 0 
Z3 = 
(3-66) 
Im(k ) < 0 
Z3 " 
The trial magnetic field in region V is obtained by using 
O 
H = VxE /-jwy . The rectangular components of H are thus 










Since H will not be needed in future calculations, it will not be 
Z3 
evaluated. Substituting Equations (3-62) and (3-63) into Equation 
(3-67) yields 
1 
-:OJU, / / 
— 00 _00 
jk k T jk2T 
^JUL + _^LX + jk T 
k k J z0 y 
Z3 Z3 3 
-j[xk +yk tzk ] 
x J y z 
e dk dk 
x y 
Using Equation (3-64) in this last equation gives 
-1 
coy, / / 
— 00 —00 
k k T (k^-k2)T 
x y x 3 x y 
J3 
-j[xk +yk +zk ] 
x y z 
e dk dk (3-69) 
x y 
Likewise, substituting Equations (3-61) and (3-63) into Equation (3-68) 
yields 
y3
 lmy j 
_oo —oo 
(k^-k2)T k k T 
3 y x x y y 
k k 
J3 J3 
-i[xk +yk +zk ] JL x y y z J 
e dk dk (3-70) 
x y 
This completes the specification of the trial electric and magnetic 
fields in regions V and V . 
Next, the tangential components of the trial fields on either 
side of the z = d plane (surface S of Chapter II) must be made equal. 
This is necessary because of conditions four and eight of the varia-
tional principle. It can be seen from Equations (3-M-9) and (3-61) that 
if E = E at z = d for all x and y, then 
X2 X3 
-jdk jdk -jdk^ 
Ie + R e = T e 
X X X 
(3-71) 
Similarly, if E = E at z = d for all x and y, then Equations (3-50) 
y2 y3 
and (3-62) require that 
-jdk jdk -jdk 
9 9 3 
I e l + R e l = T e d 
y y y 
(3-72) 
Next, it must be required that H = H and H = H at z = d. 
X2 X3 y2 y3 
Using Equations (3-59), (3-60), (3-69), and (3-70), leads to 
k k I (k^-k2)I 




k k R 
x y x (k2-kK)Ry 
jdk k k T (k^-k2)T 




(k2-k2)I k k l 




(k2-k2)R k k R 
2 y x + JLJ-2. 
jdk 
(k2-k2)T k k T 




Finally, Equations (3-49) and (3-50) may be evaluated at z = 0 
to give, respectively, 
E (x,y,0) = / / (I +R ) 
-jxk -jyk 
— 00 —00 
X X 
y dk dk 
x y 
and 
E (x,y,0) = / / (I +R ) 
-jxk -jyk 
y _oo _oo y y 
y dk dk 
x y 
Each of the last two equations represents a double Fourier trans-
form. Inverse transforming them gives 
2 °° °° i x k iyk 
WV = Jx + Rx = ^ / / Ex (x,y,0)e
 X e " y dxdy (3-75) 
y _oo _oo 2 
I 
2 °° °° jxk jyk 
A (k ,k ) = I + R =[•£-)! / E (x,y,0)e X e " y dxdy (3-76) 
y * y y y ^TH J_m
 J_m y2 
The newly defined quantities A and A represent the Fourier transform 
of the tangential components of the electric field at z = 0. 
It should now be noticed that Equations (3-71) through (3-76) 
constitute six equations in terms of the six unknowns I , I , R , R , ^ x' y' x y 
T , and T . These equations are solved in Appendix B in terms of the 
soon-to-be-evaluated quantities A and A . From Appendix B the solution 
of these six equations is 
I = — 






R = A - I 
X X X 
(3-79) 
R = A - I 




T = e 3[A e 2 - 2jl sin(dk )] 





 2 - 2jlysin(dkz )] (3-82) 
where N , N , and D are defined as x' y9 
N = A {cos (dk ) 





k k + 
Z2 Z3 







•sin (dk ) 
22 
+ k k 
Z2 Z3 
y~ [ k l 2 1 3 k 2 1 - 2 
ii X k , 
L_2_ ^ 3 j 
— 
















} + A k k 





N = A k k 







- 1 + A {cos (dk ) 




k 2 + 
Z 2 
V 3 k 2 
L2k3_ 






1 - 1̂ 
LaJ 
sin (dk ) 
Z2 
+ k k 









+ i sin(dk )cos(dk ) 
Z2 Z2 
+ k k 
Z2 Z3 
1 + 
w 3 k 2 
2 
^ 2 k 3 _ 




cos (dk ) - sin (dk ) 
Z2 Z2 
(3-85) 
+ j 2 "3] 
_U2j 
Tk2l 
k + k' sin(dk )cos(dk ) 
Z2 Z2 
Now that the plane wave amplitude coefficients have been deter-
mined, W can be evaluated. From Equation (2-6), W is 
C3 C3 
WCg = -// i\ E2xH2) • n2da 
The integration over S can be extended to cover the entire surface Sn, 
a 2 
that is, the entire x-y plane, because n x E = 0 over the perfectly 
conducting surface S„ - S . Noting that n^ = -a over S„, the last to 2 a to 2 z 2 
expression for W then becomes 
C3 





/ / (E H -E H ) 
— oo —oo 
X2 y2 y2 x2 
dxdy (3-86) 
z=0 
Before substituting the trial fields into Equation (3-86), it will be 
helpful to keep the integrations on k and k which appear in Equations 
x y 
(3-59) and (3-60) distinct from the k ,k integrations appearing in 
x y 
Equations (3-49) and (3-50). This will be done by using primes on k 
and k in Equations (3-49) and (3-50). Then substituting Equations 
(3-49), (3-50), (3-59), and (3-60) into Equation (3-86) gives, after 
changing the order of integration, 
1 
OO OO OO OO OO 00 
« = f / / / / . / / <[ i x +v - 0 0 — 0 0 — 0 0 —OO —OO —OO coy, (3-87) 
(kj:-k2)( i -R ) k k ( i -R ) 
2 y x x x y y y 
k + k 
Z2 Z2 




k k ( I -R ) ( k j : - k 2 ) ( I -R ) 
x y x x 2 x y y 
k k 
- j x ( k +kT ) 
X X 
- j y ( k + k ' ) 
e y y dx dy d k ' d k ' dk dk 
x y x y 
where the caret (") has the meaning 
I = I (kT ,k') x x x y 
(3-88) 
63 
I = I (k» ,k') 
y y x y 
R = R (kT ,kT) 
x x x y 
R = R (k' ,k') 
y y x y 
The caretted terms are needed because of the change from k ,k to 
to x y 
k ,k in E and E 
x y x2 y2 
The integrands over x and y in Equation (3-87) can be evaluated 
immediately by noting that (30) 
-jr(atb) r -jr^a-t-D;, _ x, * 
J e dr = 2iTo(-a-b) 
where 6(x) is the Dirac delta function. Hence, 
00 °° - j x ( k +k ' ) - j y ( k +k ) 
/ / e " X X e " y y dxdy ( 3 - 8 9 ) 
— OO — C O 
= (27 r ) 2 6( -k - k ' ) 6 ( - k - k ? ) 
x x y y 
Equation (3-89) is the evaluation of the x and y integrations in 
Equation (3-87) because x and y only enter Equation (3-87) exponentially 
as given in Equation (3-89). After Equation (3-89) is used in Equation 
(3-87), the k ,k integrations can be performed immediately using the 
x y 
well-known properties of the delta function. Then W becomes 
C3 
2 oo oo 
W = T T 1 ^ - I 1 k _ 1 ^ 1 +R ] [ ( k ^ - k 2 ) ( I -R ) c 3 2wu2 L L z 2 x x 2 y x x 
( 3 - 9 0 ) 
+ k k ( I -R ) ] + [ I +R ] [ k k ( I -R ) + ( k ^ - k 2 ) ( I -R ) ] } dk dk 
x y y y y y x y x x 2 x y y x y 
where t i l d e (~) means 
I = I (-k , -k ) x x x y ( 3 - 9 1 ) 
I = I ( -k , - k ) 
y y * y 
R = R (-k , - k ) x x x y 
R = R (-k , - k ) 
y y x y 
A = A (-k , - k ) 
x x x y 
A = A (-k , - k ) 
y y * y 
Using Equations (3-77) through (3-80) in Equation (3-90) yields 
O OO 00 
„ =^0_j ! k-l 




— — - A 
D Ax 
+ A k k 
x x y 
2N 
D \j + A k k 
y x y 
2N 
- ~ - Ax 
+ A (k2-k2) y 2 x 
2N 
L° \ j dk dk x y 
Rearranging terms in this last equation gives 
, -pi 




{(kJ : -k 2 ) (2N -DA ) + k k 
2 x y y x y 
(3-
(2N -DA )} A + { (kJ : -k 2 ) (2N -DA ) + k k (2N -DA )} A 
x x y 2 y x x x y y y * 
dk dk 
x y 
In order to simplify Equation (3-92), it should be noticed that 
2N - DA = 2A {cos (dk ) 
X X X Z 
p3 













t i s i n ( d k ) c o s ( d k )k k 
Z2 Z2 Z2 2 3 
1 + 
W 3 k 2 
U 2 k 3 






and t h a t 
2N - DA = 2A k k 
y y x x y 
M 3J N 
Lki 
2 
- 1 + 2A {cos (dk ) 
y z 2 
( 3 -
66 










+ i sin(dk )cos(dk )k k 




By means of Equations (3-93) and (3-9M-) the first expression in the 
numerator of Equation (3-92) can be simplified as follows: 
(k^-k2)(2N -DA ) + k k (2N -DA ) 
2 x y y x y x x_ 
= 2A A {k k y x x y 
+ cos (dk )k k z2 x y 
2 2 
3 L 2 — k + 
y2 Z2 
2 2 






I - *21 2 
_ 












+ i sin(dk )cos(dk )k k k k 





+ 2A A {k2k2 




- 1 [cos2(dk )+ sin2(dk )] 
Z2 z2 
+ cos (dk ) 
Z2 































+ j sin(dk )cos(dk )k k (k2-k2) 




Rearranging terms in this last equation yields 
A [ ( k 2 - k 2 ) ( 2 N -DA ) + k k (2N -DA ) ] 
y 2 x y y x y x x 
( 3 - 9 5 ) 
= 2A A {cos (dk )k k 
y x z 2








- s i n (dk )k k 
z 2 x y 
2 2 
k z 2
+ k 2 
1 " 
+ j s i n ( d k ) c o s ( d k )k k k k 
z 2 z 2 x y z 2 z 3 
1 + 
U 3 k 2 
M2k3 
+ 2A A {cos (dk ) 
y y z 0 
. 2 /, 2 . 2 W 1 2, 2 k (k -k ) + k k z 2 2 x xz^ 
1 -
68 
sin (dk ) 
z2 
kz,<k2-kx> + kyk2 
2 
1 -
+ j sin(dk )cos(dk )k k (k2-k2) 




Next, Equations (3-93) and (3-94) transform the second term in 
the integrand of Equation (3-92) to 
A [(k2-k2)(2N -DA ) + k k (2N -DA )] 
xLV 2 y' x x x y y yyj
2A A {k2k2 






- 1 2 2 
[cos (dk ) + sin (dk )] 
Z2 Z2 














[ k 2 - k 2 ] 














[ k 2 - k 2 ] 
+ j sin(dk )cos(dk )k k 






+ 2A A {k k 







- 1 [kJ:-k2j[cos2(dk ) + sin2(dk )] 
" 2 y z2 z2 














sin (dk )k k 












+ i sin(dk )cos(dk )k k k k 




Rearranging terms in this last equation yields 
A [ ( k ^ - k 2 ) ( 2 N -DA ) + k k (2N -DA ) ] 
x 2 y x x x y y y 
(3-96) 
2A A {cos (dk ) x x z 2 
k2 ( k 2 - k 2 ) + k 2 k 2 





s in (dk ) 
Z2 
k2 ( k 2 - k 2 ) + k 2 k 2 




+ j sin(dk )cos(dk )k k (k^-k2) 




+ 2A A {cos (dk )k k 
y * z2








sin (dk )k k 
z2 ^ y 
2 2 
•S + k2 1 -
+ j sin(dk )cos(dk )k k k k 




If the numerator and denominator of Equation (3-92) are both 
2 
divided by 2k , then W --with the help of Equations (3-95), (3-96), 
Z2 C3 




— 00 —00 
Den 
A A + 





[A A + A A ) 
^ x y y x̂  dk dk x y 
where N , N , N , and Den are defined as 
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cos(dk )k (k2-k2) 
Z2 Z3 2 y 
— 
"a 2 k 2 
2 
1 + 
y 2 *d 
1 1 
N„ = cos (dk ) 
z2 
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cos(dk )k (k2-k2) z2 z3 2 x 
^3 
2 V 2 
1 + 
Z L J.3. 
N, = k k {cos (dk ) 





































It should be noticed that Equation (3-97) expresses W in terms 
of the known quantities N , N , N , Den, and in terms of the unevaluated 
J- Z O 
quantities A and A . Before W can be used, the Fourier transforms 
y c 3 
A and A must be evaluated. To this end, it will be noticed that con-
x y 
dition five of the variational principle requires E = E = 0 over 
X2 y2 
the perfect conductor S - S , while condition four requires E = E 
2 a x2 Xa 
and E = E over S . Accordingly, Equations (3-75) and (3-76) become, 
y2 ya a 
respectively, 
A (k ,k ) = x x y 




- - • y 0
jxk jyk 





A (k ,k ) = 
y * y 2TT 
y n +b
T x _ + a ' . . . . 
2 0 0 j xk ]yk 
/ / E ( x , y ) e X e " y dxdy ( 3 - 1 0 3 ) 
yo xo Ya 
Next, substituting Equations (3-29) and (3-30) into Equations (3-102) 
and (3-103) yields 
A (k ,k ) = 
x x y 2TT 
m' ,nT 
K 0 + a - j xk 
c o s ( A ' , x ' ) e dx} ( 3 - 1 0 4 ) 
Vb' 
j yk 
s i n ( B n , y ' ) e
 y dy} 
A (k ,k ) = -
y x5 y [2L 
Va ' . v V
b ' . v 
r jxk r 3yk 
'Q[ 0 { s i n ( A ^ x ' ) e
 X d x } { ' 
( 3 - 1 0 5 ) 
e y dy} 
0 y 0 
2TT ^ Sii' n' { 
rcr ,n 
Va ' j x k 
s i n ( A , x f ) e dx} 
y 0 + t 
r j y k 
{ c o s ( B ^ , y ' ) e y dy} 
The integrals involved in Equations (3-104) and (3-105) are evaluated 
in Appendix C. Using the notation adopted there allows Equations (3-104) 
and ( 3 - 1 0 5 ) t o be w r i t t e n a s 
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A (k ,k ) = 
x x y 
n-r2 H k x j y o \ 
2TT 
I P \ , (3-106) 
I I nr ,n m' , n ' 
I c ( m f , k ) I s ( n ' , k ) x x y y 
A (k ,k ) = 
y x y 
_1_ 
2TT 
2 j x n k j y n k 0 x 0 y [Q' A I s ( l , k ) ( 3 - 1 0 7 ) 
•1,0 x ' x 
I c ( 0 , k ) + 7 Q ' . . I s ( m ' , k ) I c ( n ' , k ) ] 
y y ,^ , m ,nT x x y y 
m' , n ' 
Before Equations (3-106) and (3-107) are used in Equation (3-97), Â  
and A must be evaluated. From Equation (3-91), it is clear that 
y 
A = A (-k ,-k ) x x x y 
(3-108) 
A = A (-k ,-k ) 
y y x' y 
(3-109) 
while from Appendix C 
I s ( m r , - k ) = I s ( m ' , k ) 
X X X X 
( 3 - 1 1 0 ) 
I c ( m T , - k ) = I c ( m r , k ) 
X X X X 
( 3 - 1 1 1 ) 
I s ( n ' , - k ) = I s ( n T , k ) 
y y y y 
( 3 - 1 1 2 ) 
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Ic (n',-k ) = Ic (n',k ) 
y y y y 
(3-113) 
Using Equations (3-106), (3-107), and (3-110) through (3-113) in Equa-
tions (3-108) and (3-109) yields 





O x JJ0 y 
e e y P' , ,Ic"(mm',k ) ,u , mm ,nn' x x 
mm',nn 
(3-114) 




2 -:xnk -:ynk 
^ O x 0 y 
e e Q. .Is (l,k )Ic (0,k ) 1,0 x x y y (3-115) 
+ T Qf . , Is"(mm',k )Ic'C(nn',k ) 
x x y y mm',nn mm',nn 
It should be noticed that the summations in Equations (3-114) and 
(3-115) have been changed from m',n' to mm',nn' in order to keep the 
subscripts distinct in later manipulations. The primes on mm' and nn' 
indicate that the summations are over the aperture modes. 
Equations (3-106), (3-107), (3-114), and (3-115) are now ready 
to be substituted into Equation (3-97). It should be noticed that the 
exponential terms in A and A will cancel the corresponding exponential 
terms in A and A when these four terms are placed in Equation (3-97). 
x y 




2T / / 
— co — oo 
(3-116) 
L 
y y p ! P T 
f , f , m',n' mm',nn' 
m',n' mm',nn' 
, I c ( m ' , k ) I s ( n \ k ) I c (mm',k ) I s ( n n \ k ) 
[Den] x x y y x x y y 
m ,n' mm',nn' 
+ J 5" Ol. ,Ql t . h r - I s (m',k ) IC ( n ' , k ) I s " ( m m ' , k ) I c ' (nn
? ,k ) 
f , ,L T V , n ' Trim',nn'[Den] x ' x y ' y x x y ' y
y 
+ Q ; ,O Q ; ,O Den 
I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , k ) I s ' ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , k ) x x y y x x y y 
T 1 
/ , Q l , 0 Q m m ' , n n ' 
mm' , n n ' 
N
2 * * 
,=— -̂ I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , k ) I s (mm',k ) I c ( n n ' , k ) 
[DenJ x x y y x x y ' y 
+ J ,<V,n'Ql,0 
m' , n ' 
. I s ( m ' , k ) I c ( n \ k ) I s " ( l , k ) l c " ( 0 , k ) 
[Denj x x y ' y x x y y 
+ J ,C,n'Q l ,0 
m' , n ' 
Den 
I c ( m ' , k ) I s ( n ' , k ) I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , k ) 
x x y y x x y y 
N, 
Y , £ , m',nf mm1 ,nn'I Den I 
m ,n ' irm',nnT 
I c ( m ' , k ) I s ( n f , k ) l s (mm',k ) I c ( n n ' , k ) x x y y x x y y 
, ^ , 1 , 0 mm' ,nn ' 
mm' ,nn ' Den 
I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , k ) I c (mm',k ) I s ( n n ' , k ) x ' x y ' y x x y ' y 
+ I y o \ , P ' , , L ^ - I s ( m ' , k ) I c , ( n ' , k ) 
,L , , L . T n f , n ' m m ' , n n ' l D e n x x y y 
m ' T-i ' mm ' n n ' ' —' J 
m ' , n ' mm',nn 
I c (mm' k ) I s ( n n ' , k ) 
x x y y 
dk dk 
x y 
To reduce the size of the region over which the integrand in 
Equation (3-116) must be integrated, the present integration over all 
four quadrants of the k - k plane will be transformed into an inte-
gration over the first quadrant alone. To do this, Equation (3-116) 
will first be represented as 
00 00 
W = / / G(k ,k )dk dk (3-117) 
c0
 ; J x' y x y 
3 _oo _oo J J 
where £(k ,k ) represents the entire integrand of Equation (3-116). 
Next, the integral in Equation (3-117) is split into four parts as 
follows: 
oo oo oo 0 
W = / J G(k ,k )dk dk + / / G(k ,k )dk dk ( 3 - 1 1 8 ) 
c„ i i x y x y ^ ; x y x y 
3 0 0 J J 0 -°° y y 
0 0 0 °° 
+ / f £ (k ,k )dk dk + / / G(k ,k )dk dk 
J J x 5 y x y J J x ' y x y 
- o o - o o J J —oo 0 
Now, making a change of variables in the last three integrals on the 
right and then collecting terms transforms Equation (3-118) to 
OO 00 
W = / / [G(k ,k ) + C(-k k ) + G(-k ,-k ) (3-119) 
C3 0 0 X y y Y 
+ G(k ,-k )]dk dk x y x y 
This equation can be considerably simplified by making the following 
observations. From Equations (3-98), (3-55), and (3-64), it can be 
seen that 
w y = v -vy = v-v-y = w - y (3-i2o) 
while from Equations (3-99), (3-55), and (3-64-), it can be seen that 
W y = V ' W ~- N2(-kx'-ky> = N2(kx'"ky) (3"121) 
From Equations (3-101), (3-55), and (3-64) it follows that 
Den(k ,k ) = Den(-k ,k ) = Den(-k ,-k ) = Den(k ,-k ) (3-122) 
x y x y x y x y 
while from Equations (3-100), (3-55), and (3-64) it follows that 
w y = v-v-y= -v-vy = - w - y (3-i23) 








Q I , O Q ; , 0 Den { I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , k ) I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , k ) x x y ' y x x y y 
+ I s ( 1 , - k ) I c ( 0 , - k ) I s ( 1 , - k ) I c ( 0 , - k ) 
x ' x y ' y x x y y 
+ I s ( 1 , - k ) I c ( 0 , k ) I s ( 1 , - k ) I c ( 0 , k ) 
x ' x y y x x y y 
+ I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , - k ) I s ' ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , - k ) } 
x x y y x x y y 
i _ i 
+ I Qi n < U i 
mm',nn 
{ I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , k ) I s (mm',k ) I c ( n n * , k ) 
T 1,0 mm',nn
T |_DenJ x ' x y y x x y ' y ' 
+ I s ( 1 , - k ) I c ( 0 , - k ) I s " ( m m ' , - k ) I c ' W ( n n ' , - k ) 
x ' x y y x ' x y y 
+ I s ( 1 , - k ) I c ( 0 , k ) I s (mm' , -k ) I c ( n n ' , k ) 
x x y ' y x ' x y ' y 
+ I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , - k ) I s (mm',k ) I c ( n n ' , - k ) } 
x ' x y y x x y y 




{ I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , k ) I c ' ( m m ' , k ) I s ' ( n n ' , k ) 
x x y y x x y ' y 
+ I s ( 1 , - k ) I c ( 0 , - k ) I c ' C (mm' , -k ) I s : \ n n ' , - k ) x x y ' y x x y y 
- I s ( 1 , - k ) I c ( 0 , k ) I c (mm' , -k ) I s ( n n ' , k ) 
x ' x y y x x y ' y 
- I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , - k ) I c (mm',k ) I s ( n n ' , - k ) } 
x x y y x x y y 
r i 
+ ,l , Q m ' , n '
Q l , 0 
m' , n ' 
Den 
{ I s x ( m ' , k x ) I c y ( n ' , k y ) l s x ( l , k x ) l c y ( 0 , k y ) 
+ I s ( m ' , - k ) I c ( n ' , - k ) I s ( 1 , - k ) I c ( 0 , - k ) 
x x y ' y x x y y 
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+ I s ( m ' , - k ) I c ( n ' , k ) I s ( 1 , - k ) I c ( 0 , k ) 
x x y y x X Y y 
+ I s ( m ' , k ) I c ( n ' , - k ) I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , - k ) } 
x x y y x x y y 
L' L> rr\ ' T\ ' TTITT1 ' 
m , n ' mm ,nn m ' , n ' mm',nn 
Den 
{ I s ( m ' , k ) I c ( n ' , k ) 
x x y y 
I s (mm'-k ) I c ( n n T , k ) 
x x y y 
+ I s ( m ' , - k ) I c ( n ' , - k ) I s (mm' , -k ) I c ( n n ' , - k ) 
x x y y x X Y y 
+ I s ( m T , - k ) I c ( n r , k ) I s (mm ? , -k ) I c ( n n ' , k ) 
x x y y x x y y 
+ I s ( m ' , k ) I c ( n ' , - k ) I s ' C (mm' ,k ) I c ' C ( n n ' , - k ) } 
x x y y x ' x y y 
+ I I Q , ,p , 
, u . , , m , n ' mm ,nn m , n ' mm' ,nn ' 
Den 
{ I s ( m ' , k ) I c ( n T , k ) 
x x y y 
• I c (mm' k ) I s ( n n ' . k ) 
x x y y 
+ I s ( m ' , - k ) I c ( n ' , - k ) I c (mm' , -k ) I s ( n n ' , - k ) 
x x y y x x y y 
I s ( m ' , - k ) I c ( n ' , k ) I c (mm' , -k ) I s ( n n ' , k ) 
x ' x y ' y x ' x y ' y 
I s ( m ' , k ) I c ( n ' s - k ) I c " ( m m ' , k ) I s " ( n n ' , - k ) } x x y y x x y y 
t „ I 
+ / , P m r , n ' Q l , 0 [ D e n 
m' , n ' ' ' 
N, 
{ Ic ( m ' , k ) I s ( n ' , k ) I s ' C ( l , k ) l c " ( 0 , k ) 
x ' x y y x x y y 
+ l c x ( m ' 9 - k x ) l s y ( n « , - k y ) l s * ( l , - k x ) l c * ( 0 , - k y ) 
- I c ( m ' , - k ) I s ( n ' , k ) I s ( 1 , - k ) I c ( 0 , k ) 
x ' x y ' y x ' x y y 
ft ft 
- I c ( m ' , k ) I s ( n ' , - k ) I s ' ( l , k ) l c " ( 0 , - k ) } 
x ' x y y x ' x y y 
N, 
,^ , , ̂  , m ' , n ' m m ' , r m ' | D e n 
m , n ' TTlm, ,nn ' 
{ I c (mT ,k ) I s ( n ' , k ) x ' x y ' y 
I s (mm',k ) I c ( n n ' , k ) x x y y 
ft ft 
+ I c ( m ' , - k ) I s ( n ' , - k ) I s (mm' , -k ) I c ( n n r , - k ) 
x ' x y ' y x x y y 
- I c ( m ' , - k ) I s ( n ' , k ) I s (mm' , -k ) I c ( n n ' , k ) 
x ' x y y x X Y y 
- I c ( m ' , k ) I s ( n ' , - k ) I s (mm',k ) I c ( n n ' , - k ) } 
x x y y x x y y 
+ i i p', y , 
L-> tj m ' r-i ' -mm ' m ' , n ' mm',nn 
P? — , 
, , n ' ' , n n ' [DenJ 
{ I c ( m ' , k ) I s ( n ' ,k ) x x y y 
ft ft 
* I c (mmT,k ) I s ( n n ' . k ) 
x x y y 
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+ I c ( m ' , - k ) I s ( n f , - k ) I c (mm' , -k ) I s ( n n ' , - k ) 
x x y y x X Y y 
+ I c ( m \ - k ) I s ( n ' , k ) I c ( m m ^ - k ) I s ( n n ' , k ) 
x x y y x x y y 
f- Ic ( m ' , k ) I s ( n ' , - k ) I c (mm',k ) I s ( n n ' , - k )} 
x x y y x x y y 
dk dk x y 
The second bracketed term In Equation (3-12M-) can be simplified 
with the aid of Equations (3-110) through (3-113) as follows: 
Is (l,k )Ic (0,k )Is (mm',k )Ic (nn?,k ) 
x x y y x x y y 
(3-125) 
+ Is (1,-k )Ic (0,-k )Is (mm',-k )Ic (nn',-k ) x x y y x x y y 
+ Is (1,-k )Ic (0,k )Is (mm',-k )Ic (nn',k ) 
x x y y x x y y 
+ Is tl,k ;ic (0,-k )ls'l(mm',k )Ic (nn',-k ) 
x x y y x x y y 
= 2 R e [ I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , k ) I s (mm',k ) I c ( n n ' , k ) 
x x y y x x y ' y 
+ I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , k ) I s (mm',k ) I c ( n n ' , k ) ] 
x x y y x x y y 
- 2 ReCls ( l , k ) I s (mm',k ) { Ic ( 0 , k ) I c ( n n ' , k ) 
x x x x y y y y 
+ I c ( 0 , k ) I c ( n n ' , k ) } ] 
y y y y 
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= 4 Re[Is (l,k )Is"(mm,,k )] Re[Ic (0,k )Ic"(nn',k )] 
x ' x x x y y y y 
In a similar manner the third bracketed term in Equation (3-124) can 
be simplified with the aid of Equations (3-110) through (3-113) as 
follows: 
Is (l,k )Ic (0,k )Ic"(mm',k )Is"(nnf9k ) (3-126) 
x x y ' y x x y y 
+ I s ( 1 , - k ) I c ( 0 , - k ) I c " ( m m t , - k ) I s " ( n n ' , - k ) 
x ' x y y x x y y 
- I s ( 1 , - k ) I c ( 0 , k ) I c , C (mm' , -k ) I s ' { ( n n ' , k ) 
x x y y x x y y 
I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , - k ) I c " ( m m ' , k ) I s " ( n n ' , - k ) 
x ' x y ' y x x y y 
2 R e [ I s ( l , k ) I c ( 0 , k ) I c (mm',k ) I s ( n n ' , k ) 
x x y y x x y ' y 
I s ( l , k ) l c ' ( 0 9 k ) I c (mm',k ) I s ( n n ' , k ) ] x ' x y y x x y y 
2 R e [ I s ( l , k ) Ic ' " (mm' ,k ) { I c ( 0 , k ) I s ' ' ( n n ' , k ) 
x ' x • x x y y y y 
I c ' C ( 0 , k ) I s ( n n ' , k ) } ] 
y y y y 
2 ReCls ( l , k ) I c " ( m m ' , k ) ( ~ 2 j ) I m { I c " ( 0 , k ) I s ( n n ' , k ) } ] 
x x x x y y y y 
4 I m [ I s ( l , k ) I c (mm',k ) ] I m [ I c ( 0 , k ) I s ( n n ' , k ) ] 
x ' x x ' x y y y y 
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The remaining bracketed terms in Equation (3-124) can be simplified by 
analogy with Equations (3-125) and (3-126). Using these simplifications 
in Equation (3-124) yields 





0 0 L 
( 3 - 1 2 7 ) 
Ha 1 
Q1,0Q1,0 = - ^ R e { I s ( l , k ) I s ( l , k )} Re{Ic ( 0 , k ) I c ( 0 , k )} DenJ x x x x y y y y 
N. 
^ , 1,0 mmT ,nn' Den 
mm',nn 
Re{Is ( l , k ) I s (mm',k )} 
X X X X 
Re{Ic ( 0 , k ) I c ( n n 1 , k )} 
y y y y 
, ^ » 1,0 mm' ,nn ' 
mm', n n ' Den 
Im{Is ( l , k ) I c (mm',k )} 
X X X X 
Im{Ic ( 0 , k ) I s ( n n ' , k )} 
y y y y 
+ J , Q m' ,n ' Q l ,0 
m' , n ' 
Den 
Re{Is ( m ' , k ) I s ( l , k )}Re{Ic ( n ' , k ) I c ( 0 , k )} 
x x x x y y y y 
+ I I Q \ I Q ' I i 
.L , ,L , m ,nT mm' ,nn ' 
m , n ' mm',nn 
Den 
Re{Is ( m ' , k ) I s (mm',k )} 
X X X X 
Re{Ic ( n ' , k ) I c ( n n ' , k )} 
y y y y 
i i Q , y , 
,u , , , mT ,nT mm',nn 
m' ,nT mm',nnT 
Den 
I m d s ( m ' , k ) I c (mm',k )} 
X X X X 
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• Im{lc ( n ' , k ) I s ( n n ' , k )} 
y y y y 
+ / , P m ' , n , Q l , 0 
m' , n ' 
^ 3 _ 
Den 
Im{lc (m»,k ) I s ( l , k )} 
X X X X 
• Im{Is ( n ' , k ) I c ( 0 , k )} 
y y y y 
+ I I p \ IQ' » 
,L , ,L , m' ,nT mm' , n n ' 
m , n ' mm , n n ' 
Den 
Im{Ic ( m ' , k ) I s (mm',k )} 
X X X X 
• Im{Is (n f ,k ) I c ( n n ' , k )} 
y y y y 
+ I I P \ rP' , 
, L , iu , m ,nT mm' ,nn ' 
m , n ' mm' ,nn ' 
Den 
Re{Ic ( m ' , k ) I c (mm',k )} 
X X X X 
• R e d s ( n ' ,k ) I s ( n n ' ,k )} 
y y y y 
dk dk 
x y 
E q u a t i o n ( 3 - 1 2 7 ) i s t h e g e n e r a l form of W f o r an a r b i t r a r y 
C 3 
number of modes and an a r b i t r a r y s e t of medium p a r a m e t e r s . I t s h o u l d 
be n o t i c e d t h a t t h e p l a n e wave a m p l i t u d e c o e f f i c i e n t s have been e l i m i -
n a t e d from W and t h a t t h e o n l y unknown q u a n t i t i e s i n E q u a t i o n ( 3 - 1 2 7 ) 
C 3 
a r e t h e a p e r t u r e mode a m p l i t u d e s . The q u a n t i t i e s N , N - , N^, and Den 
a r e g i v e n by E q u a t i o n s ( 3 - 9 8 ) t h r o u g h ( 3 - 1 0 1 ) , w h i l e I s , I c , I s , and 
x x y 
Ic are given in Appendix C. It should also be noticed that the original, 
doubly infinite, six-fold integral expression for W , Equation (3-87), 
C3 
has been reduced to a singly infinite, double integral expression, Equa-




Although the form of W has been considerably simplified, the 
C3 
integrals in Equation (3-127) still cannot be evaluated in closed form; 
they have to be numerically integrated. In contrast, the integrals in 
Ŵ  and W are evaluated in closed form. Equation (3-127) must be 
1 2 
farther changed to facilitate the numerical integration. This point is 
covered in Chapter V when regions V and V are both lossless or only 
slightly lossy. 
Before taking up the numerical integration, a matrix solution 
will now be obtained for the waveguide and aperture mode amplitudes in 
terms of the general expressions for W , W , and W , which have been 
CI C2 C3 
derived in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 
MATRIX SOLUTION FOR THE MODE AMPLITUDES 
In Chapter III the energy expressions W , W , and W were 
cl c2 C3 
evaluated for the slot antenna shown in Figures 4- and 5, assuming that 
the waveguide Is excited by a dominant mode wave and that all higher 
order modes are evanescent. These three energy expressions are needed 
to determine the mode amplitudes, using the variational principle of 
Chapter II. According to this principle, the set of trial waveguide 
mode amplitudes that makes W stationary is obtained by setting the 
partial derivative of W with respect to one of the waveguide mode 
amplitudes equal to zero. Repeating this process for each waveguide 
mode amplitude produces a system of equations in terms of these unknown 
amplitudes. The solution of this system of equations determines the 
set of trial amplitudes which best approximates the true waveguide mode 
amplitudes. In this chapter it will be shown that these equations are 
linear and consequently can be solved using matrix techniques. The fact 
that the equations resulting from this new approach can be solved by 
matrix methods is significant. It implies that more accurate results 
can be obtained more easily by using the new variational principle than 
by using comparable approaches which produce nonlinear equations. 
To calculate the partial derivatives of W , the partial deriva-
tives of W , W , and W must first be obtained, since 
Cl C2 C3 
W = W + W t W . A s a prelude to calculating these derivatives, 
c c1 c2 c3 
it should be noticed that the trial electric and magnetic fields in 
regions V and V and in the aperture can all be expressed as a linear 
Z. o 
combination of the waveguide mode amplitudes. This statement follows 
from the principle of superposition and the fact that the waveguide 
field has been represented—in Equations (3-1) and (3-2)—as a linear 
combination of the trial waveguide mode amplitudes. If this set of 
amplitudes—that is, R, Q and P --is designated by the set {x.}, 
^ m,n m,n J 1 
then, by superposition, each trial E. and H. in W , W , and W can 
Cl °2 C3 
be expressed as a linear combination of the x.'s. Hence, W , W , and 
c c 
1 2 
W are all quadratic functions of the x.'s, because each of these 
C3 1 
energy expressions is formed by the product E. x H.. 
Since each energy expression is a quadratic function of the x.'s, 
then W , for example, can be written as 
Cl 
N N N 
W = K + I c x + I x (I m x .) (4-1) 
Cl 1 1=1 1l *- 1=1 * j = l 1lj J 
where K and each c and m are constants independent of each x«. It 
is assumed in Equation (4-1) that N of the x.'s are being used to 
approximate the true waveguide field. Equation (4-1) is the most 
general quadratic form that W can have. For convenience in manipula-
Cl 
tion Equation (4-1) will be rewritten in matrix form as 
W = K. + C. ] T • X] + X] T • [Ml • X] (4-2) 
c. 1 1 1 
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In this chapter the following matrix notation will be used. A 
bracket to the right of a quantity—for example, C ] --represents a 
.th 
column matrix, the 1 element of which is c . Brackets on both sides 
1 th 
of a quantity--for example, [M ]—represent a square matrix, the ij 
element of which is m . The transpose of a column matrix or a square 
ij 
matrix will be denoted by a superscript T. Since N of the x.'s are 
used in Equation (4-1), C ] has the dimensions 1 x N, while [M ] has 
the dimensions N x N in Equation (4-2). By analogy with Equation (4-2), 
W and W can be written as 
C2 C3 
Wc = K2 + C 2 ] T * X ] + X ] T ' [ M 2 ] " X ] ( 4~ 3 ) 
W = K_ + C Q ]
T • X] + X ] T • [M_] • X] (4-4) 
c3 3 3 3 
The variational theorem developed in Chapter II states that the set of 
x.'s that makes W stationary is the one that is the solution of the 
1 C 
system of equations 
G] = 0] (4-5) 
where G] is the gradient of W ; that is, G] is the column matrix whose 
.th n 
I element is 
3W 3W 8W 
8Wc Cl C2 C3 
g. = ^—~ = T— + -r- t — (4-6) 
1 dX. dX. 3X. 9X. 
1 1 1 1 
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Since W , W , and W ail have the same quadratic form, only the par-
Cl C2 °3 
tial derivative of one of them needs to be examined, as for example 
3W /3x„, in order to determine 9W /3x„ in Equation (4-6). From Equa-
c 1 c I 





) : • • 
l 
N N N 
_ 1=1 Li L 1=1 L y=i 1ij j _ 
+ A V.xj + A Vi^ 3-1 i] J 1=1 -ci '1 
= e, -t m. x. + V m. x. 
J-^ 3 4-n 1^- 1 '1, i 5=1 ij j=l ji 
Converting this last equation to matrix form and then using it along 
with the analogous results for 3W /3x. and 3W /3x. in Equation (4-6) 
o 2 i c 3 i 
yields 
G] = (C±-] + C2] t c3]) + ([M1] + [M2] (4-7) 
+ [M3] + [M1]
T + [M2]
T + [M3]
T) • X] 
Defining C ] and [M ] as 
c0] = c ] + c ] + c ] (4-8) 
and 




allows Equation (4-7) to be written as 
G] = CQ] + [MQ] • X] (4-10) 
From Equations (4-5) and (4-10) it can be seen that the set of 
waveguide mode amplitudes, X], that causes W to be stationary, is 
given by 
X] = -CMQ]"1 • CQ] (4-11) 
Thus, to find the solution matrix X], the matrices C ], C ], C ], [M ], 
-L A O -L 
[M ], and [M ] must first be found and then used in Equations (4-8), 
(4-9), and (4-11). 
It will be noticed that W has already been expressed in terms 
of X] in Equation (3-27). From this equation it can be seen that 
W = K, + C J T • X] (4-12) 
Cl 2 X 
Since [M ] is zero it can be eliminated from all equations. It should 
also be noticed from Equation (3-27) that c = 0 for all i except for 
i 
the i corresponding to R. 
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From Equation (3-34) it can be seen that W has been expressed 
C2 
as 
W - C!] T • X'] + X] T • [M'] • X'] (4-13) 
c. _ z. z 
when XT] stands for the set of aperture mode amplitudes, that is, 
Q , , and P , ,. The number of aperture modes, x.'s, must be the 
m',nT m' ,n' I 
same as the number of waveguide modes, x.'s5 in order to perform the 
matrix operations in this chapter. Primes on matrices do not represent 
differentiation but are used to designate matrices which are different 
from the unprimed ones. 
From Equations (3-46) through (3-48) it can be seen that the 
relationship between X] and X'] is of the form 
C5] + [M5] • X] = [M6] • X'] (4-14) 
Using Equation (4-14), it can be seen that 
X'] = [Ml"1 • C_] + CM.]"1 • [Ml - X] (4-15) 
6 5 6 5 
Next, substituting Equation (4-15) into Equation (4-13) allows W to 
C2 
be written as 
Wc = { C^]
T + X] T . [M^]} • {[Mg]""1 • Cg] + [M 6]
_ 1 - [M5] • X]} 
or 
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W = ( C ' ] T • [ M . ] " 1 • C R ]} + { C ' ]
T • [ M l " 1 • [ M l • X]} ( 4 - 1 6 ) 
c I b b I b b 
+ (x]T • CM!] • CM.]'1 • c,]} + (x]T • CM'] • CM.]"1 
2 5 5 2 6 
[M5] • X]} 
Since each term in Equation (4-16) is a scalar, any term in that equa-
tion may be replaced by its transpose without affecting the equation. 
Remembering that for any matrices [A] and [B] 
([A] • CB])T - CB]T • CA]T 
it can be seen that the third term in Equation (4-16) can be rewritten 
as 
X] T • CM'] • CM„] 1 • CJ = {X]T • CM*] • CM I"1 • C J } T (4-17) 
(CM'] • [Ml 1 - 0 ]}T • X] 
2 6 5 
(c,]1 • (CM R]'
1) T • CM!]T} . x] 
b b 2 
Using Equation (4-17) in Equation (4-16) yields 
W = {C!]T • C M ^ 1 • C_]} (4-18) 
c 2 6 5 
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+ ( C ' ] T • [ M l ' " 1 • [ M l + C ] T • ([M 1 _ 1 ) T • [M ' ] T } • X] 
2 6 5 o 6 2 
X] T • {[Mg] ' CMg]-1 • [M5]} • X] 




' - iT r n - l K„ = C_] • [ M l • C 1 ( 4 - 1 9 ) 
1 1 b o 
C2r = Cg] • [ M g ] "
1 • [M5] + C5V • ( [ M g ] "
1 ) 1 • [M^] 
C01 = [ M ]
T • ( [ M . ] ' 1 ) 1 , • c l ] + CM'] • C M . ] " 1 • C ] ( 4 - 2 0 ) 
2 5 D 2 2 6 5 
[ M l = CM'] • C M . ] ' 1 • CM,] ( 4 - 2 1 ) 
2 2 6 5 
The f u n c t i o n a l s W and W have now been e x p r e s s e d i n t e r m s of 
c c 
1 2 
X] a l o n e , i n s t e a d of b o t h X] and X ' ] . N e x t , W must be e x p r e s s e d i n 
C3 
terms of X] alone. From Equation (3-127) it can be seen that W has 
c 
3 
been expressed as 
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W = X T ] T • [M'] • X'] (4-22) 
C3 3 
Using Equation (4-15) in Equation (4-22) yields 
Wc - {C5]
T • ([M6]
_1)T + X] T • [M5]
T • ([M6]
_1)T} 
[M'] • {[M_] 1 • C_] + [M_] 1 • [M_] • X]} 
3 5 5 6 5 
or 
W = C _ r • ( C M . ] ' 1 ) 1 • CMl] • CM.] X • CR] + X ]
1 • CM.]1 ( 4 - 2 3 ) 
c o b 3 6 5 5 
(CM.] 1 ) T • CM'] • C M . ] " 1 • C_] + C _ ] T • ( C M K ]
_ 1 ) T 
6 3 6 5 5 6 




CM'] • CM r 1 • CM 1} • x] 
3 6 5 
Taking the transpose of the second term in Equation (4-23)--which is a 
scalar--and collecting terms permits W to be written as 
C 3 
W = {C_]T • (CM.]" 1 ) 7 • CM'] • CM-]"1 • C J } (4-24) 
c 5 6 3 6 5 
+ U C M _ ] T • (CM r V . CM'] • C M . ] " 1 • c_]}T 
5 6 3 6 5 
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+ C J T • (CM 1" ' X ; T • [ M ' j • [M '] 1 • [M_]) • X] 
5 6 3 6 5 
+ X ] T • { [ M J T • ( [ M r ]
_ 1 ) T • [ M ' ] • [ M r ]
_ 1 • [M c ]} • X] 
Comparing Equations (4-4) and (M—24), it can be seen that 
and 
Kq ~- C 1
T • (CM,] 1 ) T ' [Ml] • [ M l " 1 • C I ( 4 - 2 5 ) 
3 5 6 3 6 5 
C , ] T r, i[M ] T ' - ( C M . ] ~ 1 ) T • [M ' ] • [ M l - 1 • C _ ] } T 
3 5 6 3 6 5 
t C ] T • ( [ M l " 1 ) 7 • CM'] • [ M _ ] _ 1 • [ M l 
5 6 3 6 5 
C j = [M _ ] T • ( [ M l X ) T • CM'] • [ M A ]
_ 1 • C I 
3 5 6 3 6 5 
+ [M5]
T • (CMg]"1)7 • [Mg]T • [M 6]
_ 1 • C5] 
= [M5']
T • ([Mg]"1;7 . {[M3] + [M^]1} • CM6]
 1 • Cg] 
cr, since [M ] is symmetric, then the last equation may be written as 
Cg] -" 2[M5]
T • (CM6]
_1)T • [M3] • [M 6]
_ 1 • C5] (4-26) 
in addition, 
[MJ = [MJT • ([M_] 1 ) T • [M'] • [M.] 1 • CM,] (4-27) 
3 5 6 3 6 5 
From the results of this section it can be seen that the follow-
ing steps must be taken to determine the waveguide mode amplitudes X]: 
1) Using Equation (3-27), determine C ] so that 
W = K. + C J T • X] (4-28) 
Cl X 1 
2) Next, using Equation (3-34), determine c'] and [M'] 
so that 
W • C.']T • X'] + X] T • CM'] • X'] (4-29) 
c2 
3) Then using Equation (3-127), determine [M*] so that 
O 
W = X'] T • CM'] • X'] (4-30) 
C3 d 
4) Next, using Equations (3-46) through (3-48), determine 
C 5], CM5], and CMg] so that 
CJ + CMJ • X] = CMJ • X'] (4-31) 
b b b 
5) Then determine C ] and [M ], using Equations (4-20) 




_1)T • C^] + [M^] • [M 5]
_ 1 • C5] (4-32) 
and 
[M,2] - [M^] • [Mg]
 X • [M5] (4-33) 
6) Next, determine C ] and [M ], using Equations (4-26) and 
o o 
(4-27) as 
CJ = 2[MJT • ([M1"V • [Ml] • [Ml X • CJ (4-34) 
3 b 6 3 6 5 
and 
[Ml = [M ] T • ([M 1 _ 1) T • [Ml] • [M_]_1 • [M_] (4-35) 
3 5 6 3 6 5 
7) Then using Equations (4-8) and (4-9) and noting from 
Equation (4-28) that [M ] = 0, form 
CQ] = C1] + C2] + C3] (4-36) 
and 
[MQ] = [M2] + [M3] + [M2]
T + [M3]
T (4-37) 
(8) Finally, using Equation (4-11), the waveguide mode ampli-
tudes are obtained from 
X] = -[MQ]
 1 • CQ] (4-38) 
It should be noticed that the value of X] in Equation (4-38) 
will depend on the choice of L. Changing L changes the phase and mag-
nitude reference plane S of Chapter II, which in turn changes the phase 
and magnitude of each mode. This variation of X] with L can be removed 
by normalizing X] with respect to one of the mode amplitudes. For 
example, X], as given by Equation (4-38), can be divided by the ampli-
tude of the Incident dominant mode. This normalization causes all the 
mode amplitudes to be referenced to a unit magnitude, zero phase inci-
dent dominant mode at z = 0, as can be seen from Equation (3-2). Such 
a normalized X] is independent of L. This last statement is borne out 
by numerical results. 
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CHAPTER V 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF W 
C3 
Up to this point all equations are valid for arbitrary medium 
parameters in regions V , V , and V „ Hence, the expressions for W , 
W , and W , as given by Equations (3-27), (3-34), and (3-127), can 
C2 C3 
be applied to a wide variety of physical problems. They can be applied, 
for example, to plasma, as weli as dielectric coverings and to lossy, 
as well as lossless coverings» Since the coefficients in W and W 
Cl C2 
are expressed in closed f.̂ rm, these two equations can be used directly, 
no matter what values the medium parameters have. However, the coeffi-
cients in W are given as integrals which must be integrated numeri-
C3 
cally. It is difficult, If not Impossible, to devise a numerical inte-
gration scheme which will efficiently handle any combination of medium 
parameters, Hence, the range of these parameters must be limited In 
any single study. Since the object of this dissertation is to analyze 
a dielectric coating on a slot antenna, V is restricted to be a die-
lectric. Equation (3-127) will be modified in this chapter so that it 
can be numerically integrated more easily for this case. 
A Change of Variables 
The first modification Is the reduction in size of the region of 
integration. This will be done by making a change of variables from 
rectangular coordinates--k ,k —to polar coordinates—p,^--using 
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k = k p cos ip (5-1) 
x (J 
k = k p sin ty (5-2) 
The wave number, or propagation constant of free space, k , is defined 
as 
k0 = WV(^c (5"3) 
where u and e are the free space permeability and permittivity, 
respectively, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Letting F(k ,k ) 
x y 
represent the entire integrand of Equation (3-127) permits W to be 
C3 
written as 
W = / / F(k ,k )dk dk (5-4) 
C3 0 0 x y x y 
Using Equations (5-1) and (5-2) in the last equation produces 
00
 TT/2 2 
W = / / F ( k Q p c o s ^ , k psinijj)k pdi|;dp ( 5 - 5 ) 
The change of variables just employed has, in effect, converted one of 
the infinite integrals in Equation (5-M-) into the finite integral in 
Equation (5-5). This finite integral is easier to evaluate numerically 
than is the infinite integral. 
2 2 2 2 
Before continuing, the quantities k , k , k , and k that 
2 z2 z3 
appear in Chapter III will be rewritten in a form which is more useful 
in this chapter. From Equations (3-53) and (5-3) it can be seen that 
. 2 v 2 r
W U 2 V W 2 ° 2 , 
k = k Q , ~j~ 
= k" 
r 2 "2 r 2 M e 6 M e r ' 
^ kn y E ( l - j ^ _ ] 0 r 2 r ^ u)e2
; 
or 
k o " k 0
 Mr £ r ( 1 " ^ t a n 6 2 ) 
2 2 
( 5 - 6 ) 




and y and e are the relative permeability and permittivity, respec-
P2 P2 
tively, of region V . From Equations (3-53) and (3-65) it can be seen 
2 2 
that k and k have the same form. Thus, by analogy with Equation (5-6) 
k3 = k 0 V £ r , ( 1 " j t a n 63' 
o o 
(5-8) 
The loss tangent of medium V is defined as 
tan6Q - — 3 coc. 
and u and e are the relative permeability and permittivity, respec-
ts r3 
tively, of region V . Next, applying Equations (5-1), (5-2), and (5-6) 
to Equation (3-55) gives 
,2 .2 ..2 .,2 
k = k.. - K - k z 2 x y 
= k [p e (1-jtanfi ) - p2(cos2i|;+sin2i|j)] 
r2 r2 
or 
k2 - k^[y e ( l-jtan<5 ) - p
2 ] ( 5 - 9 ) 
Z2 U r2 r2 2 
From Equations (3-55) and (3-64) it can be seen that k and k have 
Z2 Z3 
the same form. Hence, by analogy with Equation (5-9), 
k2 = Au e (1-jtanS ) - p2] (5-10) 
Z3 P3 r3 
It is important to notice from Equations (5-1) and (5-2) that k 
and k are functions of both p and ip. Also, it can be seen from Equa-
tions (5-9) and (5-10) that k and k are functions of p alone. Thus, 
Z2 Z3 
the function Den defined by Equation (3-101) depends on p alone and not 
of both p and i>. In contrast, the numerator terms N , N„, and N~, given 
by Equations (3-98) through (3-100), are all functions of both p and ip 
since all of them contain k and k , as well as k and k . As a 
y z2 z3 
result, Equation (5-5) may be written as 
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oo TT/2 
W = / / 
C3 0 0 
Den(p) di|»dp (5-11) 
where Num(ijj,p) represents the total numerator of Equation (3-127) after 
using the change of variable given in Equations (5-1) and (5-2). 
Surface Wave Poles 
An examination of Equation (3-101) reveals that the function Den 
can be written as the product of two terms in the following manner: 
or 
n 2 k 2 
3 9 9 
Den = (—) (HH k cos (d k ) - k sin (d k ) 
V V Z3 Z2 Z3 Z2 
. 2 




cos(d k ) 
Z2 
1J„ k z y 
i(—)(x1) k + j(—)* 
V V Z3 W2 Z2 
u k 
j(~Hr^-) k cos(d k ) - k sin(d k ) 
S V Z3 Z2 Z2 Z2 





- i f—]cos(d k ) 
S Z2 
Den = DTMDTE (5-12) 
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where D and D are defined as 
Mo '*9 ̂  
D_M = j ( — '••{-^-) k cos(d k ) - k sin(d k ) 
™ V2 V Z3 Z2 Z2 Z2 
(5-13) 
DTE = K 
sin(d k ) 
Z2 
k 
- j[—)cos(d k ) (5-14) 
If either of the two terms in Equation (5-12) is zero in the region of 
integration 0 5 p < °°, then the Integrand of Equation (5-11) contains a 
pole. These poles are called surface wave poles because (31) they repre-
sent waves Traveling parallel to the interface between regions V and V 
and because the energy of these waves is confined to a region near the 
interface. By analogy with similar equations studied by Collin (32), 
the zeros of D give rise to what are called TM (transverse magnetic) 
surface waves, and zeros of D give rise to what are called TE (trans-
verse electric) surface waves. Whether the pole is TM or TE is of no 
consequence in evaluating the residue at the pole. Hence, the nature 
of the pole will not be pursued further. It is necessary only to 
remember that when the function Den is zero in the interval 0 l p < °°, 
residue contributions must be included in the evaluation of Equation 
(5-11). 
Restriction of Problem to 
Low-Loss Dielectric Coverings 
Since the object of this dissertation is to analyze a dielectric 
coating on a slot antenna, region V Is assumed to be a dielectric. 
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Actually, it will be assumed, for the remainder of this chapter, that 
y e > u e and that the loss tangents of regions V^ and V„ are both 
T r r r.„ & & 2 3 
much less than one; region V may still have arbitrary medium param-
eters. These restrictions, which include the low-loss dielectric cover-
ing as a special case, are needed to simplify the numerical technique 
used to evaluate W . The motivation for the low-loss restriction will 
C3 
now be discussed, 
In Appendix D it is shown that if tan6 - tan6 - 0, 
[i £ '• u e , and the layer thickness d $ 0, then surface wave poles 
2 2 3 3 
are present and they only occur in the interval 
(5-15) 
In addition, the poles are simple, and the number, n , , of poles for 
pole 
this case is shown to be 
n ., - entierCM-df/p e -y £- /c) + 1 (5-16) 
pole r2 r2 rg rg 
where entier(x) Is the greatest integer function„ This equation shows 
that at least one pole Is always present, even as d •->- 0. 
The p Integration in Equation (5-11) may be viewed as a contour 
integral along the real p axis. Since poles lie on this path, the p 
Integration contour must be deformed. Deforming the contour is permis-
sible as long as the residue contributions from the semicircular deflec-
tions about the poles are included* Whether the contour should be 
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deflected above or below the poles can be determined from convergence 
considerations; that is, when V is lossless, the integrals (along the 
deflected contour) in Equations (3-61) and (3-62) should converge as 
z -> °°. These integrals will converge when the imaginary part of k is 
Z3 
non-positive, as required by Equation (3-66). 
If p is temporarily allowed to be complex and p and p. are its 
real and imaginary parts, respectively, then Equation (5-10), with 
tan6 = 0, becomes 
o 
k - k^[i e -p2 +p? -j2p p. 
z 0 r r re lm J re lm 
O \J O 
According to the definition of k given in Chapter III, k will lie In 
Z3 Z3 
the first quadrant whenever the quantity under the radical in the last 
equation Is In either the first or second quadrant. In addition, k 
Z3 
will lie in the fourth quadrant (or on the negative imaginary axis) 
when the quantity under the radical lies in either the third or fourth 
quadrant (or on negative real axis). Hence, the expression under the 
radical in the last equation must have a non-positive imaginary part if 
k is to have a non-positive imaginary part. Since p is positive, 
Z3 r e 
this requirement is fulfilled when p„ is non-negative. Thus, the path 





>- Real p 
axis 
Figure 6. Contour of Integration in the Complex 
p Plane when tancS = tan6 = 0 
If Den(p) Is zero on the positive real p axis at the points p. 
for I = l,2,...,n . , then according to residue theory the contribu-
pole to J 
tion to Equation (5-11) from the semicircular deflections is 
pole 
I 
i = l 
j - (2TT j ) 1 (Residue at p.) (5-17) 
The minus sign is needed because the pole Is encircled clockwise rather 
than counter-clockwise, and the — is needed because only half of the 
pole is encircled. Integrating half way around each pole gives exactly 
half of the residue since the poles are simple. 
If V is lossy, the poles move off the real p axis. The path of 
Integration then does not have to be deflected near the poles, and 
residue theory can no longer be applied to evaluate the contribution to 
the integral near the poles. If the poles are close to the real p axis, 
the integrand will have a sharp peak near each pole. The numerical 
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evaluation of the area under the peaks is difficult and is not attempted 
in this dissertation. Instead, it is assumed that V and V are either 
lossless or low-loss so that the surface wave poles lie exactly or 
essentially on the real p axis. For the remainder of this chapter it 
will be assumed that the poles lie exactly on the real p axis for both 
the lossless and the low-loss cases. 
The evaluation of W , when a single pole located at p = p is 
C3 
present, will now be considered. By utilizing Equation (5-17), the p 
integration in Equation (5-11) may be written in the following manner: 
P l A ^ 2 IVT f , \
 P l 7 r / 2 ,T ( , >, 
W = / / N u m ^ P l ^ d p + Jf / « ^ l d ^ d p (5_1 8 ) 
c 3 £ £ Den(p) ^ _ A J Den(p) 
Pl+A *'* M n , 
- ,3 (Residue at p ^ + / / ^ f # d*dp 
i +A o Den(p) 
where A is a small positive number. If A is small enough, then 
P l ^/2 M , , N
 P l + A TT/2 ,_ , , , 
/ / N r ( ! ^ } ^ p t / / N ^ £ l W p = 0 (5_19) 
PX-A 0 °
e n ( p ) i± 0
 D e n ( p ) 
since in the immediate vicinity of a pole, Num will be a constant and Den 
will be an odd function. Utilizing this last equation in Equation (5-18) 
gives 
P l - A TT/2 
/ / Num(^p) 
0 0 Den(p) ^ P 
* / 2 XT ( . > 
J ^ J ^ 2 d̂ dp p +A 0 Den(p) 
(5-20) 
- TTJ (Residue at p ) 
Thus, W may be evaluated by integrating to within A of each side of the 
C3 
pole and then adding on (-TTJ) times the residue at the pole. The elimi-
nation of the left side of Equation (5-19) from W eliminates the need 
C3 
to evaluate an infinite integrand at p = p . 









Num (ip , p ) 
Den(p) 
d^ 
Application of L'Hospital's rule to the last equation gives 
the residue 
at p 
= l im / 
P - > P 1 o 
TT/2 
< ^ 3(Num) 
( p - p , ) — + Num 




I l l 
the residue 
at p 
TT/2 Num(ip,p. ) 
r ——i- ^ JQ Den'(p1) (5-21) 
where Den' is defined as the derivative of Den with respect to p. It 
follows from Equation (5-12) that 
Den' = D^Cp) D^Cp) + D^Cp) D^Cp) (5-22) 
where the primes on Dm„, and Dmrn indicate differentiation with respect to * TM TE y 
p. To evaluate D , Equation (5-13) may be used to obtain 
r, 2 dk 
u ™ l p j ^ u ^ k ; 
^2 3 TM 
z, 
d ^ [~ilT-)
c o s ( d k . ) ( 5 - 2 3 ) 
dk n dk 
k d s i n ( d k ) (~r^\ z z v dp ' 
> 
- (-3~]sin(dk ) 
dp 
dk 
r Z 2 , 
k d c o s ( d k ) —T-1] 
z 0 z 0 ^ dp ^ 
The derivatives in the last equation may be evaluated by noting from 
Equation (5-9) that 
d k 
Z2 2 
2 k -r—^ = -2 k P̂ 
z2 dp 0 
or 
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d k v2 
Z2 k 0 P 
k 
(5-24) 
Since k and k have the same form, as can be seen from Equations 
Z2 Z3 
(5-9) and (5-10), it follows from the last equation that 
d k .2 Z3 , V 
dp k (5-25) 
Using the last two equations in Equation (5-23) shows that 
k 2 I k 
KJ^ = ̂ Tpfc^ ^p|(Ad sin(d k ) 
P2 k3 ° k z 2
 Z2 TM 
(5-26) 
^ cos(d k_ )
I 2 
+ k o P , 
Z3 J L 
sin(d k ) 
Z2  2 ! Z2 
r-——— + k„p d cos(d k ) + 
k 0 z^ k 
2 z„ 
Next, D will be calculated. From Equation (5-14) it can be 
1 XJ 
seen t h a t 
d k f~sin(d k ) 
D > > = "dT 1 k *2 
L z2 . 
+ k 
d k 
k d c o s ( d k ) (—:—-] 




sin(d k ) ( - r~ ) z2
 v dp ; 
d k 
+ j ( - - ) d s i n ( d k ) ( - r ~ ) 
y 0 z ^ dp ' 
Applying Equations (5-2M-) and (5-25) to the last equation gives 
DTE(P) = •• 
sin(d k ) 
Z2 
k A* (5-27) 
Z„ 
sin(d k ) 
- d cos(d k ) 
Z2 
Equations (5-22), (5-26), and (5-27) permit Den' to be evaluated when 
it is needed. 
Combining Equations (5-20) and (5-21) reveals that, when only one 
pole is present, W is given by 
C3 





TT/2 Num(î ,p ) 
^ / Den'(Pl)
 d* 
The evaluation of W , when more than one pole is present, can be 
C3 
obtained by analogy with Equation (5-28). If n surface wave poles 




P l < p 2 < ) , then W becomes n , c0 pole 3 
P,-A P2-A P3-A 
w I g dp + / Ig dp + / I g dp 
'3 0 Px+A P2+A 
( 5 - 2 9 ) 
+ • • • + 
p -A 
n -. 
p o l e 
f Ig dp + / I g dp 
p +A 
p o l e " p o l e 
n p o l e 
*j I 
1 = 1 
u / 2 Num(ip ,p „ ) 
J
Q D e n ' ( p . ) 
difj 
where Ig is defined as 
TT/2 
Num(\|;,p ) 
^ = / s t r (5-30) 
TT/2 2 
= / F(k pcosip, k psinijOk pd\p 
Equation (5-5) was used in obtaining the last expression. From Equa-
tion (5-15) it is noticed that 
Hr r = Kl H2 *> -,a ~
 r o ro 
3 3 pole 2 A 
It is now convenient to split the first and the next to the last 
integrals in Equation (5-29) and rewrite that equation as 
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W = J 
y e 
r r 
3 3 P l - 4 
I g dp + / Ig dp 
A U e 
r r 
3 3 
( 5 - 3 1 ) 
n _ - 1 p „ -A 
p o l e l + l 
/ y e 
r r 
2 2 
I / Ig dp + / Ig dp 




p o l e 
f Ig dp - Tlj 
/ y e 
r r 
2 2 
p o l e 
V 
L 
i = l 
TT/2 Num(^,p . ) 
f i_ 
J D e n ' ( P i ) 
dijj 
To remove the Integrable singularity discussed in Appendix D 
(when y e = y e or when d = 0), a change of variables will be 
2 2 3 3 
applied to the first integral and the next to the last integral in 
Equation (5-31). Letting 
= fv p vy e sma r r 
3 3 
(5-32) 
in the first integral and 




in the next to the last integral converts the first integral in Equation 
(5-31) to 
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r_ r^ TT/2 
/ F(k^pcosi|;, k_psin^>)kApd^dp (5-34) 
y U (J (J 
0 
TT/2 TT/2 
= / { F(k s ina cosi^, k^ s ina sinilOk s ina cosa dil> da 
0 0 0 
0 0 3 3 U3 
and t h e next t o the l a s t I n t e g r a l to 
TT/2 
J F(k n pcos^ , knpsini|))knpdi|;dp (5-35) 
0 
/ y £ 
2 2 
oo -n/2 2 
= J J ^ ^ n c o s h a c o s ^ , k coshasinip)k s inha cosha dipdc 
0 0 2 2 2 
where k and k are defined as 
2 3 
kn = k./u e (5-36) 
02 0 r2 r2 
\ = ko/V^ (5_37) 
The remaining Integrals on p will now be modified. These inte-
grals will be altered so that a more accurate numerical answer can be 
obtained for the contributions to W from the vicinity of the poles. 
C3 
Since the integrands become very large near the poles, many sample 
points in the numerical integration scheme must be placed near the 
poles. This can be accomplished for the second integral in Equation 
(5-31) by letting 
p = P1 - cs 




/ F(k pcosip, k psinij;)k pdij/dp ( 5 - 3 8 ) 
r r 
3 3 
' p , - n i e TT/2 
" 3 r 3 
F(k [p - a 2 ] c o s ^ , k [p - a 2 ] s i n i p ) k [p - a 2 ] 2 a d ^ d a 
0 
A uniform partitioning of the a axis causes the sample points on the p 
axis to be bunched near the pole at p = p . Next, letting 
p = a2 + p. 
in the i sum in the third integral in Equation (5-31) produces 




/ F(k pcosijj, k psinijOk pd^dp ( 5 - 3 9 ) 
n - 1 / p . L l - A - p . . 
p o l e l + l 1 IT/2 
I J / F ( k . [ a 2 + p „ ] c o s i | ; , 
i = l /A 0 ° 
k [ a 2 +p o]sinif/)k [ a 2 +p . ]2adipda 
F i n a l l y , l e t t i n g 
p = a 2 + p 
p o l e 
in the fourth integral in Equation (5-31) yields 
S^2 / / 2 2 
f J F ( k Q p c o s ^ , k n ps in^)k n pdi | jdp p +A 0 
p o l e 
"0r 
( 5 -
v V y e p , 
r 0 r 0
 Kn , TT/2 
e 2 2 p o l e f 
/A 
F(k [ a 2 + p ]cosij; , 
p o l e 
k - [ a 2 i - p ] s i ^ ) k j a 2 + p ]2ad^da 
0 n 0 n . 
p o l e p o l e 
From E q u a t i o n s ( 5 - 4 ) , ( 5 - 3 4 ) , ( 5 - 3 5 ) , ( 5 - 3 8 ) , ( 5 - 3 9 ) , and ( 5 - 4 0 ) , i t 
can be seen t h a t 
W = f / F(k ,k )dk dk 
c 3 0 0 x y x y 
( 5 - 4 1 ) 
TT/2 TT/2 2 
= f / F(k r t s i n a c o s ^ , k„ s i n a s i n ^ ) k „ s i n a c o s a d M a 
<* » M n (I 0 0 '°3 " °3 "3 
V 0 , - ^ V p , - v y e 
1 ^ Q P q 
f 3 d 
TT/2 
F(k [p - a 2 ] c o s i p , k [p - a 2 ] s i n i j ; ) k [p -a2]2adtj ;da 
/A 
n . - 1 
p o l e 
+ I 
1=1 
M i + 1 H i 
= TT/2 
F(k [ a 2 + p . ] c o s i ( j , k [ a 2 +p . ] s in i | 0 
/A" 
/ / 




- P n 1 TT/2 
pole 
/K 
F(k [a2+p ]cosi^, 
0 n . 
pole 
2 r ' 
k [a2+p ]sin\J;)k [a2+p ]2ad^da + | 
n n l a •nir^liO J J 
TT/2 
p o l e p o l e 0 0 
F(k c o s h a c o s ^ , 
k c o s h a s i n ^ ) k s i n h a c o s h a di^da 
p o l e 
"""J I 
i = l 
r Num(^,'p . ) 
Den- (p ) ^ 
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Equation (5-M-l) presents the manner in which the integrals in 
Equation (3-127) can be evaluated when V and V are lossless, or low-
loss, and when y e > y e . An arbitrary number of surface wave 
r r r r 
2 2 3 3 
poles can be included. The changes of variables used in obtaining 
Equation (5-41) were selected to speed the numerical integration. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE FAR FIELD OF THE ANTENNA 
In this chapter the far field of the antenna will be evaluated, 
using an asymptotic technique known as the method of stationary phase. 
This technique permits the Integrals representing field to be explicitly 
evaluated at large distances from the aperture. 
Each of the rectangular components of the trial electric field 
In region V has been expressed as a double integral of the form 
O 
«> °° -j[xk +yk +zk ] 
I = / / f(k ,k )e y 3 dk dk (6-1) 
; J x y x y 
where I represents either E , E , or E , and the integrand in Equa-
X3 y3 Z3 
tion (6-1) represents the Integrand of either Equation (3-61), (3-62), 
or (3-63). To calculate the rectangular components of E in the far 
field of the antenna, Equation (6-1) must be evaluated at large distances 
from the aperture. This evaluation will be performed using the method 
of stationary phase. To expedite the application of this technique, 
the observation point (x,y,z) will be expressed in spherical coordi-
nates (r,9,(j)) by means of the familiar transformation 
x = r sin0 cos<J> (6-2) 
y = r sinG sine}) 
z = r cosG 
It is also convenient to let 
k = k p cosij; ( 6 - 3 ) 
X U 
k = k^ p sin\ii 
y 0 
The polar angle 9 is measured from the z axis in Figure 4, and the 
azimuthal angle <j> is measured from the x axis in Figure 5. The change 
of variables in Equation (6-3) is the same one used in Chapter V. 
If V is lossy, then the far field of the antenna is zero 
because all of the "radiated" energy is dissipated as heat loss in V . 
To have a non-zero far field, it will be assumed for this chapter that 
region V is lossless. Setting tanS = 0 in Equation (5-10) and employ-
ing Equation (3-66) shows that 
k V u e - p 2 i f p < /y e ( 6 - 4 ) 
0 r r r r 
3 3 3 3 
- j k _ / p 2 - y T~ i f p > /y e 
i 0 r r r r 
v 3 3 3 3 
By using Equations (6-2) and (6-3), the exponent in Equation 
(6-1) can be rewritten as 
•jk r [ s i n 9 cos(f) p c o s ^ + s i n 9 sine)) p sinij; + c o s 9 ( k / k n ) ] 0 z 3 o 
= -jk r[p sin9 cos(̂ -c{)) + cos9(k /kn)] 0 z 3 U 
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Applying this last equation, along with Equations (6-3) and (6-4), to 
Equation (6-1) gives 
1 = h + \ (6-5) 






k pf(k pcosij;, k psinij;) ( 6 - 6 ) 
-jk r[psin9cos(i];-(j) )+cos6/y e -p"2] 
^3 ^3 , , . 
e dtp dp 
2^ 
kopf(k0pcos\|j, k psirufO 
'U e 
r r x3 x3 
( 6 - 7 ) 
-ik„r[psin6cos(^-<t>) - icos6/p2-u £ ] 
0 T r 3 r 3 
• e dip dp 
Next, l e t t i ng p = v\i e sinx in Equation (6-6) and letting 
r r 
3 3 
p = /y e coshx in Equation (6-7) permits In and I_ to be written as 
r3 r3 1 2 
I , 




k s i n x c o s x h ( x , ^ ) ( 6 - 8 ) 
0 0 
-jk r sinx sinG cos(if;-(J)) 
e d^} dx 
I„ = 
<» -k rcosGsinhx 2TT 
e 3 { 
0 0 
2 




• e dip] dx 
where h and g are defined as 
h(x , i^ ) = f ( k s inxcos t j j , k s i n x s i n ^ ) 
O o 
( 6 - 1 0 ) 
g(j ,ip) = f ( ^ n coshxcos ip , k coshxsimjj) ( 6 - 1 1 ) 
O O 
and k is given by Equation (5-37). Equations (6-8) and (6-9) will now 
be evaluated in the far field of the antenna by using the principle of 
stationary phase (34), (35). According to this principle, 
V 
l im f ( x ) e
j V g U ) d x 
( i ) O(-) i f g ' ( x ) / 0 f o r a < x < b ( 6 - 1 2 ) 
= < (ii) 
/ 2TT :vg(x0)+: -sign(g"(x0)) 
\x r f ( x o ) e 
Vv|g"(x0)| 
if gr(xQ) = 0 but g"(xQ) i 0 and a < xQ < b 
(iii) — o f (ii) if xQ = a or xQ = b 
where OrH means "is of the order of —." The sign function was defined 
immediately before Equation (3-43). Equation (6-12) applies if 
1) a,b,v, and x are all real. 
2) f and g are independent of v and are analytic functions 
when their arguments are complex. 
3) g(x) is real valued for x real and a < x ^ b. 
The point x , which causes g'(x ) to be zero in the interval 
[a,b], is called a stationary phase point of g(x). If more than one 
stationary point exists in the interval [a,b], then the integral in 
Equation (6-12) is equal to the sum of all the stationary phase point 
contributions. 
The Evaluation of I 
The two integrals in Equation (6-8) will now be evaluated by 
making two applications of the method of stationary phase. Utilizing 
the notation of Equation (6-12), the following identifications can be 
made for the ip integration in Equation (6-8): 
v = k r (6-13) 
O 
g = g(i>) = -sini sin6 cos(̂ -(j>) (6-14) 
Hence, 
' = sinx sinG sin(ip-cj)) (6-15) 
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g" = simsinS cos($-cJ>) (6-16) 
The far field of the antenna will be defined to occur when k r -*- °°, 
which is in agreement with the requirement on v in Equation (6-12). 
To determine the stationary phase points of g(ijj), it will be 
assumed thar T } 0 and 6 i 0. The case of r - 0 need not be considered 
since sinx is zero when r = 0. Hence, the integrand of Equation (6-8) 
is zero and cannot contribute to I, when x = 0. The case of 0 = 0 will 
be treated as a limiting case later. Thus, assuming that T j- 0 and that 
9 } 0, it can be seen from Equation (6-15) that g'(^') = 0 when 
\p ~ cj) + nn where n = 0, ±1, ±2, (6-17) 
The numbers \p are the set of possible stationary phase points of Equa-
tion (6-14). Since ty and <j> are restricted to the intervals 
0 $ \p < 2TT and 0 <• $ < 2*n, it follows that the permissible solutions 
of Equation (6-17) are 
0 , I T , 2TT 
c|), (j)tir 
^ 0 ' <! 0 , TT, 2-n 
( j > , (f>-1T 
0 , FT, 2-n 
i f <p = 0 
i f 0 < cf> < n 
i f <j> - n 
if TT < <j> < 2 T T 
if <b = 2TT 
( 6 - 1 8 ) 
Equation (6-8) will now be evaluated for each of the cases given in 
Equation (6-18)« 
Case 1, For this case it will be assumed that 0 < TT, T + 0, 
and 6 i 0. From Equation (6-18) it is seen that ^ = § and ^ = cj) + TT 
are the stationary phase points for this case. Because there are two 
stationary phase points, the application of Equation (6-12) along with 
Equations (6-13) through (6-16) to the \\i integration in Equation (6-8) 
gives 
h = Zll + T12 (6-19) 




k r | s i n x sin8 
U 
k s i n r COST h(x,cjO 
3 








k r j s i n T sine 
O 
k s i n r COST h(T,cj>+ir) 
3 
TT 





Both sinx and sin6 are positive in the last two equations since t and 
are restricted to the intervals 
0 < x < ~ (6-20) 
0 < 6 S f 
It should be remembered that 9 = 0 and T = 0 have been excluded from 
considerationo The simplification of I, and I yields 
7T / 2 o 7T_ ~3^n r c o s ( T ~ 9 ) 
f / 2-nsint , 2 , , , D 4 3 ,0 _ 
I n - y p s i n Q k co3Th(T,»)e e dx (6-21) 
0 °3 3 
n/2 ^_______ _° JL ~^n rcos('T+9) 
/ 2nsinx .2 , , , . 4 3 n /„ ^s 
X12 = A r s i n e V ° S T h ( T ' ^ ) e S d T (6"22) 
0 V °3 3 
Equation (6-19) is valid in the far field of the antenna, that is, as 
k r -> °°. 
The stationary phase technique will next be applied to I . 
Following the notation of Equation (6-12), it will be observed that for 
the x integration in Equation (6-21) 
v = kQ r (6-23) 
O 
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= g(l) a -COs(T-e) (6-24) 
Thus, g'd ) = 0 implies that 
+ n-Tt where n - 0, ±1, ±2, ... (6-25) 
The numbers T represent the possible stationary phase points of Equa-
tion (6-24), Since r and 6 are restricted to the intervals given by 
Equation (6-20), it follows from Equation (6-25) that T = 6 is the only 
permissible stationary phase point for Equation (6-24). Thus, as 
k r -* «, Equations (6-12), (6-21), (6-23), and (6-24) combine to give 
0 
0, . 77 
. 77 -IK. r +1 — 
] 77 ° 3
 4 
e 
T _ /277 , / 277 sin9 2 . , , Q . ,
 J 4 , 
I n = J, { J-, — — s " kn cose h(6,4>)e } e 
11 <k r Vk A r sine 0^ °3 °3 
or 
_1k^ r 
I = j 277 k cos6 h(e,(j)) - (6-26) 
when 0 < <J> < TT. Equation (6-26) is the far field evaluation of I . 
77 » o 77 
If 6 = — , then the stationary phase point is T - — , which is at one 
end of the T integration interval. In this situation Equation (6-12) 
says that I is one half of the value given In Equation (6-26). How-
77 0 
ever, I = 0 at 6 = —. Hence, Equation (6-26) is still valid when 
•4 
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Next, I will be evaluated, using the principle of stationary 
phase. Applying the notation of Equation (6-12) to Equation (6-22) 
shows that 
;(T) = -COS(T+G) (6-27) 
Thus, g'(x ) = 0 implies that 
T = -6 + mr where n = 0, ±1, ±2 
The numbers T represent the possible stationary phase points of Equa-
tion (6-27). Since T and 0 are restricted to the intervals given in 
Equation (6-20), it follows that except when 8 = — the last equation has 
_ O / Q 
no solutions. Thus, I = 0[[k r] J? which is negligible compared 
3 
to I = 0 ([k r] ] as k r -> °°. When 6 = —- , T = — and the integrand 
3 3 
of Equation (6-22) is zero. Thus I does not contribute to I for 
8 = — either. 
It then follows from Equation (6-19) that I = !-,-,• This, com-
bined with Equation (6-26), gives 
-Ik,, r 
3 
I = i 2TT kA cos6 11(6,9) - (6-28) 
1 0 r 
This last equation is the far field evaluation of I when 0 < 9 < TT 
and 0 < 8 5. — The object of the preceding manipulations was to 
replace the double integral representation of I , namely Equation (6-8), 
by an explicit function representation, namely Equation (6-28), as 
fc P -> oo. The method of stationary phase made this replacement possible. 
o 
The explicit function representation of I is, of course, easier to 
interpret and manipulate. 
Equation (6-28) has only been shown to be valid when 0 < <f> < TT 
IT 
and 0 < 6 < — . It will now be shown that this equation is also valid 
for the remaining values of (f> and 6. 
Case 2, For this case it will be assumed that TT < (j) < 2TT , T ? ^ 0 , 
and 8 i 0, Then, from Equation (6-18), the stationary phase points for 
the i> integral-on in Equation (6-8) are iK - (J) and I/J = <J) - TT. By 
analogy with Case 1, the far field evaluation of I for this case is 
given by Equation (6-19), where I is given by Equation (6-21) and I 
is given by Equation (6-22), with h(ir ,(J)+TT) replaced by h(i ,^-TT) . The 
stationary phase point if; = cf> produces I , while IJJ = (j) - TT produces 
I . The fact that g, g', and g", as given by Equations (6-14), (6-15), 
and (6-16), have the same values at ty - $ + n as they do at IJJ = $ - TT 
was used in obtaining I for this case. 
The far field evaluation of I and I is the same for this case 
as it is in Case 1, since the stationary phase points are determined by 
the exponential term in the integrands--and not by the arguments of the 
function h. Thus, I is again zero, as compared with I , and Equation 
(6-28) is again the far field evaluation of I . 
Case 3. For this case it will be assumed that <J> = 0, T ^ 0, and 
8 ^ 0 , Equation (6-18) then gives ^ = 0, lp = ^, and ^ = 2TT as the 
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stationary phase points of the ij> integration in I . Applying Equations 
(6-12) through (6-16) to Equation (6-8) gives, for this case, 
h ~~ X13 + hk (6-29) 





k r | s i n x sin6 
k s inx cosx h ( x , 0 ) 
3 
( 6 - 3 0 ) 
IT 







k r | sinx sinf 
0 
k sinx COST h(x,2Tr) 
3 
7T 








k„ r sinx sin( 
0 
k sinx cosx h(x,Ti) 
3 
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3 A e dx 
Since sinx and sin9 are both positive in the intervals given in Equation 
(6-20), the last equation may be simplified to 
TT/2 
"14 
2TT s i n x . 2 , , , 
r— : — k COST h ( T , i r ) e 
k r s m 0 0 
°3 J 
2L ~^n r c o s ( T + 9 ) 
4 3 
e dx ( 6 - 3 1 ) 
Equation (6-10) shows that h(x,2Ti) = h(x,0). Hence, Equation (6-30) can 
be rewritten as 
71/2 
'13 
2TT S I L T .,2 . N 
k c o s i h ( x , 0 ) e 
3 4 
k r s m 6 0 
°3 3 
- j k r c o s ( x - 0 ) 
e dx ( 6 - 3 2 ) 
I t s h o u l d now be n o t i c e d t h a t I . , i n E q u a t i o n ( 6 - 3 2 ) , i s i d e n t i c a l t o 
J- O 
I , in (6-21) with <j> = 0. Similarly, I is identical to I with 
<p = 0, as can be seen from Equations (6-22) and (6-31). Hence, the far 
field evaluation of I is given by Equation (6-26) with <j> = 0, and the 
far field evaluation of I is zero. Thus, I for Case 3 is given by 
Equation (6 28) with <j) = 0. 
Case 4. For this case it will be assumed that cj> = 2TT, X i- 0, and 
6 ^ 0 . From Equation (6-18) it can be seen that the stationary phase 
points for this case are the same as those when <\> = 0. Since Equations 
(6-14), (6-15), and (6-16) have the same values at <j> = 0 as they do 
when cf> = 2n, it follows that the far field evaluation of I for Case 4 
is identical to the corresponding evaluation in Case 3, with the excep-
tion that h(6,0) is replaced by h(6,2ir). Thus, Equation (6-28) with 
cj> = 2TT is the evaluation of I for this case as k r -+ °°. 
Case 5. For this case it will be assumed that <j) = TT, T i- 0, and 
0 $ 0o According to Equation (6-18), the stationary phase points for 
the \p integration in Equation (6-8) for this case are \p = 0, \p = IT, 
and ^n " 2TT 0 The application of Equations (6-12) through (6-16) to 
Equation (6-8) gives, for this case, 
h - X15 + ^6 




k rIsinx sin0| 3 
k sinx COST h(x,0) (6-33) 






1 / 2TT' , 2 . , , 0 s 
— / — — k s i n x COST h(x,27Tj 
V k r | s i n x s i n 0 | 3 







k r | s i n x sin8 
O 
k s i n x COST h(x,Tr) 
o 





Since sinx and sin6 are both positive in the intervals given in Equation 
(6-20), the last equation can be simplified to 
'16 
y/2 .TT_ 
I 2TT sinr , 2 , , , 3 4 
J r — ~̂H" KA cosx h(x,Tr)e 
V k r sine 0 
U _ o 
-jk rcos(x-0) 
e dx (6-34) 




2TT sinx . 2 . , 
k. cosx h(x,2n)e k r sine 0
U3 d 
-jk rcos(x+6) 
e dx (6-35) 
From this last equation it is seen that I is identical to I19» as 
given by Equation (6-22) with (j) = IT. In addition, I is identical to 
I with (j) - TT, as can be seen from Equations (6-21) and (6-34). Hence, 
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the far field evaluation of I for this case is identical to that of 
Case 1 with <f> = TT. Consequently, Equation (6-28), with <j) = IT, applies 
to this case, 
Cases 1 through 4 have shown that Equation (6-28) is the far field 
evaluation of I , for 0 < 4» < 2TI and for 0 < 9 < —. Since the electric 
field should be a continuous function, Equation (6-28) is defined to 
also apply when 9 - 0 . Thus, Equation (6-28) applies to all far field 
observation points that lie to the right of the ground plane shown in 
Figure 4. 
It is now necessary to evaluate I_ so that I, as given by Equa-
tion (6-5), will be known in the far field of the antenna. 
The Evaluation of I 
From Equation (6-9) it can be seen that I approaches zero 
exponentially as k r -»• °° as long as cos8 sinhr $ 0. Hence, only when 
cos8 sinhx - 0 can I9 be non-zero in the far field. The point T = 0 
cannot contribute to I9 since the integrand of I„ is zero at this point. 
Hence, only when 0 = — , that is along the ground plane, will I_ be non-
zero and contribute to I. When V is a lossless dielectric, Equations 
(5-15) and (6-7) show that all of the contributions from the surface 
TT 
wave poles enter I„, and not I . Since I = 0, if 0 ̂  •_-, these pole 
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contributions can only affect the far field pattern at 8 = —. But this 
is exactly the region where the theoretical pattern cannot accurately 
predict the measured pattern. The disagreement arises because the 
physical ground plane and dielectric sheet must be finite rather than 
infinite in their transverse (to the z axis) dimensions. Since the 
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IT 
model cannot accurately predict the physical pattern at 0 = — , the 
71' 
effect of I„ on I at 0 = —will be neglected. 
Combining this statement with Equations (6-1), (6-5), (6-10), 
and (6-28), shows that when V is lossless, 
00 °° -i[xk +yk +zk ] 
x J y z 
f ( k ,k )e dk dk ( 6 - 3 6 ) 
j j x y x y 
— OO — 0 0 
o e 
= i 2TT k^ cos0 f ( k ^ s i n 0 cosd>, k sm0 sind>) — 
°3 °3 °3 
in the far field of the antenna, that is as k r -> °°. The right side 
3 _i 
of Equation (6-36) is the dominant term, that is the r term, in the 
asymptotic expansion of the left side of that same equation. Those 
-2 -3 -4-terms containing r , r , r , etc., have not been included on the 
right side of Equation (6-36) since they are essentially zero, as com-
pared to the r term that was retained. Equation (6-36) has also been 
derived by Borgiotti (36) but in a manner different from the one pre-
sented here. In addition, his derivation does not consider the effect 
of surface wave poles, while the derivation of this chapter does. 
Equation (6-36) will now be applied to E , E , and E . By 
X3 y3 Z3 
comparing Equations (3-61), (3-62), and (3-63) with Equation (6-36) it 
can be seen that in the far field of the antenna 
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E = j 2TT k cose T (k sinOcoscj), k sin0sin(j)) — (6-37) 
X3 °3 X 3 °3 P 
-jv 
E = i 2TT k cose T (k sin0cos(f), k„ sin8sin<j)) — (6-38) 
y 3 °3 y °3 °3 
E = - j 2TT k sine[coscJ)T (k sinecoscj), kn sinesind)) (6-39) 
Z 3 °3 X °3 °3 
- * 0 * 
Q. 
+ sind> T (k^ sinecosd), k^ s inesind))] — 
y 3 3 r 
These rectangular components of E will next be converted to 
their equivalent spherical components. This will be done since in most 
far field measurements it is the spherical components, rather than the 
rectangular components, which are measured. The transformation from 
rectangular to spherical components (37) is 
E = E sine cos<j> + E sine siiuj) + E cose (6-40) 
r3 X3 y3 Z3 
E_ = E cos6 cosd> + E cose sin* - E sine (6-41) 
93 X3 y3 Z3 
Ex = -E sine}) + E cos(J> (6-42) 
*3 X3 y3 
Applying Equations (3-37), (3-38), and (3-39) to Equation (6-40) 
produces 
- 3 V 
E = j 2TT k — [ s ine cos6 cosd) T 
r 3 0 3 r 
+ sin9 cos0 sincb T - sin6 cos© coscb T - sin6 cos0 sind> T ] 
y x y 
or 
E = 0 (6-43) 
r3 
which is the expected result in the far field. 
A similar substitution into Equation (6-41) gives 
-v 
E„ = i 2TT kn — [cos
2 0cosd)T + cos26sincj)T 
0 3 0 3 r x y 
o r 
+ sin2dcos(j>T + sin20sincf)T ] 
E = j 2TT k [cos4>T (k sinOcoscf), k sin0sin<f>) ( 6 - 4 4 ) 
6 3 °3 X ° 3 °3 
"V CS 
+ sind>T (kn s i n 0 c o s 6 , k^ s in0s ind) )]— 
y 3 3 
N e x t , u s i n g E q u a t i o n s ( 6 - 3 7 ) and ( 6 - 3 8 ) i n E q u a t i o n ( 6 - 4 2 ) y i e l d s 
E, = j 2ir k cos0[-sintf)T (k sin0coscj>, k sin0sin<j)) ( 6 - 4 5 ) 
^3 3 X ° 3 °3 
"V 
+ cosd>T (k sin0cos(b, k sin0sin6)]— 
y ° 3 ° 3 
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The absolute values of E , E_ , and Ex are 
r3 63 *3 
E | = 0 (6-46) 
3 
2,kQ 
E0 | = [ -)|cos<J>T + sin<j>T I (6-47) 
3 
I r J . • x ' y 
2-nk cos8 
Ex I = { ~^— ^l-sin^T t coscj)T I (6-48) 
<|> ' ^ r J ' Y x y1 
Equations (6-46), (6-47), and (6-48) represent the desired far field 
evaluation of the trial field E . The last three equations are given 
because physical measuring equipment responds to the absolute value of 
the field, rather than to the field itself. These three equations can 
be evaluated in terms of the mode amplitudes by using Equations (3-81), 
(3-82), (3-77), (3-78), (3-106), and (3-107). 
The purpose of this chapter was to explicitly evaluate the double 
integral plane wave representation of E in the far field of the antenna 
Equations (6-43) through (6-48) present the results of this evaluation. 
It should be remembered that the only restriction made on the medium 
parameters in obtaining these equations was that region V was lossless. 
Hence, the far field evaluation presented in this chapter applies to 
arbitrary medium parameters in regions V and V and to arbitrary y 
J- Z. O 
and e as long as a = 0. 
CHAPTER VII 
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In order to demonstrate the validity of the slot antenna analysis 
of the preceding chapters, four antennas were examined using this 
analysis, and the corresponding antennas were constructed and tested. 
The test data obtained from these antennas was compared with the pre-
dicted behavior, and the results of this comparison are presented in 
this chapter. 
Selection of Test Antennas 
The antennas selected for examination were chosen on the basis 
of availability of microwave equipment for making measurements, the 
desire to examine a variety of configurations, and the need to avoid 
excessive computation time during numerical calculations. Measurements 
and calculations were performed at X band (8 - 12.1 GHz) not only 
because the necessary microwave equipment was available for this fre-
quency range but also because this band is often used in practice. 
Two different slot sizes were examined both with and without 
dielectric coverings. Besides demonstrating the validity of the analy-
sis, this variety of configurations also gives an indication of the 
relative importance of higher modes for the different geometries. 
To reduce the numerical computation time, the slot was placed 
in the center of the waveguide for the examples presented in this chap-
ter. Under these circumstances the geometry, as well as the excitation, 
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is symmetrical about the center of the waveguide. Because of this 
symmetry, only symmetric higher order modes can be excited. From 
Equations (3-1), (3-2), (3-29), and (3-30), it can be seen that to 
th 
preserve symmetry the amplitudes of the m,n mode must be zero except 
when m is odd and n is even simultaneously. This fact allows a large 
number of higher order modes to be removed from consideration and pro-
duces a correspondingly simpler numerical problem. 
Numerical Calculations 
The equations from the preceding chapters for the low loss 
covering were programmed in GTL for the Burroughs B5500 computer and 
in Algol for the Univac U1108 computer. The programming was initially 
done for the U1108, but it was necessary to change to the B5500 when it 
was discovered that round-off error on the U1108 during matrix inversion 
was excessive as the numbers of modes was increased to ten. The eleven 
significant figures carried by the B5500 continued to yield accurate 
matrix inverses as the number of modes was increased to ten, while the 
eight significant figures of the U1108 Algol did not. 
When a dielectric covering is present, the location of the sur-
face wave poles, that is the real zeros of Den, must be determined. 
The zeros were found using Muller's method, as modified by Frank (38). 
To obtain an indication of the speed of "convergence," calcula-
tions were performed using one, three, and ten modes. The mode numbers 
used in each case are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1. The m,n Values of the Modes Used 
in Numerical Calculations 














The modes used in the calculations were selected on the basis of lowest 
cutoff frequency, which is a standard practice. Because of symmetry, 
only symmetric modes were included. Each mode number includes both TE 
and TM modes simultaneously. 
Numerical calculations were performed for the following configu-
rations : 
1) An open ended (a' = a, b' = b) X-band waveguide radiating 
into free space (d = 0 and V = free space). 
2) An open ended X-band waveguide covered by the polyethylene 
slab e =2.25, tan6„ = 0, d = 0.3201 cm. Region V0 was r~ 2 3 
free space. 
3) An X-band slot antenna with dimensions a' = 0.7a, bT = 0.8b 
centered in the guide (x = (a-a')/2, y = (b-b')/2) and 
radiating into free space. 
4) The slot antenna of 3) covered by the polyethylene slab 
e =2.25, tan6 = 0, d = 0.3201 cm. Region V was free 
r 2 o 
space. 
The calculated Input admittance for each of these configurations 
referred to the plane z = 0 and normalized with respect to the waveguide 
admittance, Y = 3/u))J., Is presented In Figures 7 through 10, along with 
the measured values. The calculated admittance, Y/Y , is equal to 
[1 - (R/I)]/[l + (R/I)] where R Is obtained from the matrix solution for 
the mode amplitudes and I is given In terms of R by Equation (3-24). 
Figures 11 through 18 present some typical calculated radiation patterns 
along with the corresponding measured patterns. Patterns were only 
measured between 8 and 10 GHz since this was the range of the antenna 
testing equipmento 
Experimental Antennas 
The purpose of the experimental portion of this thesis was to 
demonstrate the validity of the analytical work, and not to construct 
precision antennas. Consequently, the construction and measuring tech-
niques employed were less than ideal, but the results indicate that they 
were sufficient to accomplish the purpose. 
The ground plane of the open ended X-band waveguide antenna was 
a 1/32-inch thick, brass sheet 30.1 cm. square. The waveguide was 
placed in the center of the ground plane. The polyethylene slab which 
covered this antenna was approximately 1/8-Inch thick (measured to be 
0.3201 cm.) and was 30.5 cm. square. It was taped to the ground plane. 
The ground plane for the X-band slot antenna was a l/M--inch thick copper 
plate 30.5 cm. square. The waveguide was placed in the center of the 
ground plane. The iris portion of the ground plane that covered this 
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Figure 7. Input Admittance of Rectangular Waveguide 
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Figure 9. Input Admittance of Slot Antenna 
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Figure 11. Far Field E Plane Pattern of Rectangular 
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Figure 12. Far Field E Plane Pattern of Rectangular Waveguide 
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Figure 13. Far Field E Plane Pattern of Slot 
Antenna Radiating into Free Space 
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Figure 18. Far Field K Plane Pattern of Slot Antenna Under 
the Dielectric Slab e = 2.25, d = 0.3201 cm 
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for this antenna as was employed for the open-ended waveguide. 
The input admittance of these antennas was measured using con-
ventional slotted waveguide techniques (39). Only the E and H plane 
patterns of the antennas were measured, as is common practice. 
Discussion of Data 
The admittance of the X-band waveguide radiating into free space 
is shown in Figure 7. In this figure it is seen that the three-mode 
and ten-mode curves are essentially the same and that the one-mode 
v 
curve differs only slightly from the three-mode. The predicted admit-
tance agrees well with the measured values. The admittance of this 
same antenna with a polyethylene coating is shown in Figure 8. Again, 
there is little difference between the three-mode and ten-mode curves. 
The measured values of conductance and susceptance fall below the pre-
dicted values for this antenna. 
The input admittance of the slot antenna both with and without a 
polyethylene covering is presented in Figures 9 and 10. For both anten-
nas the predicted conductance agrees very well with the measured values. 
The predicted susceptance, however, of both of these antennas shows a 
systematic divergence from the measured values, as the frequency is 
decreased. The differences in the admittance curves are due to several 
causes and will be treated following the discussion of the patterns. 
All of the predicted patterns are smooth curves, which decrease 
monotonically from the maximum value, which is in a direction normal to 
the aperture. For comparison purposes, all calculated radiation pat-
terns have been normalized to have a value of one in the direction 0 = 0 , 
that is, in the direction normal to the aperture. The measured patterns 
contain ripples which fluctuate above and below the predicted curves. 
Since these ripples can all be attributed to the same cause, the dif-
ferences between the predicted and the measured patterns will be dis-
cussed first. 
Effect of Finite Size of Ground Plane on Radiation Pattern 
The radiation patterns of the experimental antenna and the 
theoretical model will not be identical because the ground plane of the 
physical antenna is finite in size, while the ground plane of the theo-
retical model is infinitely large. However, it should be expected that 
the patterns of the two antennas should become more and more alike as 
the finite ground plane is made larger and larger. The effect of ground 
plane size on the radiation pattern has been investigated by Wait (40) 
using a thin elliptic cylinder and by Frood and Wait (41) for an 
infinitely long strip. Their work shows that ripples are created in the 
pattern because of the edges and that the amplitude of these ripples is 
smaller for larger ground planes. 
Using the method of Borne and Lazarus (42), the effect of the 
edges on the radiation pattern can be approximated by means of elementary 
point sources at the edges of the finite ground plane. First, the aper-
ture with the infinite ground plane is approximated as an isotropic 
radiator of strength E . Next, the aperture with the finite ground 
plane is approximated by a point source E at the aperture and by two 
point sources, each of strength rE , as shown in Figure 19. The width 
of the ground plane is W. The constant T determines the strength of 
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magnitude and are in phase. From Figure 19, the far field from the 
three point sources is seen to be 
-jkQ(r+D) -jkQr -jkQ(r-D) 
E = TEn - + EA - + rE„ -Or O r Or 
D k 0 r j'k D -JknD 
E Q 1 [1 + F(e + e ° )] 
-JkQr 
EQ ^ [1 + 2f cos(k0D)] 
where k is the phase constant of free space. But, D = (W/2) sin6. 
Hence. 
knD= (fl) ft sine = *(f) sine 
Thus, 
E = EA - [1 + 2T cos (TT(T-J sine)] (7-1) 
0 r n̂ 
The locations of the minimum and maximum values of this electric 
field will now be determined. From Equation (7-1) it can be seen that 
E is directly proportional to v where v is defined as 
v = 1 + 2T c o s ( T I [ ~ ] s i n e ) (7-2) 
Thus E and v have their minimum and maximum values at the same 
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values of 0, In the complex plane, v can be represented as shown in 
Figure 20, From Equation (7-2) and Figure 20 it can be seen that |v 
and hence JEj, has its longest and shortest lengths when 
W 




:in6 = n(--) for n = 0, ±1, ±2, ... (7-3) 
m W 
The angles 0 locate the directions of the local minimum and & m 
maximum of the pattern. The ground planes of the experimental antennas 
were approximately 30,5 cm, wide; the locations of the minima and 
maxima of the patterns for this ground plane size are given in Table 2. 
Table 2. Predicted Location of the Minima and Maxima 
of the Pattern in Degrees when W = 30,5 cm. 
























Since the patterns are symmetric about 6 = 0 , only the minima and 
maxima on one side of 0 = 0 need to be examined. The angles given in 
Table 2 are in excellent agreement with the measured E plane values 
given in Figures 11 through 15. This agreement confirms that the 
ripples in the measured pattern are the result of scattering of energy 
by the edges of the ground plane. These figures also show that the 
calculated pattern, which is based on an infinite ground plane, approxi-
mately predicts the average value of the ripples. The predicted pat-
terns should represent large ground planes better than small ones since 
the field scattered by the edges should be smaller the farther the edges 
are from the aperture. 
The predicted H plane patterns show very little energy near 9 = 
90°,, Hence, there should be only a small amount of energy (compared to 
the E plane scattered energy) scattered by the edges which are parallel 
to the narrow dimension of the slot. This scattered field must be added 
to the predicted H plane pattern to obtain (approximately) the measured 
H plane pattern. Since the scattered field is small, it will be influ-
ential only when the predicted field is also small. Thus, the scattered 
field should be most influential near the ground plane. This is the 
effect that is observed, 
Placing the dielectric on the ground plane tends to cause more 
energy to be stored near the ground plane. Hence, more energy is avail-
able at the edge to be scattered, and so a larger ripple in the pattern 
is expec ted with the dielectric than without. An examination of Figures 
13 and 14 bears out this point. 
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It should also be observed from Figures 11 through 18 that the 
predicted patterns for the one mode case differ only slightly from 
those for the ten mode case. Hence, as far as pattern predictions 
go, a one mode analysis appears quite adequate for the configurations 
considered. 
Mechanical Tolerances and Input Admittance 
Figures 7 through 10 show a good agreement between calculated 
and measured admittances indicating that the equations and computer 
program are correct. These figures also show that a substantial improve-
ment in predicted admittance, especially susceptances, can be obtained 
by using more than one mode. 
The agreement between measured and calculated admittance is 
worse in Figure 8 than it is in Figure 7„ This is due to the fact that 
the thin ground plane for the open ended waveguide was warped near the 
aperture, and consequently the dielectric slab was not in good contact 
with it. In addition, the measurement of the admittance could be in 
error by 10 to 20 per cent because the shift In the null of the standing 
wave pattern going from short circuit to load was small (about 0.10 to 
0.20 cm.). Since the error in measuring this null shift was about 0.02 
cm., a 10 to 20 per cent maximum error In measured admittance could be 
expected. For the other antennas the shift in null was much larger, 
and so the maximum percentage error was smaller. 
The measured conductance of the slot and covered slot antennas 
agrees quite well with the predicted values as can be seen in Figures 
9 and 10. However, these figures also show a systematic divergence of 
the measured and calculated susceptances as the frequency is decreased. 
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This deviation can be attributed to the sensitivity of the susceptance 
to the dimensions of the antenna. As shown in Tables 3 and 4 (which 
were obtained by using the new variational approach), small changes in 
the width of the slot produce large changes in (B/Y ) at 8 GHz, but 
only small change in {B,'\ ) at 12,5 GHz. At the same time, (G/Y ) 
remains relatively constant as width of the slot Is changed. 
This Is the type of effect that occurs in Figures 9 and 10. The 
sensitivity in (B/Y ) to s'j,ot width can be attributed to the fact that 
0 
the iris Is behaving approximately like an inductor (43), whose induc-
tance Increases rapidly as the frequency is decreased. Hence, small 
changes In the iris si2e produce large changes In Its inductance and 
hence large changes in the susceptance of the antenna. 
Comparing labies 3 and 4 with Figures 9 and 10 reveals that 
calculations based on an a' of 0.60 inches would have produced the 
measured values of admit ran:^- Since the measured width of the slot 
was within a few thousandths of an inch of 0,63 inches instead of 0.60 
inches, the deviations in susceptance cannot entirely be attributed to 
an incorrectly machined slot width* Tables 3 and 4, however, do indi-
cate that small errors in mechanical dimensions such as in the inside 
width of the waveguide, the finite thickness of the iris, and the width 
of the slot could produce the deviation In susceptance that was observed. 
Table 3. Calculated Variations of Admittance with Slot Width for 
the X-band Slot Antenna with the Polyethylene Covering" 














1.20 + j 0.887 
1.20 t j 0.827 
1.18 + j 0.697 
2.06 + j 1.23 
2.06 + j 1.22 
2.06 t j 1.19 
Using 10 modes and b' = 0„7b = 0.3 2 inches. 
Table 4-. Calculated Variations of Admittance with Slot Width for 
the X-band vt Antenna Radiating into Free Space" 













0.679 - j 0.396 
0.675 - j O.M-60 
0.667 - j 0.598 
0.878 + j 0.253 
0.876 + j 0.233 
0.871 + j 0.186 
Using 10 modes and b' = 0.7b 3 2 inches. 
Discussion of Results 
The purpose of this chapter was to demonstrate that the slot 
antenna analysis of the preceding chapters is correct. This verifica-
tion was accomplished by showing the agreement of predicted and measured 
results for four slot antenna configurations,, The results of this 
chapter indicate that the infinite ground plane analysis can be suc-
cessfully applied to determine the admittance of a slot antenna with a 
finite size ground plane. The pattern predictions are not as accurate 
as the admittance predictions because of the diffraction by the edges, 
especially when a dielectric covering is present. Better agreement 
should be obtained as the ground plane is made wider and as the die-
lectric is made more lossy. If the dielectric is lossy, the energy at 
the edge of the dielectric slab tends to be smaller, and so the scat-
tered field is smaller. 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
The new variational principle presented in this thesis produces 
a system of linear equations rather than nonlinear equations, as com-
parable variational approaches do. The simplification produced by 
these linear equations makes feasible a multimode analysis of a large 
class of electromagnetic problems, while only a one or two mode analysis 
is usually practical using nonlinear equations. The new variational 
principle thus permits more accurate studies to be made more quickly 
than Is possible using comparable variational approaches. A considerable 
amount of mathematical manipulation was used In applying the variational 
principle to the coated waveguide slot antenna. This amount of manipu-
lation is typical of all similar variational approaches. 
Even though the numerical examples presented in Chapter VII 
involved only lossless dielectric coverings, the general expressions 
given for the energy functions apply to much broader situations. They 
are applicable, for example, to lossy as well as lossless coatings, to 
plasma as well as dielectric coatings, and to loaded as well as unloaded 
waveguide configurations. Hence, by simply modifying the integration 
scheme used by the author, a large variety of important antenna problems 
can be studied with potentially greater accuracy than was previously 
possible. 
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The success of the experimental verification of the new proce-
dure indicates that it is practical and has wide applicability. The 
test cases considered show that admittance predictions based on an 
infinite ground plane model can predict within experimental error the 
admittance of a slot antenna having a ground plane that is only eight 
or ten wavelengths wide. Usually a minimum of three modes is necessary 
for accurate admittance predictions. 
The presence of an iris over the mouth of the waveguide can sub-
stantially increase the number of modes required for precise admittance 
predictions. A general ruj_e concerning the number of modes required in 
this case is difficult because of the variety of shapes that the iris 
can assume. 
Pattern predictions based on the infinitely wide ground plane 
model are less accurate than are the admittance predictions. The pat-
tern appears to be much more sensitive to the edge diffraction than is 
the admittanceo Since the theoretical calculations do not take into 
account diffraction from the edges of the finite ground plane, the 
measured pattern will not be the predicted pattern but will be the pre-
dicted pattern with ripples superimposed upon it. These ripples are 
closer together and smaller in amplitude the larger the ground plane. 
When a dielectric is placed on the ground plane, the ripples in the 
pattern remain in essentially the same place, but their amplitude 
increaseso However, the larger the loss tangent of the dielectric, the 
smaller is the amplitude of the ripples. The numerical examples show 
that the calculated pattern based on a one mode analysis differs negli-
gibly from that of a ten mode analysis. Hence, a one mode analysis 
seems adequate for pattern predictions. 
The new variational principle was shown to produce a stationary 
formula for a particular complex energy function; no analysis was per-
formed concerning the statlonarity of the input admittance of the 
antenna. However, calculations on slot antennas that were not presented 
in the thesis produced the same values of admittance that Croswell's 
(44) stationary admittance formula did. This result indicates that the 
method used in this dissertation might also be stationary or nearly sta-
tionary for the input admittance. Future work should be done along this 
line* In addition, the new technique could be used to advantage in 





EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRALS IN W 
The following integrals are needed in the evaluation of W 
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These integrals will be evaluated in this appendix. 
1, Using the trigonometric identity cosA cosB = ̂ {cos(A+B) + 
cos(A-B)] along with Equations (A-5) and (A-7) transforms Equation 
(A-l) to 
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s i n f— 7r[x^+a' ] + m'lr] - sinf— TTX^J 
•a u 0 a 0-
m̂ m '> 
(A-9) 
s in [— i r [ x n + a ' ]-m
f TTJ 
-a L 0 
- s i n — TTX^ ^a 0J 
£ - ^ 




m' TT[X-X ] 
rmirx u ^ , i r u i , 
H — - r — - J d x = - c o s [ ~ - J d x = 
x_+a ' 
0 mTrx, 
a ' fm > 
— C O s t - T T X ^ 
while from Equation (A-9) , the i n t e g r a l of the f i r s t term in Equation 
(A-8) for t h i s case i s 
r 1 -,r a -,r . , m m' , , , „ ,Tn , -. 
[27 ]C2m- ] [s in(a~ ™0 + a^ ^ + m ^ ' s i n ( iT ^ 
= [- ] [ s i n ( — TTX^ )cos(m'2-TT) + cos(— Trx„)sin(m'27r) - s in (— TTX0 ) ] = 0 
M-iTm a 0 a 0 a 0 
i • • rm • a m m -L rs 
since m is an integer. Thus, if — = —7- ? 0, 
a a 
Int (m,m') = —- cos(— TTX ) 
i z a u (A-10) 
m Using Equations (A-1) and (A-5) it can be seen that if — - — = 0, then 
Int,(m,m') = a' (A-ll) 
Equations (A-9), (A-10), and (A-ll) are the evaluation of Equation 
(A-l). 
To evaluate Equation (A-2), the trigonometric identity 
sinA sinB = y [cos(A-B) - cos(A+B)] may be used along with Equations 
(A-6) and (A-7) to obtain 
Int2(n,n') 





Comparing the terms in Equation (A-12) with those in Equation (A-8) 
shows that the integrals in Equation (A-12) can be evaluated by analogy 
n , n with the integrals in Equation (A-8). Hence, if r- / r-y- , 
I n t 2 ( n , n ' ) ^ 
s i n ( r - Tr[y + b ' ] - nr7r) - s i n ( r - i T y ] 
f- - ~1 lb b ' J 
(A-13) 
s i n ( r - ir[y + b ' ] + n ' l r ) - s i n ( r - i r y ) 
l b b f J 
w h i l e , i f r = rr i 0 , 
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Int (n,nf) = -— cos (£- Try ] 
b "J0-
(A-14) 
n n From Equations (A-2) and (A-6) it can be seen that if r- - rpr = 0, then 
Int2(n,n') = 0 (A-15) 
The evaluation of Int„ can be performed by analogy with Int^. 
From Equation (A-13) it follows that, if — i- —- , 
a a 
I n t „ ( m , m T ) 
^ 
in(— TT[X + a ' ] - m ' ^ s m •a u 0 




s in (— TT[X +a r ] + m ' TT] 
. cm 
s i n Q ™o) 
rm m ' ) 
but if — = — - t 0, then Equation (A-14) gives 
a a 
Int (m,m') = —-COS(-TTX ) (A-17) 
From Equations (A-3) and (A-5) it can be seen that if — = —- - 0, then 
a a 
Int3(m,m') = 0 (A-18) 
The evaluation of Int can be performed by analogy with Int 
n , n From Equation (A-9) i t follows t h a t i f r / 7 7 , 
I n t 4 ( n , n ' ) & 
sin(— 7r[y + b ' ] + n 'IT) s^S-^yJ 
lb b , J 
(A-19) 
s i n g - Ti[y + b ' ] - n'TT) - s i n (£ Try J 
b̂ L J0 b " J O 
n n 
l b - —1 
while i f r-b 
n n - i 0, then Equation (A-10) gives 
Int ( n , n r ) = — c o s [ ^ Try ) 
2 b̂ J O 
(A-20) 
- n n 
From Equations (A-4) and (A-6) it can be seen that if r = ~ T ~ °» then 
Int4(n,n
T) = b' (A-21) 
Th is completes the evaluation of the four integrals Int., Int , 
Int~, and Int. 
APPENDIX B 
DETERMINATION OF THE PLANE 
WAVE AMPLITUDE COEFFICIENTS 
In this appendix the simultaneous equations for I , I , R , R , 
T , and T that appear in Chapter III will be solved. For convenience, 
this system of equations, that is, Equations (3-71) through (3-76), will 
be reproduced here . They are 
- j d k j d k - j d k 
Z2 Z2 Z3 
I e + R e = T e 
X X X 
( B - l ) 
- j d k jdk - j d k 
Z2 Z2 Z3 
I e + R e = T e d 
y y y 
(B-2) 
V 
k k I x y x 
( k 2 - k 2 ) I 
2 x y 
k 




k k R 
x y x 
k 
( k 2 - k > 
z k 
jdk 
k k T 
x y x 
( k 2 - k 2 ) T 




( k 2 - k 2 ) I k k I 
2 y x + x y y 
k k 
- j d k 
(B-4) 
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( - ) 
V 
( k 2 - k 2 ) R k k R 
2 y x x y y 
j d k 
Z2 
e = 
( k 2 - k 2 ) T k k T 
3 y x x y y 
k ' k 
Z2 Z2 _ 
k ' k 
Z3 Z3 . 
-jdk 
I + R = A 
X X X 
(B-5) 
I + R = A 
y y y 
(B-6) 
Substituting Equation (B-5) into Equation (B-1) yields 
-jdk jdk -jdk 
Z2 Z2 Z3 
I e + (A -I )e = T e J 




T e =-2jI sin(dk ) + A e 
X X Z X 
(B-7) 
Next, substituting Equation (B-6) into Equation (B-2) yields 
-jdk 3dk -Ddk 
9 2 3 
I e l + (A -I )e = T e J 




T e 3 = -2jl sin(dk ) + A e 2 
y y z2 y 
(B-8) 




- j d k 
(—}k [k k I + ( k 2 - k 2 ) I ]e 2 
^2
J z 3 x y x 2 x y 
j dk 
(—)k [k k (A - I ) + ( k 2 - k 2 ) ( A - I ) ] e 2 
L y 2
; z 3 x y x x 2 x y y 
jdk 
Z2 
k k k [ - 2 J I s i n ( d k ) + A e ] 
x y z 2 x z 2 x 
jdk 
+ ( k 2 - k 2 ) k [ - 2 j l s inCdk ) + A e 2 ] 
3 x z 2 y z 2 y 
y . 
I [k k k f ~ } 2 c o s ( d k ) + 2jk k k s i n ( d k ) ] (B-9) 
x x y z 3
 K\i2
J z 2
 J x y z 2 z 2 
+ I [ ( k 2 - k 2 ) k f—}2cos(dk ) + 2 j ( k 2 - k 2 ) k s i n ( d k ) ] 
y 2 x z 3 ^ 2
; z 2 3 x z 2 z 2 
j dk 
U0 z, 
= A [k k k (—1 + k k k ] 
x x y z 3 U2 x y z 2 
e 
j d k 
+ A [ ( k 2 - k 2 ) k (—) + ( k 2 - k 2 ) k ]e 2 
y 2 x z 3 ^ 2
; 3 x z 2 
A s i m i l a r s u b s t i t u t i o n of E q u a t i o n s (B-5) t h r o u g h (B-8) i n t o E q u a t i o n 
(B-4-) y i e l d s 
I [ ( k 2 - k 2 ) k f — ) 2 c o s ( d k ) + 2 j ( k 2 - k 2 ) k s i n ( d k ) ] (B-10) 
x 2 y z 3
L u 2
; z 2
 J 3 y z 2 z 2 
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VU 
+ I [k k k (—}2cos(dk ) + 2jk k k sin(dk )] 
y x y z3
ky2
J z2
 J x y z2 z2 
jdk 
y z 
= A [(k2-k2)k (—) + (k2-k2)k ]e 2 
x 2 y z3^u2
; 3 y z2 
+ A [k k k f—1 + k k k ]< 
y x y z3^u2
; x y z2 
jdk 
Equations (B-9) and (B-10) form a pair of equations in the two 
unknowns I and I . In solving these equations for I and I it will 
x y x y 
be convenient to use matrix notation and write them in the form 
a U J x + ai2Jy = Cl (B"11) 
a01I + a, I = c0 21 x 11 y 2 
where 
y3 
a,, = 2k k [k f—)cos(dk ) + jk sin(dk )] (B-12) 
11 * y z3 V>2 z2 z2 z2 
a_. = 2[(k2-k2)k (—)cos(dk ) + j(k2-k2)k sin(dk )] (B-13) 
12 2 x z3^u2
; z2 3 x z2 z2 
a_. = 2 [ ( k 2 - k 2 ) k (—]cos(dk ) + j ( k 2 - k 2 ) k s in(dk )] (B-14) 
21 2 y z3
vVY z 2
 3 y z2 z 2 
y3 
c, = A k k [k f—) + k ][cos(dk ) + jsin(dk )] (B-15) 
1 x x y z3^y2
; z2 z2 z2 
+ A [(k^-k2)k f—1 + (k2-k2)k ][cos(dk ) + jsin(dk )] 
y 2 x z Vr- 3 x z, 
3 "2 
and 
c o = A T(k
2-k2)k (—) + (k2-k2)k ][cos(dk ) + jsin(dk )] (B-16) 
2 x 2 y z 3^u 2
; 3 y z 2
 Z 2 Z2 
Mq 
+ A k k [k (—) + k ][cos(dk ) + isin(dk )] 
y x y z 3 ^2
 z 2 z2 z 2 
From matrix theory the solutions of Equation (B-11) are 
Cl ai2 

















nx = clall " c2a12 (B"19) 
"y = C2 aU " Cla21 (B-20) 
and 
A = ail - ai2a21 (B"21) 
The denominator A will be explicitly determined next. Using 
Equations (B-12), (B-13), and (B-14) in Equation (B-21) gives 
2 
y y 
A = 4k 2 k 2 [k 2 (—I cos 2(dk ) + 2jk k f—) (B-22) 
x y z3^2
J z 2 z 2 z 3 ^ 
2 2 
s in(dk )cos(dk ) - k s i n (dk )] 
Z 2 Z 2 Z2 Z2 
y 2 
4 ( k 2 - k 2 ) ( k 2 - k 2 ) k 2 (-1) cos 2(dk ) + 4 ( k 2 - k 2 ) ( k 2 - k 2 ) 
2 x 2 y z 3 y2 z 2 3 x 3 y 
k2 s i n 2 (dk ) - 4jk k ( ~ ) [ ( k 2 ~ k 2 ) ( k 2 - k 2 ) 
z2 z 2 z 2 z 3 ^ 2
y 2 x 3 y 
+ ( k 2 - k 2 ) ( k 2 - k 2 ) ] s i n ( d k )cos(dk ) 
3 x 2 y z 2 z 2 
But, by Equation ( 3 - 5 5 ) , 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ? ? 
(kZ-kZ)(K~kZ) = k^(k^-k -k^) + k V (B-23) 
2 x 2 y 2 2 x y x y 
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S i m i l a r l y , 
2 2 2 2 
= k^k +• k k 
2 z 2 x y 
( k 2 - k 2 ) ( k 2 - k 2 ) = k 2 k 2 + k 2 k 2 
3 x 3 y ^ z x y 
(B-24) 
while 
2 2 2 2 
(k^-k^)(k^-k^) 
2 x 3 y 
2 2 2 
2 3 y 
, Z 2 ,2,2 
k k + k k 
3 x x y (B-25) 
9 9 9 9 
(k*-k^)(k^-l< ) 
3 x 2 y 
k2(k2-k2) 
3 2 y 
2 2 2 2 ktk + k k 
2 x x y 
(B-26) 
Using Equations (B-23) through (B-26) in Equation (B-22) yields 
2 2 r 3̂  , 2, 2 . 2 2,2,2 
A = 4{-cos^(dk )[kZ f—] kikZ ] + sin (dk )[V kfkZ ] 
z2 ' z 3 ^ 2 z2 z2 - z2 3 z3 
or 
jsin(dk )cos(dk )k k f—) [k2k2 + k2k2 ]} 
Z2 Z2 Z2 Z3 U2 2 Z3 3 Z2 ' 
2 2 2 
A = -4k^k k 
3 Z2 Z3 
u k ^ 
•[—-—J cos (dk ) - sin (dk ) 
S V Z2 Z2 
(B-27) 
9 Po 
j4k,k k (—) 
3 z2 z ^ 
k 9 2 9 
fc1) k 2 + k ^v -> z -k 
2 
Z2 
sin(dk )cos(dk ) 
Z2 Z2 
Next, n will be determined. Substituting Equations (B-12), 
/C 
(B-13), (B-15), and (B-16) into Equation (B-19) yields 
n = 2A k2k2[k f—) + k ][k (—lcos2(dk ) - k sin2(dk ) 
x x x y z 3 y z2 • z^y^ z2 z2 z2 
y~ 
+ jfk + k (—)}sin(dk )cos(dk )] 
Z2 Z3 y2 Z2 Z2 
+ 2k k A [(k2-k2)k f—} + (k2-k2)k ][k f—)cos2(dk ) 
x y y 2 x z^ ^v^ 3 x z2
 z
3 ̂  z? 
9 U3 
k sin (dk ) + j fk + k (—)]sin(dk )cos(dk )] 
z2 z2 z2 z3 y2 z2 z2 
2A [ ( k 2 - k 2 ) k {—) + ( k 2 - k 2 ) k ] [ ( k 2 - k 2 ) k ( — ) c o s 2 ( d k ) 
x 2 y z 3 ^ y 2
; 3 y z 2 2 x z^ ^ z 2 
( k 2 - k 2 ) k s i n 2 ( d k ) + j [ ( k 2 - k 2 ) k (—) + ( k 2 - k 2 ) 
3 x z 2 z 2 2 x z 3 U2
; 3 x 
k ] s i n ( d k ) c o s ( d k ) ] 
z2 z 2 z 2 
- 2A k k [k f—) + k ] [ ( k 2 - k 2 ) k ( — } c o s 2 ( d k ) 
y x y z 3 ^ y 2
7 z 2 2 x z ^ y ^ z 2 
- < k * - k > s i n 2 ( d k ) + j^-k?) k ( ^ 
+ (k2-k2)k lsin(dk )cos(dk )] 
X Z2 Z2 Z2 
or 
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n = 2A 
x x 
2 
Los2(dk ) {k2 (—1 k2k2 + k k f—]k2k 
2 3 2 2 3 2 
3^1, , 2 
y 
(B-28) 
k 2 (—) ( k 2 - k 2 ) ( k 2 - k 2 ) - k k ( - ^ - ) ( k 2 - k 2 ) ( k 2 - k 2 ) } 
z 3 ^y 2
; 2 x 2 y z 2 z 3 ^ y 2
; 2 x 3 y 
- s i n 2 ( d k ){k k f — ) k 2 k 2 + k 2 k 2 k 2 - k k f—) 
z 2 z 2 z 3 ^ 2
; x y z 2 x y z 2 z^V^ 
( k 2 - k 2 ) ( k 2 - k 2 ) - k2 ( k 2 - k 2 ) ( k 2 - k 2 ) } 
3 x 2 y z 3 x 3 y 
+ jsin(dk )cos(dk ) {k2 k2k2 + 2k k f — ) \ \ 2 + k2 {—) k2k2 
z2 z2 z2 x y z2
 z
3 U2
 X y z3 u2 X Y 
" k2 (—} ( k 2 - k 2 ) ( k 2 - k 2 ) - k2 ( k 2 - k 2 ) ( k 2 - k 2 ) z
3 ^2 2 x 2 y z 2 3 x 3 y 
y 3^ c, 2 , 2 W l 2 , 2 , ,, 2 , 2 W , 2 , 2 - k k ( - ^ ) ( ( k W ) ( k ^ - k Z ) + ( k ^ - k Z ) ( k ^ - k Z ) ) } 
z2 z3 V 2 x 3 ^ 3 x 2 y _ 
+ 2k k A |cos2(dk ) {k2 (—) (k2-k2) + k k (~)(k2-k2) 
x y y|_ z2
 z3 y2 Z2 Z3 y2 X 
k2 (—} (k2-k2) - k k {—)(k2-k2)} - sin2(dk ) Z3 S 2 X Z2 Z3 V 2 X Z2 
{k k (—)(k2-k2) + k2 (k2-k2) - k k (—](k2-k2) 
Z2 Z3 2 Z2 Z2 Z3 V2 X 
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- k2 (k^-k2)} + jsin(dk )cos(dk )(((k2-k2)k f—] 
Z2 Z2 "2 X Z3 P2 
+ (k2-k2)k )(k + k (—)) - ((k2-k2)k (—) 
3 X Z2 Z2 Z3 y2 2 X Z3 y2 
2 , 2 '3 
+ (kZ-kZ)k )(k + k (—))} 
3 X Z2 Z2 Z3 y2 -
Using Equations (B-23) through (B-26) in Equation (B-28) gives 
r u 2 
n = -2A cos2(dk ) {k2k2 k2 f—) + k k 
x x|_ z 2 z z ŷ ; z 2 3 "2 
;~}(k2[k2-k2] - k2k2)} 
, z 3 ^2
 Y 
- sin2(dk ) {k k (—) (k2[k2-k2] - k2k2) + k V k2 } 
Z2 Z2 Z3 V 3 2 y 2 X 3 Z2 Z3 
+ jsin(dk )cos(dk ) { A 2 k2 + A 2 k2 f—) 
Z2 Z2 ' 3 Z2 Z3 2 Z2 Z3 S 
+ k k (^-)(k2k2 + k2k2 )} 
Z2 Z3 y2 2 Z3 3 Z2 -
3 w , 2 , 2 v 2 
+ 2A k k k k (—) (kZ-kZ)[cos-(dk^ ) + sin (dk )] 
y x y z2 z3 V " 3 2 
or 
n = -2k2k k A {cos2(dk ) 
x 3 ẑ  ẑ  x z 
2 3 
(B-29) 
2 L-M2 2 "2 3 
kz kz + (r^yf1 - & ) 
Z2 Z3 U2 Y k3 -J 
sin (dk ) 
Z2 
~y0 o yQ o
 kn 2 ~ 
(—)k2 + k k + (-̂ -)k2(l - (^) ] 
^ 2 Z2 Z2 Z3 V X k3 -• 
+ isin(dk )cos(dk ) 
Z2 Z2 
(^-) (k2 + ( - i ) \ 2 ) + k k 
i-V Z2 k3 Z3 Z2 Z3 
(l + (^-) ) } - 2 k Q k k A k k (—) 
P2
k3 _] 3 z2 z3 y x y^y^ 
-k9 2 -i 
(~ " I 
- k3 
Now n will be determined. Using Equations (B-12), (B-14), 
(B-15), and (B-16) in Equation (B-20) gives 
n = 2k k A [ ( k 2 - k 2 ) k (—) + ( k 2 - k 2 ) k ][k ( ~ ) c o s 2 ( d k ) 





- k s i n (dk ) + j fk ( —) + k ) s in (dk )cos(dk )] 
Z2 Z2 Z3 M2 Z2 Z2 Z2 
+ 2A k 2 k 2 [k f—) + k ][k (—lcos 2 (dk ) - k s in 2 (dk ) 
y x y z^v2> z z 3 \ ' z 2 z2 z 2 
or 
y~ 
+ j f k (—) + k l s i n ( d k ) c o s ( d k ) ] 
Z3 y 2 V Z2 Z2 
- 2A k k [k (—) + k ] [ ( k 2 - k 2 ) k ( — ) c o s 2 ( d k ) 
x x y z 3 y 2 z 2 2 y z g u 2 z 2 
- ( k 3 - k y ) k Z 2
s i n 2 ( d k
Z 2
) + 3 ( ( X ^ ) k z 3 ( ^ ) 
+ ( k 2 - k 2 ) k } s i n ( d k ) c o s ( d k ) ] 
3 y z ^ z 2 z 2 
2Ay[(k2.k2 )k (Jl) + ( k ^ ) k ] [ (1c2-k2 )k 
f -^ - ]cos 2 (dk ) - ( k 2 - k 2 ) k s i n 2 ( d k ) 
^ 2 z 2 3 y z 2 z 2 
+ j ( ( k 2 - k 2 ) k (—) + ( k 2 - k 2 ) k ) s i n ( d k ) c o s ( d k ) ] 
2 y z 3 y 2 y Z2 Z2 Z2 
y ? 
n = 2A k k { c o s 2 ( d k ) [ k 2 f—] ( k 2 - k 2 ) + k k (B-30) 
y x x y z 2
 Z
3^2
J y Z2 Z 3 
• (—)(k 2 -k 2 ) - k2 (^- ) 2 (k 2 -k 2 ) - k k (^ i ) (k 2 -k 2 ) ] 
^ 2 3 y
 z
3 V
 Y Z2 Z3 V Y 
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- s i n 2 ( d k ) [k k ( ~ ) ( k 2 - k 2 ) + k 2 ( k 2 - k 2 ) 
Z2 Z2 Z3 U2 Y Z 2 Y 
- k k ( — ) ( k 2 - k 2 ) - k2 ( k 2 - k 2 ) ] 
Z2 Z3 V 3 y Z2 3 y 
+ j s i n ( d k z ) c o s ( d k ) [ ( k {% + k ) ( ( k
2 - k 2 ) k {% 
2 Z2 Z 3 y 2 Z2 Z Y Z 3 P 2 
+ (k 2 ~k 2 )k ) - (k (—) + k ) ( ( k 2 - k 2 ) k (-3-) 
3 y z2
J ^ z 3 y2 z
 ; ^ 2 y zg ^ 2
; 
+ ( k 2 - k 2 ) k ) ] } 
3 y z 2
; 




 y 2 X y Z2 Z3 2 X y 
- k2 (_ i f (k 2 -k 2 ) (k 2 -k 2 ) - k k (^ - } (k 2 -k 2 ) (k 2 -k 2 ) ] 
z
3 ^ 2 2 x 2 y z 2 z 3
k y 2
; 3 x 2 y 
- s i n 2 ( d k ) [k k ( — I k V + k 2 k 2 k 2 - k k f ~ ] 
Z2 Z2 Z 3 y 2 X y Z 2 X y Z2 Z 3 U2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
• (kZ-kZ)(kZ-kZ) - k^ ( k ^ - k ^ ) ( k Z - k ^ ) ] 
2 x 3 y z 3 x 3 y 
+ jsin(dk )cos(dk )[k2 (—1 k2k2 +2k k (—}k2k2 + k2 
z2 z2 z3^u2
j x y z2 z3^J x y ^ 
k2k2 - k2 (^ l ) 2 (k 2 -k 2 ) (k 2 -k 2 ) - k k ( ^ 
x y z 3 V
 y Z2 Z3 y2 
2 , 2 , ^ 2 , 2 , /n 2 , 2 W , 2 , 2 
^ k 3 - k x ) ( k 2 - k ? + ( k 2 " k x ) ( k 3 - k y > ^ 
" k ' 2
( k 3 - k x ) ( k 3 - k y ) ] } 
Using Equations (B-23) through (B-26) transforms Equation (B-30) to 
n = 2A k k k k (—) (k2-k2 )[cos2(dk ) + sin2(dk )] 
y x x y z2 Z3 1Y
 3 2 z2 Z2 
- 2A {cos2(dk )[k2k2 k2 (—) + k k (^} (k 2 (k 2 -k 2 ) -k 2 k 2 ) ] 
y z2 2 z2 z 3
l y 2
; z2 z 3 ^ 2
 y 
- sin2(dk )[k k ( - l ) (k 2 (k 2 -k 2 ) - k V ) + k2k2 k2 ] 
z2 z2 z 3 ^ 2
J ^ 2 3 y 3 x ; 3 Z2 Z3 
+ jsin(dk )cos(dk )[k2k2 k2 f—) + k k (—} 
z2 z2 2 z 2 z 3 ^ ^ V V 
( k V + k2k2 ) + k2k2 k2 ]} 
2 z3 3 z2 3 z2 z3 
or 
2, y 
n = - 2 k , k k A k k f—1 
y 3 z 2 z 3 x x y




2 A k A { c o s 2 ( d k ) 
3 z 2 z 3 y z 2 
^ Q O ^ Q k O 2 
J. k
2
 + (J-l) k k 
V Z2 S V Z2 Z3 
t-^ o k o 2 
u 2 x k 3 
s i n (dk ) 
Z2 
3 ^ 2 3 v 2 MV + k k + (^)k
z( i - (^) ) 
' V Z2 Z2 Z3 V y 
+ i s i n ( d k ) c o s ( d k ) 
z 2 z 2 
Mo o k o 2 o 
[—) (k2 + (J-) k2 ) + k k 
V Z2 k3 V Z2 Z 3 
y Q
k o 2 
P 2 k 3 





3 Z 2 Z3 
(B-32) 
N = 
x „, 2 
x 
-2k :k k 




N = T^ (B-34) 
y -2k,k k 
3 z2 z3 













The amplitude coefficients of the remaining plane wave terms can 
be obtained from I and I by using Equations (B-5) through (B-8). 
x y 
These equations give, respectively, 
R = A - I (B-37) 
X X X 
R = A - I (B-38) 
y y y 
jdk jdk 
Z3 Z2 
T = e [A e - 2jl sin(dk )] (B-39) 
x x x z 
idk idk 
z z 
T = e 3[A e 2 - 2jl sin(dk )] (B-40) 
y y J y z2 
The explicit form of D can be obtained by substituting Equation 
(B-27) into Equation (B-32). This operation yields 
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D = 2k k 
Z2 Z3 
2 y3k2 2 2 (—:—) cos (dk ) - sin (dk ) 
y2k3 Z2 Z2 
(B-41) 
^ 2 
k o 2 o 
Gr) * + k k̂ 
2 
Z2 
sin(dk )cos(dk ) 
Z2 z2 
The numerator term N will now be evaluated by substituting Equation 
(B-29) into Equation (B-33). This operation yields 
N = A {cos (dk ) x x z2 
(—)k2 + (-̂ ) k k + (-1) 
V Z2 S V Z2 Z3 S 
(B-42) 
k̂  9 
y k3 
2 
sin (dk ) 
Z2 
3^ 2 (-i)kZ + k k 
V Z2 Z2 Z3 
Uo o k o 2 
y2 K3 
+ jsin(dk )cos(dk ) 
Z2 Z2 
,k2,2, 2 + (r^)V • k k (it (^V) 
U K 
Z2 V Z3 Z2 Z3 
y 3-+ A k k (—1 
y x yky2
; & 2 - 1 
Finally, substituting Equation (B-31) into Equation (B-34) yields 
N -"Akk f—] 
y * * y ̂ 2 £' - > (B-43) 
+ A {cos (dk ) 
y z2 
+ (-l)k
2(i - (^ 
•lin
; z" vy0k0
y zn ẑ  ^u„
; xk k, 
% ? . ,W3K2,2, , . , ^ , 2 , , ,"2 
'2 Z2 V s Z2 Z3 M2 X k3 
2 
sin (dk ) 
Z2 
3̂ ,2 3-,, 2 
l1l ^ 7 V. V. Ml ' V V. V ; 
' V Z2 Z2 Z3 M2 y 




3w,2 , , 2/,2 
[~) {< + (̂ ) k ) + k k 
2 ~2 J^3 Z 3 Z 2 Z3 
P o k 0 2 
Equations (B-35) through (B-4-3) constitute the solution of the 
plane wave amplitude coefficients in terms of A and A . The quantities 
A and A are the Fourier transforms of the x and y components of the 




EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRALS IN A AND A 
* y 
The following integrals are needed in the evaluation of A and 
A in terms of the aperture field: 
I. = Is (mr,k )e 
x x 
J 0 X 
x_+a' . . 
• 0 jxk 




m' TT(X-X ) jxk 
dx 
I = Ic (m',k )e 
x x 
jx^k J 0 x V






m'TT(x-x ) jxk 
dx 
jy0kv 
I3 = Isy(nMcy)e °
y 
y 0 + b ' 







e J dy 
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3yOkv 








nTTr(y-y0) j y k y , 
e J dy 
These integrals will be evaluated in this appendix. 
Let k be a purely real number and let n be a positive integer. 
Then, according to Churchill (M-5) 
e sin(nx)dx = ( j(—) sign(k) 
n[l - (-1) eJ ] 
r 2 i 2 i [n - k ] 
if n j- I k 
if n = [k 
and n i- 0 
if n = 0 
(C-5) 
and 
-jk[l - (-1)" e j W k] 
[n ~ k^] 
jxk , . _ ; 7T 
e cos(nx)dx - \ — 
if n i k 
if n = |k 
and n j- 0 
(C-6) 
if n = k = 0 
Integral I can be converted into the form of Equation (C-5) by using 
the following change of variables: 
r = 
7T(x-X ) 
or x = (~r)v + x, (C-7) 
Then Equation (C-1) yields 
h-e 




Using Equation (C-5) and the definition of Is in Equation (C-1) trans-
X 
forms Equation (C-8) to 
if m' = 0 
Isx(m',kx) 
! r a ' k 
\ j(~-]sign(-^] if m 
a'k 
and m V 0 (C-9) 
, ja'k 
a'm'[l - (-l)m e X] ._ , , 
_ i f m ' / 
TT[(m')2 - ( -) 2] 
TT 
a'k 
It should be noticed that I can be evaluated by direct analogy 
with I . Using this analogy, along with Equations (C-3) and (C-9), 
easily gives 
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if n' = 0 
b'k 
Isy(n',ky) ^jr^ si g n(__JL] if n' = 
b'k 
X and n W 0 (C-10) 




C(n')2 - (—-X) ] 
if n' ̂  
b'k 
To evaluate the integral I_ in Equation (C-2), the change of variables 
given in Equation (C-7) is again used to arrive at the result 
I- = e 





Next, Equation (C-6) is used to evaluate Equation (C-ll). Then, in vi 
of the definition of Ic as given in Equation (C-2), it is clear that 
X 
ew 
.f m' = (• 
a'k 
Ic (m',k ) = 
x ' x 1 2 
TT 
a'k 
if m' = 
TT 
= 0 
and m' { 0 (C-12) 
o , ja. Tk 
•j(a')\[l - (-l)m e X] 
TT*[(m')2 - ( ^ ) 2 ] 
^ TT J 
if m' / 
a'k 
It should be noticed that L can be evaluated by direct analogy 
with I_. Using this analogy, along with Equations (C-4) and (C-12), 
easily gives 
I c ( n ' , k ) = 
y y 
b ' k 
i f n ' = ( _ * ) = 0 
1̂ 
2 
i f n ' = 
b ' k 
and n W 0 (C-13) 
2 n ' j b ' k v 
j C b ' T k [ 1 - ( - l ) n e y ] 
^ TT 
if n' / 
. C ( n M 2 _ r j g : 
b'k 
y 
This completes the evaluation of I , I , I , and I . In closing, 
it should be noticed that since a', b', n', m', k , and k are all 
xs y 
purely real, Equations (C-9), (C-10), (C-12), and (C-13) imply that 
Is (m',-k ) = Is (m',k ) 
X X X X 
(C-14) 
Ic (m',-k ) = Ic (m',k ) 
X X X X 
(C-15) 
Is (n?,-k ) = Is (n',k ) 
y y y y 
(C-16) 
Ic (n',-k ) = Ic (n',k ) 
y y y y 
(C-17) 
where the asterisk represents complex conjugation 
APPENDIX D 
SURFACE WAVE POLES 
WHEN REGIONS V AND V ARE LOSSLESS 
_. O 
The purpose of this appendix is to determine when and how many 
surface wave poles are present if regions V and V in Figure M- of 
_  _> 
Chapter III are both lossless. This information is needed during the 
numerical integration of W . More specifically, the following three 
C3 
statements will be proved In this appendix provided tan<5 = tan6 = 0. 
_. O 
1) If y z < y z and d / 0, then no surface wave poles or 
2 2 3 3 
other singularities exist for any real p. 
2) If y z - y e or d = 0, then no surface wave poles 
r r r r 2 2 3 3 
exist for any real p; but there is an integrable singularity at 
p = /y z 
r r 
3 3 
3) If u £ > y £ and d f 0, then surface wave poles are 
2 2 3 3 ______ 
present, and they occur only in the interval / y e _ P _ ^ y ' £ 
r3 r3 - r2 r2 
In addition, it will be proved that if statement three is true, then 
the total number of surface wave poles present is given by 
n . = entier(4df /y z -y e /c) + 1 (D-l) 
pole r2 r2 r3 r3 
where entier(x) is the greatest integer function, f = OO/2TT, and c is 
the speed of light in vacuum. The quantity p, which is used above, is 
one of the Integration variables in Equation (5-11). 
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As pointed out in Chapter V, the surface wave poles occur when 
Den(p) - 0 in the interval 0 < p < «>. Before examining Den in this 
interval, the quantities k , k , k , and k , which appear in Den, 
2 3 Z2 Z3 
must be evaluated for the case when regions V and V are lossless. 
Setting tan6 = tan6 = 0 in Equations (5-6) and (5-8) gives 
z. O 
k2 = k 0 ^ E r 2 <
D"2> 
k3 = k o V % (D^3) 
o o 
Next, letting tan6 = 0 in Equations (5-9) and using Equation (3-56) 
yields 
k./y e -p2 if p2 < y e 
2 P2 2 P2 
k = < (D-4) 
Z2 
-jk /p2~u e if p2 > y e 
2 2 2 2 
It can be seen from Equations (5-9) and (5-10) that k and k have 
Z2 Z3 
the same form. Thus, by analogy with Equation (D-4-), 
kA/jj c - p
2 i f P < y e 0 r r r r 
3 3 3 3 
k = { (D-5) Z3 
I - j k _ / p 2 - y e i f p > u E 0 r r = r r 
Z3 3 3 3 
Equation (5-12) is 
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Den = D T MD T E (D-6) 
while the substitution of Equations (D-2) and (D-3) into Equations 
(5-13) and (5-14) yields 
2 
D ™ = j ( )k cos(dk ) - k sin(dk ) 









- i { J cos(dk ) 
\ 
(D-8) 
The zeros of Den can be found by examining the zeros of Dm,. and Dmi_,, 
J & TM TE 
since the zeros of these two terms are also the zeros of Den. This 
will be done shortly. From Equations (D-M-) through (D-8) it can also 
be seen that Den is an even function of p. Thus, if p. is a zero of 
Den, then so is -p„. Only the zeros on the positive p axis are of 
interest, however, since only they contribute residue terms to Equation 
(5-11). 
The following lemma will now be proved as a first step in veri-
fying Statements 1, 2, and 3. 
Lemma: 
When regions V and V are lossless, the real zeros of Equations 
(D-7) and (D-8) always occur in the intervals 
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min {y e , y e } < p 2 < max { y e , y e } ( D - 9 ) 
n-p Y"> "P "P = ^ r> Y1 "P "P 
2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 
where min{ } and max{ } are the minimum and maximum values, respec-
tively, of the list of quantities inside the brackets. This lemma will 
be proved by eliminating all other possibilities. 
Proof: 
Case i. For this case it will be assumed that 
p2 < min{y e , y e } (D-10) 
r r r r 
2 2 3 3 
Then Equations (D-M-) and (D-5) become 
k = k./y e -p2 (D-ll) 
Z2 ° r2 P2 
k = k /y e -p2 (D-12) 
Z3 ° r3 r3 
It should be noticed from Equation (D-ll) that k is purely real, 
Z2 
implying that cos(dk ) and sin(dk ) are also purely real. In addi-
Z2 Z2 
tion, k is purely real. Hence, the first term in Equation (D-7) is 
Z3 
purely imaginary and the second term in that equation purely real. For 
D to be zero, both its real and imaginary parts must be zero simul-
taneously for the same value of p. But k and k are both non-zero 
Z2 Z3 
in the region given by Equation (D-10), while cos(dk ) and sin(dk ) 
Z2 Z2 
are not zero simultaneously. Hence D cannot be zero in the region 
under consideration, 
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Similar arguments apply to Equation (D-8) except that there the 
first term is purely real and the second term is purely imaginary. 
Thus, it has been shown that neither Dm., nor D_„ has any zeros whatso-' TM TE J 
ever in the interval p2 < min{y E , y £ } when V_ and V0 are loss-
P2 r2 r3 r3 2 3 
less. 
Case ii. For this case it will be assumed that 
p2 > max{y E , y E } (D-13) 
2 2 3 3 
Then E q u a t i o n s (D-U) and (D-5) become 
k = ~jk / p 2 - y £ = ~jK (D-14) 
Z2 ° P 2 r 2 Z2 
k = _jk /p2_y £ = _jK (D-15) 
Z3 ° r3 r3 Z3 
where the quantities K and K are defined as the following purely 
Z2 Z3 
real, strictly positive quantities: 
K = k / p 2 - y £ (D-16) 
z 2 0 r 2 r 2 
K = k n / p 2 - y £ (D-17) 
Z3 ° r 3 r 3 
From E q u a t i o n s (D-14) and (D-16) a l o n g w i t h t h e i d e n t i t i e s 
s i n ( x t j y ) = s i n ( x ) c o s h ( y ) + j c o s ( x ) s i n h ( y ) 
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cos(x+jy) = cos(x) cosh(y) - j sin(x) sinh(y) 
it can be seen that 
sin(dk ) = sin(-jdK ) = -j sinh(dK ) (D-18) 
Z2 Z2 Z2 
cos(dk ) = sin(-idK ) = cosh(dK ) 
Z2 Z2 Z2 
(D-19) 
Next, substituting Equations (D-18), (D-19), (D-14), and (D-15) into 
Equation (D~7) gives 
Z 
V 
D = l M ) ( - j K ) c o s h ( d K ) - ( -JK ) [ - j s i n h ( d K ) ] 
£ r 3
 Z3 Z2 Z2 Z2 
or 
r 2< D™ = i—-IK cosh(dK ) + K s inh (dK ) 
™ \ Z3 Z2 Z2 Z2 
(D-20) 
A similar substitution into Equation (D-8) yields 
DTE = -5 ry-^- sinh(dK ) + [—̂ -)cosh(dK ) (D-21) 
Since K is purely real and strictly positive, sinh(dK ) and cosh(dK ) 
Z2 Z2 Z2 
are also real, positive numbers. Thus, both terms in Equation (D-20) 
are purely real and strictly positive, implying that D is never zero 
in the region defined by Equation (D-13). Similar remarks apply to the 
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bracketed terms in Equation (D-21). Thus, neither D nor D has any 
zeros at all in the region p2 > max{y e , y e } when V^ and V0 are 
r2 r2 r3 r3 2 3 
lossless. 
Combining the results of Cases i and ii shows that the zeros of 
D and D must occur in the region given by Equation (D-9). 
ill 1 XJ 
Q.E.D. 
It has not yet been proved that either D or D has any zeros 
It has simply been shown that if they do, then these zeros can only 
occur in the region given by Equation (D-9). 
Now D and D will be examined more closely in the region of 
Equation (D-9). It will be shown that no surface wave poles exist in 
this region when y e < y e , but that they do exist when 
T» r = T> T> 
2 2 3 3 
y e > y e The following situation will be considered first. 
•p -p TO y> 
2 2 3 3 
Case 1. For this case it will be assumed that 
y e < y e , (D-22) 
r r r r 
2 2 3 3 
y e < p2 < y e 
P P ™ ^ TO p 
2 2 3 3 
and d i 0 
Under these conditions Equations (D-M-) and (D-5) become 
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k = - j k /p2~tJ E = - jK (D-23) 
z 2 0
 r 2 r 2 Z 2 
k = k n / y e ^ p 2 (D-24) 
Z3 ° r 3 r 3 
where K is defined by Equation (D-16). Substituting Equations (D-23), 
Z2 
(D-24), (D-18), and (D-19) into Equation (D-7) gives 
£ 
r 
D = j M - K cosh(dK ) - [-JK ] [ - j s i n h ( d K ) ] 





TM J Le ^ z — ^ " z ' ' - z 
D = j ( )k cosh(dK ) + K s i n h ( d K ) (D-25) 
r 3 2 2 2 
A s i m i l a r s u b s t i t u t i o n i n t o E q u a t i o n (D-8) y i e l d s 
k y 
z r 
D = (—^-}sinh(dK ) - j ( — - ) c o s h ( d K ) (D-26) 
I X J I V Z _ ]i Z ~ 
z 2 2 r 2 2 
Since K is purely real, both cosh(dK ) and sinh(dK ) are purely 
Z2 Z2 Z2 
real. This information and the fact that k is also purely real 
Z3 
indicate that the first term in Equation (D-25) is purely imaginary, 
while the second is purely real. By equating real and imaginary parts 
to zero, it can be seen that the right side of Equation (D-25) is zero 
cosh(dK ) is never zero in the interval under consideration and since 
only if k cosh(dK ) and K sinh(dK ) are zero simultaneously. Since 
Z3 Z2 Z2 Z2 
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d / 0, k and K must be zero simultaneously if Dmi, is to be zero. 
z3 Z2 ™ 
But these two terms cannot be zero for the same p because 
u £, f u E by assumption. Thus Dmi„ is never zero if the conditions r r r r 1 M 
r2 2 3 3 
given in Equation (D-22) hold. 
Next, it should be noticed that the right side of Equation (D-26) 
is not zero since cosh(dK ) is not zero. Thus, neither Dmj„ nor DmT-, is 
zQ Ln IE 
zero when Equation (D-22) holds. Combining this result with the Lemma 
proves Statement 1. 
Case 2. For this case it will be assumed that 
y e > y e (D-27) 
r r r r 
2 2 3 3 
2 
y e < p < y £ 
r3 r3 = = r2 r2 
and d i 0 
Under these conditions Equations (D-4) and (D-5) become 
kz = k0 / yr £r " p 2 ( D~ 2 8 ) 
Z2 U r2 r2 
k = -jkA/p2-y e = -jK (D-29) 
Z3 ° r3 r3 Z3 
where K is defined by Equation (D-17). Substituting the last two 
Z3 
equations into Equation (D-7) gives 
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D™ = f — - ) K cos(dk ) - k s in(dk ) 
™ E r Z3 Z2 Z2 Z2 
(D-30) 
A similar substitution into Equation (D-8) yields 












Thus Dm„, is zero when TM 
(—-JK cos(dk ) = k sin(dk ) 
•£ J z_ 
r3 3 
Z2 Z2 Z2 
or since d i- 0, when 
f—-]dK = dk tan(dk ) 
% z3 Z2 Z2 
(D-32) 
Similarly, D „ is zero when 
{—-IdK = -dk cot(dk ) 
yr3
 Z3 Z2 Z2 
(D-33) 
It is important to notice that all terms appearing in Equations (D-32) 
and (D-33) are purely real. 
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To aid in the examination of Equation (D-32), a real variable x 
will be defined, for this appendix alone, as 
x = dk = dk /y I ^pT (D-34) 
z2 0 r2 r2 
This x should not be confused with the x of rectangular coordinates. 
Next, y1 will be defined as 
y (x) = x tan(x) = dk tan(dk ) (D-35) 
Z2 Z2 
It should be noticed that y is simply the right side of Equation 
(D-32). Now the left side of Equation (D-32) will be expressed in 
terms of x. 
It should be observed from Equation (D-34) that 
p2 = y e - {-^-)2 (D-36) 
r r dk 
2 2 0 
Defining the left side of Equation (D-32) as y and making use of Equa-
tion (D-17) shows that 
E £ 
r„ r y0(x) = (—}dK = (—]dkv^2-y e 2 ê J z_ v£ J 0 r_ r0 
r3 3 r3 3 3 
Substituting Equation (D-36) into this last equation yields 
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£ | 
r I 2 
y (x) = f^dk J Pr er -Ur E -(^-) (D-37) 
/ e u r2 r2 r3 i3 QK Q 
o 
As a function of x, y_ is an ellipse. 
Since y and y are the right and left sides, respectively, of 
Equation (D-32), the solutions of Equation (D-32), and hence the zeros 
of D , correspond to the intersections of the curves y (x) and y (x). 
A typical plot of y and y versus x is shown in Figure 21. For the 
situation shown in that figure, D has two real zeros since y and y_ 
intersect twice. There is always at least one solution, that is, inter-
section of y and y9, and it occurs somewhere in the interval 
0 < x < — . This proves Statement 3. 
It will now be convenient to let the "radius" of y increase. 
From Figure 21 it can then be seen that new intersections of y and 
y occur whenever x = niT, where n = 1,2,3,..., and y = 0 simultane-
ously. The total number of intersections is n + 1. This information, 
combined with Equation (D-37), indicates that new solutions occur when 
e 
r 9 2 
y„(nTr) = 0 = [ }dk. y y e -y e - (——•) 











Figure 21. Graphical Location of the Real Zeros of D 
TM 
• x 
Figure 22. Graphical Location of the Real Zeros of D 
TE 
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Substituting Equation (5-3) into this last equation and noting that 
d j- 0 gives 
no 
fTM = — for n = 1,2,3,... (D-38) 
1n+1 2d/y e -y e 
r2 r2 r3 r3 
where f is defined as the frequency at which the n + 1'st TM 
n+1 
surface wave begins to propagate. It should be noticed from this last 
equation that if f is the operating frequency and if f < f < f 
n+1 : n+2 
where n = 1,2,3,..., then n + 1 of the TM surface poles exist. If 
f < f , then only one TM surface wave pole exists. Equation (D-38) 
1 
and the last comment imply that n + 1 of the TM poles are present If 
nc < f < (n+l )c 
2d/jj e -y e 2d/y e -y e 
r 2 P2 P 3 r 3 V2 r 2 r 3 r 3 
or i f 
2 d f / y e - y e r r r r 2 2 3 3 n < < n + 1 
From this last equation it can be seen that the number, n , of TM 
surface wave poles that are present is given by 
nm„ = entier (2df/p e ŷ e /c) + 1 (D-39) 
TM r r r r 
x2 2 3 3 
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Although Equation (D~39) does not locate the TM poles, it does show how 
many exist. This information is very important since in most numerical 
schemes for finding the zeros of a function the number of zeros to be 
found must be specified before the zero-finding is initiated. Equation 
(D-39) provides this information for D . 
Now the number of zeros in D will be determined. Using the 
definition of x given in Equation (D-34), y and y will be defined as 
y 0 ( x ) = -x co t (x ) = ~dk cot(dk ) (D-40) 




r r y ^ x ) = ( — - ) d K = ( — j d k V p Z - p e 4 i v i z 3 l v > 0 r 3 r 3 
o o 
Substituting Equation (D-36) into the last equation gives 
yr / 7 
yAx) = (-^-jdk^Vy e -y e - (—-) (D-41) 
4 ^ 0 r2 r2 r3 r3 ^dk^ 
From this last equation it can be seen that y as a function of x is an 
ellipse. Since y and y are the right and left sides, respectively, of 
Equation (D-33), the zeros of D correspond to the intersections of y 
and y. . A typical plot of y~ and yu versus x is shown in Figure 22. 
For the situation shown, D has two zeros since there are two inter-
1 £J 
sections of y and y . However, if y intersects the x axis at an 
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7f 
x < —, then y and y will not intersect, and there will be no TE 
surface wave poles. 
It will now be convenient to let the "radius" of y increase. 
It can then be seen from Figure 22 that new intersections of y and y 
O M" 
TT 
occur when x = — (2n~l), for n = 1,2,3,..., and y = 0 simultaneously. 
The total number of intersections is n. This information, combined with 
Equation (D-M-l), implies that new solutions occur when 
or when 
§£2n-l] 
d V A \A e -\i e r r r r 
2 2 3 3 
Substituting Equation (5-3) into this last equation and remembering 
that d f 0 gives 
:
TE =
 C ( 2 n 1 ) -for n = 1,2,3,... (D^42) 
4d/i n y e -\i e 
r r r r 
2 2 3 3 
where fTr is defined as the frequency at which the n TE surface 
n 
wave begins to propagate. It should be observed from the last equation 
that if f < f < f , where n = 1,2,3,..., then n of the TE surface 
i t — 1 IJ _ 
n n+1 
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wave poles are present. However, if f < f , then no TE poles are 
ihl 
present. These comments and Equation (D-42) indicate that n of the TE 
poles are present if 
c(2n-l) < f < c(2n+l) 
M-d/y ~ -y e 4d/y e - y e 
r2 r2 r3 r3 r2 r2 r3 r 3 
or if 
2n - 1 < /y e ŷ ~ < 2n + 1 
= ° ^2 r2 r3 r3 
or if 
2df/i 'y e -y e 
r2 r2 r3 r3 1 
n < + — < n + 1 
= c 2 
From this last equation it can be seen that the number, n , of TE 
surface wave poles present is given by 
2df /y e -y e 
P2 P 2 r 3 P 3 1> 
n T £ = e n t i e n - - + -- tierf i-_£
 6—^  ±) (D-«+3) 
The total number of surface wave poles, n n , is 
r pole 
Vie = "TM + nTE (D"44) 
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To proceed further, the following identity is needed: 
entier(x) + entier(x + —) - entier(2x) (D-45) 
This identity can be easily proved graphically. Applying Equations 
(D-39), (D-43), and (D-45) to Equation (D-44) shows that Equation (D-1) 
is indeed valid. Thus far, Statements 1 and 3, as well as Equation 
(D-1), have been verified. Only Statement 2 remains to be proved. 
Case 3. If d = 0, no surface wave poles should exist since then 
there is no interface between regions V and V„ to support such waves. 
This statement can be shown mathematically, as follows. Setting d = 0 
in Equations (D-6), (D-7), and (D-8) gives 
Den = D 
d=0 TM d=0 TE d = 0 r3 3 r2 
or 
Den 
e y r r 
= M)M^ 
A-n e V Zo 
d=0 r3 r2 3 
(D-i46) 
Equation (D-46) represents an integrable singularity at k = 0 , that 
Z3 
y e , instead of a pole. This can be shown by analogy 
P3 P3 
is at p = A 
with the next case. Since this is the only singularity in Den, no sur-
face wave poles are present when d = 0. It should be noted that if 
d = 0, then the value of y e has no significance at all. 
r r 
2 2 
Case M-. It will next be assumed that 
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y e = y e 
P2 P2 P3 P3 
(D-47) 
and d i 0 
For this case it will be shown that Den has an integrable singularity 
at p = /y y = / y y and that no poles are present. To do this, it 
V T T "P 
2 2 3 3 
should first be observed from Equations (D-4) and (D-5) that 
k0/yr £r "p2 i f p 2 = yr £r 
3 3 3 3 
k = k = < 
Z2 Z3 
(D-48) 
-jkn/p2-y e if p
2 > y e 
0 r3 P3 r3 r3 
Next, Equations (D-2) and (D-3) for this case become 
kn - kQ = k_/y e 2 3 0 P 3 r3 
(D-49) 
Substituting Equations (D-48) and (D-49) into Equations (D-7) and (D-8) 
gives, respectively. 
V 
DTM = ^ ^ V ° S ( d k z 2 ) " V " " ^ ' 
(D-50) 
\ 
DT p = s i n ( d k ) - j ( — ) c o s ( d k ) 





The last two equations permit Equation (D-6) to be written as 
Den = -k 
Z2 
- y ~ ? 
P 3 
i ( J cos (dk ) - s i n ( d k ) 
_ \ Z2 Z 2 _ 
(D-52) 
The bracketed term in Equation (D-52) can be shown to be non-zero 
in the following manner. If p < v y z , then k is purely real, a3 
r3 P3 Z2 
can be seen from Equation (D-48); and, consequently, both cos(dk ) aud 
Z2 
sin(dk ) are also purely real. Then, since the sine and cosine func-
Z2 
tions are never zero simultaneously, it follows that the bracketed term 
in Equation (D-52) is never zero when p < / y c 
^ = r r 
3 3 
Next consider the interval p > /y e , in which k is a 
r r 7 
3 3 2 
strictly negative, purely imaginary number, as indicated in Equation 
(D-*f8). Equations (D-18) and (D-19) then show that the bracketed term 
in Equation (D-52) is a strictly positive, purely imaginary number. 
Thus, the bracketed term under consideration is never zero for p > /\x E . This pa agraph and the preceding one prove that the 
T3 r3 
bracketed term in Equation (D-52) is non-zero for all real p. Therefore, 
the only singularity Den can have is when k = 0. 
Z2 
It will now be shown that kz in Equation (D-5 2) Introduces into 
2 
W_̂  an Integrable singularity instead of a pole. From Equation (5-11) 
3 




Num (i\), p ) 
J J 
0 0 
n ( \ chj; dp 
D en(p ) 
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Num(i|;,p) dip dp (D-53) 
u 
P 3 
j ( l c o s ( d k ) - s i n ( d k ) 
\ Z2 Z2 
TT/2 
Num(i|;,p) clip dp 
3 3 
i( }cos(dk ) - sin(dk ) 
\ 2
 Z2 Z2 
-k 
Now let 
= A p vy £ sma r r 
3 3 
in the first integral in Equation (D-53) and, in the second, let 
p = v]i E cosha 
r r 
3 3 
Applying these last two equations to Equation (D-4-8) reveals that 
k -' k̂ /y £ cosa 
Z2 ° r3 r3 
in the first integral of Equation (D-53), while in the second integral 
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k = -jk^/y e sinha 
Z2 ° P3 r3 
Substituting these last four equations into Equation (D-53) yields 
or 
r/2 ir/2 Num(iK/y e s i n a ) / y £ c o s a d^ da 
r r r r 
3 3 3 3 r y, 
o o - k ^ / y £ cosa 
0 r 3 r 3 
3-
i f ) c o s ( d k ) - s i n ( d k ) 
\ Z2 Z2 
,_ N u r n ( ^ , / y e c o s h a ) / y e s i n h a d^ da 
rr/2 r 3 r 3 r 3 r 3 
r u__ 
0 0 j k / y e s i n h a 
0 r 3 r 3 
j ( ) c o s ( d k ) - s i n ( d k ) 
U 




- k „ | j f ) c o s ( d k ) - s i n ( d k ) 
\ Z2 Z2 
(D-54) 




j ( l c o s ( d k ) - s i n ( d k ) 
\ Z 2 ^ 
jk, 
It will now be observed that the denominators in Equation (D-54-) have 
222 
no singularities since the bracketed term in the denominators has 
aiready been shown to be non-zero. Thus, the singularity at p = / y e 
r3 r3 
has been removed. It has also been shown that W has no other singu-
C3 
larities for Case 4. This last comment, combined with Case 3, proves 
Statement 2. 
Thus, Statements 1, 2, and 3, as well as Equation (D-1), have 
all been verified, which was the intent of this appendix. It should 
also be noticed that the real zeros of Den are simple. This can be 
seen by observing that the curves y and y in Figure 21 are not tangent 
when they intersect. Hence, (y-,-y9) " can have only simple poles. 
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